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Dear friends! 
You have just opened the current number of the Geography - Journal of the 

Czech Geographic Society, which was prepared in English on the occasion of 
holding the Regional Conference of the IGU in Australian Brisbane. We have 
tried to orientate it towards the theme seen not only as topical but also very 
important from geographical skills spreading point of view, that is to say the 
application of GIS in geographical research specifically in the ASRI products 
environment. More contributions have been collected and after reviews the 
following eight main articles and several annotations of books written in 
English released in geographical institution in Czechia in last years are 
published. 

GIS Applications in geographical research are perceived as a possibility to 
specify traditional geographical procedures of evaluation and/or to project 
possibly non-traditional typological procedures on handled data files and 
furthermore to visualise that all. These procedures not only make research 
work more effective and offer alternative possibilities of perspective solutions 
of various issues in the territory but also have a very significant impact on the 
presentation of geography as in the professional as in the non-professional 
public. The effect of using procedures arising through GIS application in 
teaching process as in secondary schools as in universities, in the sphere 
traditionally covered by geography and lately more and more by penetrating 
(geo)informatics is also non-significant. Just GIS applications on different 
levels of decision making processes give a new, modern content to this old 
science when used in geography, through which a broad plenum of young 
people of different professions can be addressed. This up-to-date becoming 
involved and "image" of geography bring then significant impulses for its 
inner transformation and modernisation. Good luck to geography and 
particularly to its interconnecting with Geographical Information Systems, in 
which we can see hopeful future. 

Dear readers! 

Ivan Bic£k 
The President, Czech Geographic Society 

The publication which gets into your hands has been published on the 
occasion of a very important geographic event of 2006: IGU Regional Congress 
Brisbane. We are very happy that we could participate in publishing the 
publication that helps participants in the conference to get acquainted with the 
work of Czech geographers and present the results achieved by Czech 
geographers allover the world. However, we consider it an honor for us that 
authors of the articles published in this publication reached a high level in 
terms of implementation of GIS into the geographic research and chose 
geoinformatic tools of the ESRI products for their work as these products are 
distributed and supported in Czechia by our company, ARCDATA PRAHA s.r.o. 
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In compliance with ESRI's policy we also provide a maximum support to 
university and research teams in order to help to increase the use of GIS 
within geographic disciplines. As the geoinformatics reveal interesting facts it 
should become one ofthe basic tools of the geographic research. GIS helps the 
geography to improve, use analysis etc. while on the other hand the 
geography is a basic theoretical resource for GIS. That is why the geography 
cannot exist without the geoinformatics and vice versa. The advanced 
geoinformatic tools provide for a higher and higher development of geographic 
research all over the world. 

The Czech Republic is not the exception - using the state-of-the-art 
technologies the Czech researchers also achieve interesting results which are 
to be disseminated widely. Our republic is often looked at as a small country 
that is insignificant in terms of science or technologies. Nevertheless, this 
publication praises a valuable work of Czech geographic experts within 
various areas, namely climatology, hydrology, geomorphology, etc. The 
published papers present use of GIS in the geographical industry not only for 
a visualization but also for interesting geographical analysis. It proves 
forwardness in using GIS tools in Czechia that has had a long-standing 
tradition. 

The birth of GIS technology dates back to 1960s. It is often placed into the 
North America. Given the development of computers and software 
engineering in the United States it is quite understandable. By the time the 
GIS technology was born Czechia belonged to a political block that did not 
favor exchange of experiences and information. Therefore not too many people 
are aware that in the late 1960s significant theoretic works within the area of 
territorially oriented information systems originated in the former 
Czechoslovakia and the first conferences took place there to discuss this 
discipline. No wonder that nowadays Czechia belongs to countries where GIS 
has got a large community of users and wide spectrum of use. And the 
geography is one of the most important ones. 

Therefore we wish to all readers to discover many an interesting 
information and lesson within the pages of this publication that could help 
them to use geographic information systems more efficiently. 

Petr Seidl 
Director 

Inka Vyordlkovd 
Geographer, remote sensing specialist 

ARCDATA PRAHA, s.r.o. 
Distributor of the ESRI software and Leica Geosystems in the Czech 

Republic 
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vIT VOZENILEK 

CONCEPTUAL REMARKS FOR TECTONIC 
GEOMORPHOLOGY BY TERRAIN MODELLING WITHIN GIS 

v v 0 zen i I e k: Conceptual remarks for tectonic geomorphology by terrain modelling 
within GIS. - Geografie-Sbornik eGS, 111, 1, pp. 3-14 (2006). - The paper deals with term 
of digital tectonic geomorphology as an integration of structural geology, geomorphology 
and digital terrain analysis. The author extends traditional set of methods for tectonic 
geomorphological research and gives general conceptual remarks for methods of tectonic 
geomorphology developed for the integration of tectonic geomorphology into GIS based on 
digital terrain modelling. The emphasis is given on selected problems: morphological 
features associated with fractures, feature recognition and parameter extraction, digital 
geomorphometry analysis, digital image processing of terrain data and spatial analysis of 
lineaments. The paper gives fundamental topics for understanding instead of particular 
algorithms and procedures. 
KEY WORDS: tectonic geomorphology - terrain modelling - GIS -landforms. 

The paper has been completed within project 205/02/0211 "Geography of selected natural 
extremes, their impacts and cartographic visualization" supported by Grant Agency of 
Czech Republic. 

Introduction 

In addition to various methods and sophisticated geophysical, geological and 
geodetic data handling a structural analysis of topographic features is well
established field of study in modern geomorphology, and aerial photographs 
and remotely sensed images have long been used within its approaches. 
Recent developments in information technology and digital elevation data 
acquisition have resulted mainly in an increasing interest in digital terrain 
modelling for tectonic geomorphology. Methods of surface investigation such 
as remote sensing and morphological analysis provide fast and relatively 
cheap information, complementary to traditional field geological research in 
order to study subsurface geology. Morphological analysis of topographic 
features, in particular lineaments, has long been applied in structural and 
tectonic studies (Hobbs 1912), and has become a fundamental tool in tectonic 
analyses using aerial (stereo-)photographs and other remotely sensed imagery 
(Siegal, Gillespie 1980; Drury 1987; Salvi 1995; Woldai et al. 2000). Although 
the interpretation of surface morphology in terms of geological structures is 
commonly applied (Fabbri 1984; Prost 1994; Keller, Pinter 1996; Vozenilek et 
al. 2001) there are relatively enough examples of GIS implementation in such 
studies, and there are only few case studies involving the consistent 
application of available digital methods for tectonic geomorphology. 

Review of literature on digital morphotectonic analysis shows that large 
variety of methods (and their combinations) has been used, such as shaded 
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relief models together with remotely sensed images, three-dimensional view 
with image drape, digital cross-sections, slope, aspect and curvature maps, 
DEM histograms, and trend and spectral analysis. The most important 
limitations in general are that: 
- most of the studies use a single method (or only a few methods) for surface 

feature recognition and description 
all of the studies are at the regional scale, although landform observations 
are at the local scale 
most of the studies use visual methods of feature (mostly lineament) 
extraction 
there are very few cases involving the analysis and extraction of landforms 
specific to tectonic structures 

- most of the methods can be applied to neotectonic landforms only 
- there is a lack of rigorous study of the relationship between tectonic 

processes, secondary geological processes, and their representation in 
DEMs. 

Digital tectonic geomorphology 

Systematic digital tectonic geomorphology analysis is limited by the lack of 
such studies in literature, and the non-uniform description and use of 
relevant digital methods in different fields of the Earth Sciences. Essentially 
identical methods are often used in these different fields with different names 
and for different purposes that makes their adoption to digital tectonic 
geomorphology difficult. GIS software can easily perform most of the analyses 
but some procedures may be very difficult to implement. Many digital 
analyses require the use of an integrated system of many analytical and 
software tools based on principal topics of interoperability. 

Digital tectonic geomorphology is the integration of three components 
(Jordan, Csillag 2001, 2003): structural geology, geomorphology and digital 
terrain analysis. Tectonic geomorphology has developed sophisticated 
methods for the integration of structural geology and geomorphology. The 
application of numerical methods in geomorphology has led to the field of 
geomorphometry, which has developed rapidly since the availability of digital 
terrain data. There is, however, a gap between structural geology and digital 
terrain analysis. 

The basic geometric properties which characterise the terrain surface at 
a point are elevation, properties of the gradient vector: its magnitude defining 
slope, and its direction angle defining terrain aspect, surface curvature, 
convexity and surface-specific points and lines, i.e. local maxima (peaks), 
minima (pits), saddle points (passes), inflection points, slope-breaks, ridge 
and valley lines. The relationship of local geometric attributes and tectonic 
structures such as relationship between slope-breaks and fractures is often 
straightforward (Siegal, Gillespie 1980; Drury 1987; Prost 1994; Salvi 1995). 

In contrast to local geometric analysis, general geomorphology also studies 
the statistical and spatial characteristics and relationships of point attributes 
(Evans 1972, 1980). Relationships between point attributes were used by 
Evans (1980) to further characterise the terrain. For example, the elevation
average slope curve and the cumulative percentage area-elevation curve 
('hypsometric curve') can be used to study slope conditions. By fitting a trend 
surface to the studied area or its parts, the overall tilt due to tectonic activity 
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can be studied (Doomkamp 1972; Fraser et al. 1995; Guth 1997). 
Autocorrelation, spectral, wavelet and variogram analysis can reveal 
anisotropy and periodicity present in the digital elevation model. Both 
features often result from tectonic control on terrain morphology (Harrison, 
Lo 1996). 

Morphological features associated with fractures 

Structural discontinuities in rocks most often result in linear 
morphological features along the intersection of fracture plane and land 
surface. Linear morphological expressions of fractures include mainly linear 
valleys, linear ridgelines and linear slope-breaks. The main geometric 
characteristics of a single line are orientation, length (continuity) and line 
curvature. Linear fracture traces are most obvious in the case of high-dip 
faults of normal, reverse and strike-slip type whilst thrust faults tend to 
appear irregular in topography (Prost 1994; Drury 1997; Goldsworthy, 
Jackson 2000). Intersection of topographic surface and fold structures can 
also result in linear and planar features depending on the geometry and 
orientation of the folds with respect to the erosion surface (Ramsay, Huber 
1987). 

Planar features such as uniform hillsides also develop along fractures. 
Geometry of planar surfaces is described by uniform aspect and high and 
constant slope values. Shape and extent are also important characteristics. 
Large elongated areas with linear boundaries can be associated with faults. 
The measure of curvature is important in case of complex curving fracture 
surfaces. 

Specific geomorphological features forming along faults are diverse. 
Asymmetric geometry of slopes across valley and ridgeline axes, as measured 
by uniform slope angle differences, can result from tectonic influences on the 
morphology. Characteristic landforms, such as depressions, pressure bulges 
or tilt of flats are commonly seen in fault zones. Depressions and bulges are 
geometric locations of local elevation minima and maxima, respectively. 
Characteristic shape and slope conditions describe their geometry (Keller, 
Pinter 1996). Tilt of flats result in uniform surface gradients. 

Most of the above morphological features, such as linear valleys, 
asymmetric slopes and depressions may be caused by secondary processes or 
can be associated with lithology. For example, wind erosion may create linear 
patterns; planar surfaces, linear valleys and ridges and asymmetric slopes 
are often associated with bedding; and linear morphological features may 
arise from lithological contacts between different rock types. 

The spatial relationships among fractures can be described either 
statistically by a spatial frequency analysis of the above characteristics or 
topologically in statistical analysis, location of individual features is not 
considered within the studied population. For example, angular statistics 
(rose diagrams) are used for analysis of orientation distribution in the study 
area. Spatial statistics of fault length and intersection densities are 
important in structural geology, too. Note also that the density number of 
lineaments is sensitive to the scale and resolution of the used imagery, relief 
and thickness of soil cover (Tiren, Beckholmen 1992). Another approach in 
many fracture analysis considers fracture populations as networks, and 
focuses on their pattern of intersection in terms of lengths, angle and 
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frequencies, mutual dislocations and shape and size of fracture-bounded 
areas, from which the stress field can be quantified (Ramsay, Huber 1987). 
This approach is commonly known as topological analysis, where the location 
and relationships of individual features are considered. Intersecting 
lineaments define rock blocks of various scales identifiable by digital terrain 
analysis (Tiren, Beckholmen 1992), an important feature of, for example, 
shear zone regimes (Sylvester 1988). 

Lithological structures within rock units may also be represented by DEM 
and their description might help clarifying geological and structural 
relationships, but these features can also obscure tectonic structures. 
Secondary geomorphological indicators of tectonic influence are dislocations 
of geomorphic surfaces, such as erosional surfaces and alluvial plains, and 
these surfaces are the result of uplift, subsidence or tilting. Fluvial networks 
are the most common indicators: the drainage network pattern often reflects 
the regional or even the local tectonic framework (Deffontaines, Chorowicz 
1991). In the absence of further morphological evidence, these morphological 
features can be distinguished from features of non-tectonic origin with the use 
of geological information. Geological data from various sources, such as 
geological maps, geophysical data, remotely sensed images and field 
measurements also have to be incorporated in the GIS database. 

Feature recognition and parameter extraction 

In order to maximise the tectonic geomorphology information obtained 
from a DEM, a sequential modelling scheme can be created and applied. The 
design of the modelling scheme has been based on the following 
considerations (Jordan, Csillag 2001): 

the objective is the quantitative geometric characterization of landforms 
the objective is providing reproducible outputs 
analysis proceeds from simple to the more complex analysis 
outputs from modelling steps are controlled by input data and parameters 
the procedure integrates a wide-range of available methods 
multi-source information is integrated in the database 
digital terrain analysis is implemented in GIS environment. 
Analysis of multi-source data mostly use GIS techniques. Figure 1 

illustrates the procedure of recognition and extraction of fault-related 
landforms and their tectonic interpretation. Based on the study of landforms 
related to faults , geomorphological characteristics are translated into 
mathematical and numerical algorithms. Topographic features represented 
by DEM of test areas are extracted and characterised by digital terrain 
analysis. Verification of structural implications uses other data sources in 
GIS. The development and application of numerical methods in GIS are 

undlrstlndlng digital terrain analysis GIS 

of~1ute --)~ ~= -t-~ fea~~e::~~~~on ~ :::~~~~~ --t--"'~ veriIIc8tion ,;; 

Fig. 1 - Scheme of the procedure of recognition and extraction of fault-related landforms 
and their tectonic interpretation 
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discussed in various papers (Le. Jordan, Csillag 2001, 2003, Wood 2002, 
Vozenilek 2002). 

The components of digital tectonic geomorphology implemented with GIS 
are: 

numerical differential geometry 
digital drainage network analysis 
digital geomorphometry 
digital image processing 
lineament extraction and analysis 
spatial and statistical analysis and 
DEM-specific digital methods such as shaded relief models, digital cross
sections and 3D surface modelling. 
The analysis within digital tectonic geomorphology proceeds from simple 

univariate elevation studies, through differential geometric surface analysis 
and drainage network analysis, to the multivariate interpretation of results 
using GIS technology. Reproducibility of morphological analysis is achieved 
by the application of numerical data processing algorithms. Each modelling 
module has a set of defined input parameters. Subsequent steps are based on 
output of previous terrain models. Prior to the spatial analysis of each terrain 
attribute, its histogram is studied for systematic error and statistical 
properties such as multi-modality. Histograms are interpreted in terms of 
morphometry and used for classification of terrain data. Image stretching for 
enhancement of visual interpretation is also based on histograms. 

Digital geomorpbometry analysis 

Elevation and derivatives of altitude, called point attributes, form the 
bases for geomorphometric study of landscape (Evans 1972). The five basic 
parameters calculated are elevation, slope, aspect, profile and tangential 
curvatures (Evans 1980). For example, a peak in the elevation histogram that 
corresponds to a sharp increase in its cumulative graph indicates a flat 
planation surface. A peak in the aspect frequency histogram or a large petal 
in the rose diagram shows that a larger number of pixels has aspect in 
a preferred orientation. Where these pixels form one or more connected areas 
on hillsides with linear boundaries, a tectonic origin can be inferred. 

Next in the analysis, bivariate and multivariate relationships between 
variables (derivatives and moments) can be studied. Slopes and aspects can 
be plotted in stereonet to study if steep slopes have preferred orientations, as 
steep slopes with the same orientation may be associated with faulting. 

Finally, terrain 'texture' is conveniently studied by means of spatial 
statistical methods and network analysis techniques. Trend analysis, 
autocorrelation and spectral analysis are carried out for the entire area or 
specific parts of the area (e.g. basins only). The trend surface is fitted to all 
data points or to surface specific points, such as peaks or valley lines, to 
estimate regional dips, as the tilt of an area is often related to tectonic 
movements. 

Autocorrelation, spectral and wavelet analyses reveal lineation 
(anisotropy) and periodicity of a landscape due to faulting or folding. The 
autocorrelation property can also be studied by calculating semivariograms in 
different directions (Curran 1988). Problems emerge from the fact that 
valleys often curve and there are confluences down-valley and that ridge 
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height and spacing may vary (Evans 1972). In order to overcome the problem 
of converging ridges of alternating height, analysis can be limited to valley 
lines only. Then valley lines are defined by the digital drainage network 
identification method. 

Digital image processing of terrain data 

DEM and each terrain attribute map derived by digital terrain analysis can 
be viewed as raster images and hence be processed using digital image 
processing procedures to increasing the apparent distinction between 
features in the scene (Sauter et al. 1989; Fabbri 1984; Woldai, Bayasgalan 
1999). Point operations of histogram slicing and contrast stretching have 
basically two applications. Slicing of an image histogram by dividing pixel 
values into specified intervals can been used to display discrete categories of 
elevation, slope, aspect and other terrain attributes (Lillesand, Kiefer 1994). 
Aspect data can been displayed and analysed by means of rose diagrams and 
circular statistics (Wells 1999; Baas 2000). Areas of uniform geometric 
attribute are then examined for area distribution, continuity and shape 
whilst contrast stretching was performed on grey-level images to enhance 
visual interpretations of the terrain models (Lillesand, Kiefer 1994). 

Spatial operations of gradient filters are processed by local operators of 
gradient filters which can be applied only to terrain data and not to grey-scale 
images in order to preserve the original geometric information in terrain 
models. In this way, edges (valleys, ridges and slope-breaks) are extracted on 
geometric bases. For example, slope-breaks can be recognised as edges if 
change in slope in the gradient direction (profile curvature) exceeded 
a predefined threshold. Low-pass filters such as median and average filters 
are used to reduce noise and emphasise areas of similar topographic 
attributes. For example, aspects calculated from a smoothed DEM could 
reveal a hill slope of uniform aspect related to faulting (Vozenilek et al. 2001). 
The enhanced images were then used for analysis of shape, spatial 
distribution and for interactive lineament extraction. 

Hill shading methods producing relief maps are unusual to DEM images 
and are fundamental for morpho structural analysis (Simpson, Anders 1992). 
Hill shading increases the contrast of very subtle intensity variations of an 
image, much more than contouring or pseudo-colour representation do (Drury 
1987). Onorati et al. (1992) used multi-image operation of false colour 
composites (Le. RGB colour components) in morphotectonic studies to 
simultaneously analyse three DEMs. In their study colour separated 
geological maps and remotely sensed images were combined with a shaded 
relief map. These in turn were draped on the three-dimensional view of the 
study areas to enable the study of the relationship between geology and 
morphology. 

Spatial analysis of lineaments 

Lineaments are defined as straight linear elements visible at the Earth's 
surface and which are the representations of geological and/or 
geomorphological phenomena (Clark, Wilson 1994). In geomorphometric 
analysis, a linear feature can have geometric origin only and represent 
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Fig. 2 - Radar SAR interferogram of ground displacement associated with the Landers Mw 
7.3 earthquake (June 1992). Each fringe represents 28 mm of displacement and at least 20 
fringes are visible near the fault (equal to 560 mm of displacement). Coherence is lost as 
the ground rupture is approached, probably because the displacement gradient is greater 
than 28 mm/pixel. Note the broad, asymmetric deformation in an east-west direction 
covering >75 km and the abrupt termination of major deformation near the ends of the 
fault . The detailed deformation patterns seen here can be used to constrain models of 
surface displacement due to the Landers rupture (Burbank, Anderson 2001). 

a change in terrain elevation, such as a valley or ridgeline, slope-break or 
inflex line. In terms of digital modelling, a lineament is a continuous series of 
pixels having similar terrain values (Koike et al. 1998, Krcho 1983, 1990). 
Each line can be characterised by length and orientation. Distribution and 
relationships among lines are described by length and orientation frequencies 
calculated for the entire area or a sub-area. Then lineament intersection 
density, total length per area and frequency per area can been analysed. Two 
lineament extraction procedures are frequently applied: 

an automatic procedure using digital drainage extraction to identify valley 
and ridgelines 
interactive lineament interpretation of terrain models. 
Wavelet analysis is used to identify and measure periodicity and location of 

lineament zones. 
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-4000 6000m 

Fig. 2 - Graphic documentation for spatial analysis of lineaments (Jordan, Csillag 2003). 
Explanation: A - Lineament map (black lines are line features digitised from elevation 
images, grey polygons emphasise major morphological feature, thick light-grey lines show 
fracture lines extracted from geological maps, thick dark-grey lines show fracture lines 
recognised by early studies, asterisks represent springs and large arrows show zones of 
springs; Dl: main depression, 81 and 82: 8-shaped expressions, F1-F4: fold features, R: ring 
structure, d: asymmetric depressions, v: volcanic features). B - Lineament density map for 
N-8 (N±100) lineaments (light tones indicate higher densities). C and D - Frequency and 
length rose diagram of lineaments. 

Conclusions 

To study basic geometry of faults and associated morphological features is 
going to be commonly used methods of tectonic geomorphology. Also 
topographic parameters necessary to recognise and characterise them can be 
easily identified. Numerical methods to extract specific parameters are now 
developed and can be applied within GIS environment. 

Digital terrain analysis gives reproducible results and provides 
quantitative landform description. It allows geomorphologists reproducibility 
as an improvement to traditional morphological analysis and visual image 
interpretation. Quantitative geometric characterisation of landforms based 
on DEM analysis is an advantage if compared to digital processing of 
remotely sensed images or analysis of grey-scale terrain images (Vozenilek et 
al. 200l). 

Evan's (1972, 1980) general geomorphometric method has been developed 
for all GIS packages and then adopted to digital tectonic geomorphology. So 
now the five basic geometric attributes (elevation, slope, aspect, profile and 
tangential curvatures) can be complemented with the automatic extraction of 
surface specific points and ridge and valley lines (Vozenilek 2002). Evan's 
univariate and bivariate methodology is also extended with texture (spatial) 
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analysis methods such as trend, autocorrelation, wavelet, variogram and 
spectral analysis and network analysis. 

Digital image processing techniques of spatial operations and histogram 
manipulations can be integrated in the GIS procedure and applied at almost 
all stages of digital tectonic geomorphology analysis. 

A method for the extraction of high-density drainage and ridgeline 
extraction can be used to create an artificial DEM to overcome problems of 
periodiCity analyses using original topographic data. The advantage of digital 
drainage extraction over traditional lineament extraction methods is that 
identified. 
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Shrnuti 

KONCEPCNi POZNAMKY K PROBLEMATICE TEKTONICKE GEOMORFOLOGIE 
RESENE MODELOV ANiM RELIEFU V PROSTREDi GIS 

Strukturni analyzy topografickych remat jsou vedle sirokeho spektra tradil!nich metod 
a analyz specializovanych geofyzikaInich, geologickych a geodetickych udaju osvMcenou 
metodou studia geomorfologie. VYvoj informacnich technologii a metod ziskavani digitaI
nich dat zapffcinily vZrUstajici zajem 0 vyuziti digitalnich modelu terenu v oblasti tekto
nicke geomorfologie. Metody aplikovane geoinformatiky, jako napt. daIkory prUzkum cr ge
omorfometricke analyzy, poskytuji rychle a pomerne levne informace a doplnuji datove 
zdroje pottebne pro studium geologickych podminek. 

Digitalni tektonicka geomorfologie ptedstavuje slouceni tff komponent: strukturni geo
logie, geomorfologie a analyzy digitalnich modelu reliefu. Tektonicka geomorfologie vyviji 
sofistikovane metody slouzici k integraci strukturni geologie a geomorfologie. Aplikaci nu
merickych metod v geomorfologii se venuje geomorfometrie, ktera zaznamenala nejvetsi ry
voj po odhaleni potenciaIu digitaInich modelu terenu. Presto zde existuje urcrta mezera me
zi strukturni geologii a analyzami DMR. 

Prostorove analyzy geomorfologickych tvaru spojenych se zlomy: Prostorory vztah mezi 
jednotlirymi povrchovYmi tvary muze bYt popsan jednak statisticky, prosttednictvim pro
stororych analyz vybranych charakteristik nebo topologicky. V pffpade statistickych ana
lyz, neni umisreni jednotlirych tvarU reliefu zvazovano pro cele uzemi. Naph'klad, pro ana-
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lyzy rozdeleni orientace jsou pouzivany Ulliove statistiky. Pro potreby strukturni geologie 
jsou vsak dulezite i prostorove analyzy, napr. delky zlomu nebo mzeni puklin. Hustota zlo
mu je zavisla na rozliseni a mefftku pouzitych snimku, reliefu a mocnost sedimentu. Dalsi 
pffstup k analyzam zlomu uvazuje strukturu zlomu jako sil a zabjva se jejich vzajemnjrni 
vztahy z hlediska jejich delky, Ulllu, kterj sviraji, tvaru a velikosti rozhrani, kde dochazi 
k uvolnovanf napetf. Tento pffstup je vseobecne znam jako topologicka analyza, ve ktere je 
hodnocena jak poloha, tak vzajemne vztahy mezi jednotlivjmi tvary. Protinajici se zlomy 
vymezuji bloky hornin ruznych velikosti, ktere je mozne identifikovat pomoci analyz digi
talniho modelu reliefu. Litologicke tvary ruznych horninovjch jednotek mohou bjt take re
prezentovany prostrednictvim digitalnich modelu terenu, coz vjznamne napomliha pH ob
jasnovani vzajemnych geologickych I!i strukturnich vztahu. Druhotnjrn geomorfologickjrn 
indikatorem tektonickych vlivli jsou poruchy geomorfologickych povrchu, jako napr. erozni 
povrchy nebo udolni nivy, ktere vznikaji pusobenim zdvihu, poklesu I!i sklapeni povrchu. 
Typickjrn indikatorem je ffl!ni silo Jeji tvar velmi I!asto odrazi regionalni nebo lokalni tek
tonicky system. V pffpade, ze tyto geomorfologicke znaky nejsou znamy, lze geomorfologic
ke tvary lokalizovat pomoci tvaru, ktere sice nemaji tektonicky charakter, ale nesou url!i
tou geologickou informaci. 

ldentifikace tvaru reliefu a ziskdvtini parametru: Pro ziskani maximalniho mnozstvi in
formaci z digitalniho modelu terenu se pouzivaji metody sekvenl!niho modelovani. V pro
stted} GIS se pro reseni teto problematiky implementuji vybrane komponenty digitalni tek
tonicke geomorfologie, napr. numericka diferencialni geometrie, sifova analyza povodi, di
gitalni geomorfometrie, zpracovane digitalni snimky, analyzy lineamentu, prostorove 
a statisticke analyzy apod. Po analyze tvaru georeliefu souvisejicich s tektonikou jsou geo
morfologicke charakteristiky zal!leneny do matematickych modelu. Jednotlive tvary a typy 
zemskeho povrchu, reprezentovane DMR, jsou pak charakterizovany pomoci patHl!nych po
vrchovjch analYz. Nasledna verifikace a testovani dusledkujsou provadeny v prostredi GIS 
na datech zjineho zdroje (viz obr. 1). Podobne analyzy postupuji odjednoduchych studii pro
filu, pres analyzy tvarU georeliefu a sifove analyzy povodi, aZ ke slozitjrn interpretacim vj
sledku, vse v nejl!asteji prosttednictvi GIS. 

Digittilni geomorfometricke analyzy: V stupem do geomorfometrickych studii jsou atribu
ty elementarnfch (tvarove homogennich) ploch georeliefu. Vyuzivano je zejmena pet za
kladnich parametru: nadmorska vjska, sklon, orientace ke svetovjm stranam, horizontal
ni a vertikalni ktivost reliefu. Naptiklad, vrchol v histogramu nadmorskych vjsek, kterj 
koresponduje s ostrjrn narustem v jeho grafu kumulativnich nadmorskych vjsek, indikuje 
plochy povrch. Vrchol v histogramu orientaci nebo siroky pruh v hvezdicovitem diagramu 
ukazuji, ze velke mnozstvi pixeluje orientovano v preferovanem, tedy nami vybranem sme
ru. Pokud tyto pixely vytvareji jednu nebo vice spojenych ploch s linearnimi hranicemi na 
svazich kopce, lze z nich odvodit tektonicky puvod. V analyze jsou dale studovany vzajem
ne vztahy mezi promennjrni. Orientace a sklony jsou vyjadreny v pravidelnych intervalech, 
aby bylo mozne zjistit, zda naphKlad prevazuje v nekterem smeru ptikrj sklon, nebo zda se 
ph'krY sklony ve stejnem smeru spojuji do zlomove oblasti. Na zaver se vyuzivaji prostred
ky prostorovjch statistickjch metod a techniky sifovjch analYz. Analyzy trendu, autokore
lace a spektralni analyzy jsou uskuteeneny pro konkretni oblast nebo pro vybranou Mst za
jmoveho uzemi. Trend muze bjt odvozen budto od vsech bodu nebo pouze od vybranych bo
du, napr. vrcholy. Autokorelace a spektralni analyzy odhaluji obrys povrchu jako dusledek 
vrasneni I!i zlomove stavby. Vlastnosti autokorelace mohou bjt studovany i pomoci vjpol!tu 
semivariogramu. 

Zpracovtini digittilnich snimku terennich dat: Digitalni modely terenu a atributy ploch 
z nich odvozene lze zobrazit jako rastrovou vrstvu a z toho duvodu mohou bjt take zpraco
vany pouzitim procedur pro zlepseni rozliseni. K zobrazeni diskretnich kategorii atributu 
se vytvareji rezy histogramu, coz predstavuje rozdeleni hodnot pixlu do presne vymezenych 
intervalu. K zobrazeni a analyzam dat orientace se uziva hvezdicovj diagram a kruhove 
statistiky. Oblasti se stejnjrni geometrickjrni vlastnostmi jsou nasledne zkoumany z hle
diska rozdeleni, kontinuity, tvaru i dalsich atributu. Kontrast je transformovan do stupni
ce sedi (pro visualni interpretaci tvaru georeliefu). Napr. nahla zmena svahu muze bjt roz
poznanajako hrana, pokud zmena sklonu prekrol!i preddefinovany prlih. Dolni prlih, napr. 
median nebo prumer, se pouziva k redukci sumu a ke zvjrazneni oblasti se stejnjrni topo
grafickjrni vlastnostmi. Orientace terenu vypol!tena z vyhlazeneho digitalniho modelu te
renu muze odhalit svahy 0 urCitem sklonu se stejnou orientaci souvisejici s tektonickjrni po
ruchami. Vrstvy jsou pak pouzivany pro analyzy prostoroveho rozdt'Heni. Metody stinova
neho reliefu, produkujici reliefni mapy, jsou zakladem morfostrukturnich analYz. Stinovani 
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reliefu zvysuje kontrast obrazu mnohem Iepe nez pseudobarevna reprezentace. V dnesni do
be jsou pro vytvoreni stinovaneho reliefu kombinovany barevne separovane geologicke ma
py a obrazy dalkoveho pruzkumu zeme. Z toho je nakonec vytvoren trojrozmerny obraz za
jmove oblasti umoZImjici studium vzajemnych vztahu mezi geologii a geomorfologii. 

Prostorove analyzy lineamentu: Lineamenty jsou definovany jako prime linearni ele
menty viditelne na zemskem povrchu a reprezentujici urcite geologicke ci geomorfologicke 
fenomeny. V geomorfometrickych analyzach maji linearni tvary vzdy geometricky zaklad 
a reprezentuji zmeny v preryseni povrchu, jako napr. udoll nebo brazdy. V pripade digital
nrno modelovani, jsou lineamenty chapany jako kontinualni serie pixlu 0 stejne hodnote. 
Rozdeleni a vzajemny vztah mezi liniemi jsou charakterizovany prostfednictvim delky 
a cetnosti orientaci v zajmove oblasti. 

Obr. 1 - Schema postupu urcovani a odvozovani povrchorych tvaru souvisejicich se zlomy 
a jejich tektonicka interpretace. 

Obr. 2 - Interferogram posunu povrchu souvisejicich se zemetfesenim 0 sile 7,3 Mw v ob
lasti Landers rupture (cerven 1992) vyhotoveny pomoci radaru SAR. Kazdy pas 
predstavuje posun 0 28 mm a pobllz zlomu je videt nejmene 20 pasu (coz odpovi
da posunu 0 560 mm). Smerem ke zlomu klesa soudrznost, patrne proto, ze gradi
ent posunuje vetsi nez 28 mm/pixel. Vsimnete si siroke asymetricke deformace ve 
smeru rychod-zapad >75 km a nahIeho ukonceni hlavni deformace u koncu zlo
mu. Podrobny model zdejsi deformace muze bYt vyuzit k prokazani modelu posu
nu povrchu zpusobeneho Landers rupture (Burbank, Anderson 2001). 

Obr. 3 - Graficka dokumentace prostorove analyzy lineamentu (Jordan, Csillag 2003). Vy
svetlivky: A - mapa lineamentu (cerne cary jsou liniove znaky digitalizovane z ob
razu preryseni, sede mnohouhelniky zduraznuji hlavni morfologicke znaky, tluste 
svetle sede cary znazornuji zlomove linie vytazene z geologickych map, tluste tma
ve sede cary znazornuji zlomove linie identifikovane prvnimi studiemi, hvezdicky 
znazornuji prameny a velke sipky pramenne oblasti; D1: hlavni pokles, S1 a S2: 
projevy se tvaru pismene S, F1-F4: vrasove utvary, R: prstencova struktura, d: 
asymetricke poklesy, v: sopecne utvary). B - mapa hustoty lineamentu pro linea
menty ve smeru sever-jih (sever ±100) (svetle odstiny oznacuji vyssi hustotu). 
CaD - frekvencni a delkory ruzicory diagram lineamentu. 

(Author is with Palacky University in Olomouc, Faculty of Science, Department of 
Geoinformatics, tr. Svobody 26, 771 46 Olomouc, Czechia; e-mail: vit.vozenilek@upol.cz.) 
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P. Men t I i k , K . Jed lie k a, J. Min a r, I. Bar k a : Geomorphological 
information system: physical model and options of geomorphological analysis. 
- Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 1, pp. 15-32 (2006). - The paper has two main aims. Firstly, 
to postulate a physical geodatabase model of a geomorphological information system based 
on the already existing logical geodatabase model. Secondly, to define processes of 
geomorphological analysis based on the physical geodatabase model. The structure of the 
physical model follows the logical model and is divided into three parts: adopted layers 
(hydrology, geology, topography and others), basic layers (elementary forms, digital 
elevation model and derivatives, documentation materials, genetic groups of landforms, 
morphodynamic phenomena, basin based features and geomorphic network) and special 
layers (morphostructural analysis, comprehensive geomorphological analysis and so on). 
The geodatabase modelling methodology was used for developing the physical geodatabase 
model. The geomorphological analysis is based mainly on the layer of elementary forms 
(defined according to their morphology and morphometry) and the derived layer of 
morphogenetical forms (determined by genesis of landforms). The traditional methods of 
geomorphological mapping and also more recent concepts of geomorphological analysis 
were used. The concept is pr~sented in the context of research in the surroundings of 
Prasilske jezero (lake) in the Sumava (Mts.). ESRI products were used to carry out the 
project. 
KEY WORDS: geomorphological information system (GmIS) - geomorphological analysis 
- geomorphological mapping - glacial forms. 
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Introduction 

Geomorphological Information System (GmIS) as a special type of 
geographic information system (GIS) focused on collecting, maintaining and 
analyzing geomorphic information is a very good tool for geomorphological 
analysis. This idea has been mentioned by several authors (e.g. Barsch, Dikau 
1989, Dikau 1992, Minar 1996, Kusendova 2000, Vozenilek et al. 2001). 
However, some problems remain which we would like to solve. 

The primary idea of GmIS is not based on a special technical solution. In 
fact, only common GIS tools are used here. However, the configuration and 
connections of the thematic layers (particularly the position of the layer of 
elementary forms as a base of the system in our case) and also the structure 
of the database are characteristic features of GmIS. 
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One of the goals of this paper is to present an example of implementation 
of geomorphological analysis into Geomorphological Informatiol! System. An 
example from the surroundings of Pnlsilske jezero (lake) in the Sumava Mts. 
(the Czech Republic) is presented here (Fig. 7, 8, 9 and 10). 

Description of the creation of the physical model of a geomorphological 
database is the other goal. This model is a necessary condition for 
implementing the geomorphological analysis in GmIS environment. However, 
before this, it is necessary to introduce a logical model of GmIS database. In 
connection with defined goals, two aspects of GmIS can be distinguished: 
geomorphological and technical. 

From a geomorphological point of view GmIS is defined as an environment 
suitable for an analysis of georelief (mainly geomorphological analysis) in an 
exact way and also for comprehensive administration of geomorphological 
data and/or data useful for geomorphological research. 

From a technical point of view, GmIS is, however, an environment 
providing storage and management of geomorphological data and also 
possibilities for particular predefined analysis of the data. The uniform 
delimitation of geomorphological units and some predefined techniques of 
geomorphological analysis should be an integral part of the system. 

The core of geomorphological investigation in GmIS is geomorphological 
analysis based on the fundamental concept of geomorphology which says that 
activities of geomorphological processes are explicitly represented in the 
shape of the georelief. This means that analysis of georelief provides correct 
information about the origin and development of a landscape as well as 
relevant data about activities of recent and present-day processes. However, 
the exact methodological procedure of geomorphological analysis has not been 
clearly defined yet, although some authors (e.g. Urbanek 2000a, b) postulate 
particular steps of the analysis. It is possible to transform and renew 
Urbanek's concept and to use it in GmIS. This provides an environment for 
geomorphological analysis because it is possible to manage a huge amount of 
information and to deal with special operations which provide exact data. The 
significance of this approach is increasing because of the number of new 
methods and techniques of research being used in geomorphology. An 
example could be the progress of GIS and GPS techniques as well as the 
application of various methods using results of research in physics, chemistry 
or biology (various dating methods, scanning electron microscopy, pollen 
analysis etc.). 

The following important features of geomorphological analysis can be 
defined in GmIS: 

Precision: there are two things in geomorphological analysis which should 
be particularly precise: firstly, the definition of the geomorphological forms 
should be as precise and as clear as possible. Secondly, it must be possible to 
repeat all the steps of a particular analysis again. 

Flexibility: two aspects of flexibility of geomorphological analysis can be 
defined: 

geomorphological analysis should be open to various inputs (analysis 
providing extra information about particular geomorphological forms), 

- it is also necessary to enable analysis in various types of georelief. This 
means providing methods of definition of extra categories of 
geomorphological forms and specifications for a particular user. 
Stability: the technical background of geomorphological analysis should be 

as stable as possible. It is necessary to postulate the main steps of the 
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analysis in the physical model of Geodatabase of GmIS and to connect it with 
other parts of GmIS. 

Generally it is possible to say that geomorphological analysis in GmIS is 
a process for systematically increasing knowledge about georelief. All steps of 
the process should be exactly defined and reversible (it must be possible to 
repeat a particular analysis again). The main aim of the geomorphological 
analysis is to postulate a hypothesis (ideally theory) of the genesis of georelief. 

Outline of logical model of geomorphological database 

The logical model can represent a user's point of view of the comprehensive 
geomorphological database - the core of GmIS. Our model consists of three 
main parts, which are composed of layers or groups of layers (adapted from 
Minar et al. 2005): 

Adopted layers -layers which have been taken from external sources, such 
as hydrology, geology, topography and others. 

Basic layers - layers which are created by a geomorphologist; by field 
surveyor by derivation from adopted layers or using them in combination. 
This group is composed of layers of elementary formsl, a digital elevation 
model (DEM) and its derivatives, documentation materials, genetic groups of 
landforms, morphodynamic phenomena, basin based features and 
geomorphological network. 

Special layers - layers created by special geomorphological analysis, such 
as morpho structural analysis, comprehensive geomorphological analysis, 
geomorphologic hazard evaluation and so on. 

The logical model is described in Minar et al. (2005). An ArcMap project is 
a way of visualizing the logical model in a computer. It is also a common user 
interface in which the user - a geomorphologist - works (see Fig. 1). 

The physical model comes from the logical model and it is a real representation 
of data of GmIS in a spatial database. The physical model is closely connected to 
a database or to a file oriented data structure. We selected ESRI Geodatabase 
structure for storing the GmIS data. 

Physical model of geomorphological database 

The scope of this contribution does not allow the complete physical model 
of the database and all the algorithms of geomorphological analysis to be 
shown. Only the selected core components are presented. Creation of the 
physical model involves developing its structure and populating the 
structure with real data. The physical model follows the structure of the 
logical model, but there are exceptions which come from the limitations of 
the spatial database structure2• There are only two serious limitations 
influencing the GmIS structure: topology relations cannot be built among 
datasets; there can be only one level of datasets (it is not possible to create 
subdatasets). 

1 The elementary forms are basic mapping segments of georelief characterized by 
maximum homogeneity (constant value) of some relevant morphometric characteristics 
(altitude, slope, various curvatures, ... ) and bounded by discontinuity lines of some of 
these characteristics - see e.g. Minar (1996). 

2 General description of ESRI Geodatabase can be found e. g. in Arctur & Zeiler (2004). 
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Fig. 1 - ArcMap Project reflecting some aspects of logical model. Screenshot from 
ArcMap 9.0; the area under consideration dealt with in this paper is presented here. 

Our physical model of the geomorphological database is only divided into 
the dataset "AdoptedLayers"3 equivalent to the adopted layers from the 
logical model, and into the dataset "GeomorphologicaILayers", where all basic 
and special geomorphological layers are stored. This is because it is necessary 
to maintain topology among them. All non spatial tables are stored in the 
geodatabase root directory. The symbology of ESRI reverse engineering 
diagrams is used in the figures displaying the physical model - see e.g. Arctur 
& Zeiler (2004). The legend to this symbology is explained in Fig. 2. 

Adopted layers are created and populated by converting data from external 
sources, i.e. external digital databases, files or scanned paper maps. These 
processes are common in geographical information systems (GIS) and are not 
described here. 

The geomorphological layers dataset is the core of the geomorphological 
database. Its structure (without attributes) is shown in Fig. 3. 

Firstly it is necessary to create DEM. Interpolation from the contour lines 
has been used in our case. Other raster layers, such as slope, aspect and 
curvatures are derived from it. Further documentation materials layers are 
populated from field survey. 

3 All names in the geomorphological database in the figures follow naming conventions for 
ESRI Geodatabase, see e.g. ESRI 2005 or Jedlicka (2005). For better legibility the full 
terms are used in the following text. 
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Fig. 2 - Legend of ESRI reverse engineering diagrams according to Arctur & Zeiler (2004); 
created by ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer in Microsoft Visio. 
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Fig. 3 - Physical model; overview of geomorphological layers. Reverse engineering created 
by ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer in Microsoft Visio. 

Elementary forms are created interactively from DEM and its derivatives 
in an ArcGIS environment and documentation materials from 
geomorphological mapping. Basin based features can be created using the 
hydrological functions of ArcGIS. 

The layers of the genetic group of landforms, morpho dynamic phenomena 
and geometric network are created furthering the process of geomorphological 
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Fig. 4 - Physical model; detail of elementary forms and related classes. Reverse engineering 
created by ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer in Microsoft Visio. 

analysis. Creation of special geomorphological layers is not discussed in this 
article. 

Details of the physical structure are presented in the example of 
elementary forms and connected spatial and attribute layers. The elementary 
forms are related to several attribute tables (see Fig. 4), which describe 
elementary forms of altitude, slope, aspect and curvature characteristics. All 
these related tables have the same attribute fields as the slope characteristic. 
These tables are created by zonal statistics in GIS. The process was 
automated for the purposes of GmIS (the automation is depicted in Fig. 6 and 
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Topology rules 
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Fig. 5 - Physical model; detail of elementary forms and Discontinuity lines topology. 
Reverse engineering created by ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer in Microsoft Visio. 

described below the figure) and it can be run whenever the geometry of the 
elementary forms is changed. Then, the information in the attributes is 
always consistent with the geometrical representation. 

The situation in the case of the table of genetic characteristics is more 
complicated, because operator entry is necessary. The geomorphologist has to 
enter information at least into the field of lowest taxonomic level (generally 
"variety" or "geomorphological kind"). The higher hierarchic levels can be 
derived automatically in the case of an existing full morphogenetic system of 
landforms (the rules for listing every unit of lowest hierarchical level into 
a higher taxon must be defined). There are also important spatial relations 
among layers in the geomorphological database. Most of them can be explored 
without special tools. The standard GIS identification and spatial query tool 
are sufficient. But in cases where geometry of one layer is dependent on the 
geometry of another layer, it is necessary to use some kind of topological tool. 
An example of topological relations set up in the geodatabase between 
elementary forms and discontinuity lines is shown in Fig. 5. 

In traditional geomorphological maps elementary forms should cover the 
whole area of interest (the rule "elementary forms must not have gaps" is set 
up) and also they should not overlap, because one form describes just one 
"piece of land" and the spatial relation is one to one (so the rule "must not 
overlap" is added). If fuzzy boundaries occur, topological exception can be 
used. Next, discontinuity lines should spatially match the boundaries of 
elementary forms, so the rule "discontinuity lines must be covered by 
boundary of elementary forms" is added. 

Mter the topology has been set up, the GIS environment allows the user 
to easily maintain spatial relationships among all layers which are 
involved. As is discussed above, when the database model is well developed, 
a lot of the geomorphological analysis steps can be performed using 
common GIS tools. For other cases, it is possible to create special GmIS 
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1# Process : Zonal Statistics as Table .. . 
gp.ZonalStatisticsAsTable_sa(ElementaryFo rms , " Id" , Slope , 
SlopeCharacteristic , " DATA") 

" ,,"~"'d'~~ 

r--____________________ -.JJoperation 

!# Process : Create Relationship Class .. . 
gp.Cre ateRelationshipClass management(ElementaryForms , SlopeCharacteristic , 
ElementaryFormsHasSlopeCharac t eristic , " SIMPLE " , " Sl opeCharacteristic " , 
" ElementaryForms " , " NONE ", " ONE_TO_ONE " , " NONE " , " OBJECTID " , " OBJECTID " , "" , " " ) 

Fig. 6 - Slope characteristic; ModelBuilder scheme and example of core parts of the Python 
code. Created in ModelBuilder in ArcGIS. 

tools, for example using ModelBuilder - a graphical user interface for 
Python programming language in the ESRI products. It is also possible to 
directly write a Python code in the classical editor. Both of these 
alternative entries have been used and combined during the development 
of geomorphological analysis tools. An example of the tool code schemed in 
ModelBuilder is shown in Fig. 6. 

Zonal analysis (see i.e. Tucek 1998) is applied here to two source layers. 
Cells of raster of slopes are statistically evaluated in each zone - elementary 
form. Results of the analysis are stored into a "SlopeCharacteristic" table in 
the geodatabase. One to one relationship between slope characteristic table 
and elementary forms is created in the next step. Altitude, aspect and 
curvature characteristics are created using similar models. 

Geomorphological analysis 

The case study of geomorphological analysis in GmIS, which was carried 
out in the surroundings ofPnisilskejezero (lake), is described in the following 
part of this article. Some theoretical and methodical problems of 
geomorphological analysis are discussed simultaneously. 

The correct delimitation of geomorphological forms is a crucial step of 
geomorphological research. Although geomorphologists should investigate the 
surface of the Earth as a whole, very often more attention is paid to some 
particular parts of georelief. This is because some landforms are more 
significant (outcrops, planation surfaces etc.) than others (mainly different 
parts of slopes). Hence a unified principle for delimiting landforms 
(geomorphological forms) is highly important because the results of 
comprehensive geomorphological analysis (complex geomorphological maps or 
a hypothesis for the development of the area of interest) should deal with all 
parts of the georelief equally. 

Although mainly glacial forms are presented in the area under concern, 
gravitation, fluvial and suffusion forms also exist there (Fig. 10). 
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Table 1 - Features used for analysis of genesis of geomorphological forms with examples 
from the surroundings of Prasilske jezero (lake) (units used for geomorphological analysis 
are highlighted by the bold frame). 

Systematic unit4 Characteristics used to define Examples of particular classes in 
a particular class the surroundings of Prasilske 

jezero (lake) 

Group General geomorphological factors Exogenetic forms 

Class Affiliation of the geomorphological Cryogenetic class (corries, 
agents to the partial geospheres moraine walls, cryoplanation 

terraces) 

Subclass Specification of the types of energy Subclasses of glacial (corries), 
and substratum of particular nival (nivation hollow) and 
geomorphological agent cryoplanation forms 

(cryoplanation terraces) etc. 

Family Character of geomorphological Family of mountain glaciers 
conditions and the basic forms, nival forms created by 
mechanism of geomorphological nivation or snow avalanches etc. 
process 

Subfamily Definition of specific Accumulation or destruction 
geomorphological processes in forms in particular families 
particular family 

Geomorphological Genetically homogenous and Corries, moraine walls, dellens 
kind morphologically delimited part etc. 

of georelief 

Variety Parts of a morphogenetical form 'Permanent slope erosion furrows' 
with different genesis or track of debris flows in the 

walls of corries etc. 

The layer of elementary forms therefore represents the core of GmIS and 
also the basic part of geomorphological analysis. A significant and uniform 
principle for delimitation of the elementary forms (Minar 1996) is very 
appropriate in this case. Morphological homogeneity of elementary forms is 
related to their genetic and dynamic homogeneity. Therefore all information 
which is obtained during geomorphological analysis can be connected by this 
layer. The other higher geomorphological individuals (composed form, 
geomorphic regions of higher order) are generated from this basic layer 
usually by defining specific attributes in the Geodatabase (Table 1 and 
Table 2). 

The main aim of geomorphological analysis is the investigation of the 
genesis of georelief (Demek ed. 1972). Basically, elementary forms have 
homogenous morphometric characteristics and the boundaries between them 
are defined as discontinuities of the morphometric characteristics. More 
significant boundaries of elementary forms also represent the frontiers 
between morphogenetic forms. The definition of these boundaries is an 
important part of geomorphological analysis (the phase of differentiation 
- Table 2). 

Each geomorphological individual can be classified according to its genesis. 
The genetic classification of georelief segments according to Minar (1996) was 

4 These systematic units create the part of the physical model Table Genetic 
Characteristics (Fig. 5). 
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Table 2 - Summary of steps geomorphological analysis in GmIS 

Step of Process (processes) of 
geomorphological geomorphological analysis Output in GmIS 
analysis 

Identification Definition and delimitation Layer presents boundary of the 
of the area of interest area of interest 

1st phase Delimitation of elementary Map of elementary forms of the 
forms area of interest 

~ 
0 2nd phase Identification of the main Primary map of georelief :p 

.::1 and obvious morphogenetical ..., 
~ forms 
Ql ... 
~ 3rd phase Spatial connection of Assigning further information to 
is elementary forms or layers of elementary forms and/or 

morphogenetical forms with morphogenetical forms 
documentation points 

Systematization Swinging system analysis Secondary map of georelief 
of georelief 

Analysis of present Definition of geomorphological Map of geomorphological varieties 
day geomorphological varieties which have been (defined by present-day 
processes created by present-day geomorphological processes) 

geomorphological processes 

Analysis of Postulation of particular Special morphochronological map 
morphochronology geomorphosystems for each 

stage of development of the 
area of interest. 

Summary of Creation of hypothesis for Clarification of attributes of layers 
geomorphological development of the area 
analysis of interest 

Verification of Using various Clarification of attributes of layers 
hypothesis (non-geomorphological) 

methods of research for 
verification of the hypothesis 

adapted and then used in the surroundings of Prasilske jezero (lake) 
- Table 1. The systematic units are presented by genetic attributes in the 
geomorphological database (Fig. 4 - table of genetic characteristics). 

The process of geomorphological analysis in GmIS can be summarized as 
follows5 (Table 2): 

Identification: definition of the area under concern. A layer representing 
the boundary of the area of interest is the output of this phase in GmIS. 

Differentiation - 1st phase: delimitation of elementary forms according to 
their morphology and morphometric characteristics (Fig. 3 - tables of 
morphometric characteristics or Fig. 4 - tables related to elementary forms) 
- the map of elementary forms of the area of interest is the output of this 
phase in GmIS (Table 2). 

Differentiation - 2nd phase: identification of the main and obvious 
morphogenetical forms according to their genesis on the taxonomic level of 
geomorphological kind (primary morphogenetic forms). The corries, moraine 

5 The particular phases of the analysis partly concur with the steps of geomorphological 
analysis according to Urbanek (2000 a, b). 
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Fig. 7 - Primary geomorphological map of the glacial geomorphosystem in the surroundings 
of Pnisilske jezero (lake). 

walls and remnants of planation surfaces were identified in the surroundings 
ofPrasilskejezero (lake) - the primary geomorphological map is the output of 
this phase in GmIS (Fig. 7). 

Differentiation - 3rd phase (the information flow phase): spatial connection 
of primary morphogenetical forms with documentation points (Fig. 3) and 
other specific layers (the layer of rock formations etc). These layers provide 
more exact information about the genesis of the particular forms. 

Only morphogenetic forms were defined in this part of the analysis while 
other elementary forms obtain information from other layers. However, the 
spatial position ofthese forms in relation to the other, which had already been 
identified, was very important for the following analysis. 

Systematization: reconstruction of geosystems (present-day or fossil) of the 
landscape. Relief in Central Europe is generally polygenetic. This very often 
means dealing with fossil geomorphosystems during geomorphological 
analysis. It is highly important to clearly define all geomorphosystems which 
can be found in the area of interest at this level of research. The 
morphogenetical forms defined so far, were used as the base of the operation. 
According to the relationship between the undefined forms and defined forms 
in the geomorphosystem, we can identify the forms which have not been 
defined so far. This process was carried out in consequent steps. Gradual 
definition of morphogenetical forms brought new information about its 
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Fig. 8 - Secondary geomorphological map of glacial geomorphosystem in the surroundings 
of Prasilske jezero (lake)6. 

neighbours (this process is called 'the swinging system analysis of georelief). 
The secondary map of georelief is the output in this phase (Fig. 8). This map 
expresses morphogenetical forms in the area of interest and covers the whole 
area without any remnants of undefined elementary forms in a particular 
geomorphosystem. Certainly, the relevance of the identification of particular 
morpho genetical forms is different and these differences should be registered 
in the geodatabase. 

Further geomorphological analysis consists of the following two steps in this 
stage: analysis of present-day processes and analysis of morphochronology. 

Analysis of present-day geomorphological processes: the morpho genetical 
forms which have been defined during the geomorphological analysis so far, 
create the main features of the georelief in the area of interest. But these 
forms are seldom homogenous. The main features of georelief in our area of 
interest were created during the Pleistocene, when the geomorphological 
processes were more powerful than at present. Hence these main features of 
landscape have been changed by present-day geomorphological processes. 
These heterogeneities can represent geomorphological varieties - parts of 
morphogenetical forms with a different genesis (Table 1). For example, the 
corries disturbed by tracks of debris flows or 'permanent slope erosion 

6 All glacial geomorphological forms (each part of glacial geomorphosystem) in the 
surroundings of Prasilske jezero (lake) are identified in this phase of geomorphological 
analysis . 
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Fig. 9 - Morphochronological map of the surroundings of Pnisilske jezero (lake). 

furrows' have been investigated as geomorphological varieties ofthe corries in 
the surroundings of Pnisilske jezero (lake) (Mentlik 2004, Mentlik 2005a). 

The information about the type of the process or the stage of evolution of 
the particular form could be registered in the Geodatabase as an attribute 
(Fig. 4 - table of genetic characteristics). The processes could be fossil or 
present-day. Active and passive forms were distinguished according to the 
presence or absence of present-day morphogenetically relevant processes in 
the particular form (see Mentlik 2004, 2005b). 

Analysis of morphochronology: we investigated the age of particular 
morphogenetical forms in this stage of geomorphological analysis by using 
various methods of relative dating (Schmidt hammer test, analysis of 
roughness of rock surfaces etc.) and numerical dating (AMS and conventional 
radiocarbon dating) (e.g. Mentlik et al. 2005 or Bfizova & Mentlik 2005). The 
aim of this phase of geomorphological analysis was to postulate particular 
geomorphosystems for each stage of development of the georelief. The 
morphochronological map is the output of this phase in GmIS (Fig. 9). 

Summary of geomorphological analysis (postulation of hypothesis for 
development of the area of interest): The aim of this penultimate stage of 
geomorphological analysis is to postulate the hypothesis for the genesis of the 
area under concern. This hypothesis should cover all five main aspects of 
georelief (Demek ed. 1972) - investigation of morphology and morphometric 
characteristics by means of elementary forms of relief, morphogenesis by 
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Fig. 10 - An example of the part of detailed map of landforms as a result of 
geomorphological analysis 

means of particular morphogenetical forms and morpho dynamics by means of 
investigation of present-day geomorphic processes, which define 
geomorphological varieties in our case. Morphochronology is expressed by 
particular geomorphosystems of development of georelief in the area of 
interest and morphochronological maps (Fig. 10). 

Verification or falsification of the hypothes: The hypothesis has to be verified 
or falsified by some independent and significant methods in the last stage of 
geomorphological analysis. A wide range of various methods is used for this. 
However, geological methods are the most common (for example scanning 
electron microscopy, analysis of heavy minerals, X-ray analysis of clay minerals, 
and other particularly sedimentological methods such as analysis of shape and 
roundness of clasts etc.), even though some biological methods (mainly pollen 
analysis) are also frequently used. It is necessary to stress that an 
interdisciplinary approach is highly important in this stage of geomorphological 
analysis. If the results of this parallel research were not in agreement with the 
results of the geomorphological analysis, it would be necessary to repeat the 
whole process again trying to find the reason (or reasons) for the discrepancy. 

The analysis of shape and roundness of clasts as well as scanning electron 
microscopy were used in this phase in the surroundings of Prasilske jezero 
(lake) (Mentlik et al. 2005). Finally, the results of geomorphological analysis 
and the results of the other methods were connected and the final hypothesis 
for the development of the area under concern was postulated. 
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In GmIS the results of the research are connected with particular 
elementary forms or geomorphological kind respectively. The hypothesis of 
genesis of the particular area could be tested owing to this spatial connection. 

Conclusions 

The physical model of the geomorphological database based on the logical 
model postulated in Minar et. al. (2005) is presented in this paper. The 
concept is derived from the comprehensive approach to geomorphological 
information system creation (Barsch & Dikau 1989; Dikau 1992; Minar 1996) 
based on layer structure of the database and fundamental considerations of 
geomorphological space, time, and basic data in mutual relations. However, 
the model is open, allowing incorporation of particular approaches to 
geomorphological (geomorphic) information system creation focused on 
solving specific geomorphological problems (e.g. Zhu, H. & Schneider 1999; 
Tachikawa et al. 2003). 

Our physical model is composed of three major groups of layers: adopted, 
basic and special layers (creation of special geomorphological layers is not 
discussed). The model structure allows easy and safe data handling by setting 
up relationships and topologies. Relationships maintain attribute integrity 
among layers and tables. Topologies maintain spatial integrity of the spatial 
data by rules. There can also be marked exceptions from rules for special 
cases. A well defined database structure also allows a geomorphologist to 
perform many geomorphological analysis steps using common GIS tools. 
Special analysis steps can be programmed in various languages. ESRI 
ModelBuilder and Python were used in GmIS. 

The concept of geomorphological analysis in GmIS was used in research of 
the surroundings ofPrasilskejezero (lake) in the Sumava Mts. (Czechia). The 
layer of elementary forms (Minar 1996), which are defined according to their 
morphology and morphometric characteristics, is postulated as the core of the 
analysis. All data are connected with this layer and subsequently provide the 
information for particular analyses. However, morphogenetical forms 
(defined according to their genesis) are used as the fundamental units during 
the geomorphological analysis. Seven steps of geomorphological analysis are 
suggested in the frame of the presented GmIS with the following main 
advantages: 
- The analysis uses a uniform approach for delimitation of landforms. 
- The analysis covers the whole area of interest and deals with all parts of 

the area equally. 
- The process is reversible and it is possible to repeat it and to investigate 

particular steps separately. The geomorphological analyses provide partial 
outputs, which can be interpreted separately. 

- The process provides opportunity for verification of the hypothesis of 
evolution of the area of interest in an exact way (the verification of the 
hypothesis is in fact a part of the analysis). 
In the future, building of GmIS will continue. New tools and modules, 

intended for construction of various special geomorphological layers, will be 
added. The proposed design of the GmIS can also be modified - the creation 
of GmIS in regions with different types of georelief (and with different data 
availability) will probably require a slightly different structure to the system. 
Only experiences from several completed systems can lead to the creation of 
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a more universal design of GmIS. Thus the GmIS should become a robust tool 
for geomorphological research. 
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Software, programming languages and other tools: 
The following software was used for this project: 
ArcGIS Desktop, ArcINFO license - for implementing both logical and physical data model. 
ESRI Diagrammer and Microsoft Visio - for ESRI Geodatabase reverse engineering. 
GRASS - for DEM interpolation. 
ModelBuilder and Python - for geomorphological analysis process diagrams. 
VisualBasic for Applications and ArcObjects - for CAD data conversion to GRASS. 

Shrnuti 

GEOMORFOLOGICKY INFORMACNI SYSTEM: FYZICKY MODEL A MOZNOSTI 
GEOMORFOLOGICKE ANAL YZY 

Predkladany elanek navazuje na nasi predeslou studii Geomorfologicky informaeni 
system - zilladni myslenky a moznosti praktickeho vyuziti (Minar et al. 2005). Geomorfo
logicky informaeni system (GmIS) je specialni typ Geografickeho informaeruno systemu 
(GIS), ktery je zameren na sber, spravu a analyzu geomorfologickych dat. Cilem Clanku je 
prezentovat fYzicky model GmIS a pnpadovou studii jeho implementace z okoli Prasilske
ho jezera na -Sumave. Studie prezentuje aplikaci geomorfologicke analyzy a interdiscipli
narnmo vYzkumu a jejich integraci v GmIS, pfi vyuziti jeho analytickych a databazovYch 
funkci. Je zduraznena potreba stabilruno, presneho a flexibilnmo modelu GmIS pro geo
morfologicke neely. 

Nejprve je predstaven jiz dnve definovany logicky model, (Minar et al. 2005), ktery je za
lozen na trech logickych skupinach vrstev: 
- prevzate vrstvy - vrstvy z vnejSich zdroju 
- zilladni vrstvy - obsahujici data ureovana pozadavky geomorfologickeho vYzkumu, jez 

jsou odvozovana z prevzatYch vrstev nebo ziskavana geomorfologickYm mapovanim; jad
ro systemu tvon vrstva elementarnich forem reliefu (cfMinar 1996) 

- specialni vrstvy - data odvozena z prvnich dvou skupin vrstev za vyuziti specialnich ge
omorfologickych metodickych postupu (napr. morfostrukturni analyza, komplexni geo
morfologicka analyza atd.). 
V pnspevku je dale popisovan fyzicky model GmIS, a to na nrovni jednotlivYch vrstev 

(obr. 4). Detailne je popisovano jadro fyzickeho modelu - vrstva elementarnich forem relie
fu a atributove vazby jednotlivYch forem na tabulky morfometrickych charakteristik (vYs
kove, sklonove, orientace sklonu svahu, vrstevnicova a profilova kfivost) a morfogenetic
kych charakteristik (tabulka 1). Popsany jsou i moznosti vyuziti topologickych vazeb na pn
kladu vazeb mezi vrstvami elementarnich forem a jejich hranicemi. 

Popis struktury modelu pak prechazi v popis procesu, ktere v nem probihaji. Je navrzen 
zpusob technicke realizace automatizace procesu v GmIS s vyuzitim grafickeho i textoveho 
(objektove orientovaneho) vYvojoveho prostredi. 

Geo.morfologicka analyza v GmIS je prezentovana na pfI'kladu z okoli Prasilskeho jeze
ra na Sumave. Koncept geomorfologicke analyzy vychazi z praci Urbanka (2000a,b). Tento 
zakladni koncept je doplnen a transformovan tak, aby umoznoval vyuziti v GmIS. Takto de
finovana geomorfologicka analyza se sklada ze sedmi zilladnich casti (tabulka 2): (identi
fikace, diferenciace - dale rozdelene do tn fazi, systematizace, analyzy recentnich geomor
fologickych procesu, analyzy morfochronologie, shrnuti geomorfologicke analyzy spolu se 
stanovenim hypotezy vYvoje zkoumaneho nzemi a verifikace teto hypotezy). Zilladem geo
morfologicke analyzy v GmIS je vrstva elementarnfch forem reliefu. KjednotlivYm elemen
tarnim formam, jez jsou definovany na zaklade jejich morfologie a morfometrie, jsou pfipo
jovana konkretni data ziskana v prubehu provadenych analYz. 

Pro potreby geomorfologicke analyzy, ktera se zabYva zejmena genezi jednotlivYch fo
rem, jsou na atributovem zaklade vymezovany tzv. morfogeneticke formy vznikajici spoje
nim elementarnich forem reliefu na zillade jejich geneze. Tato geomorfologicka individua 
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v podstate odpovidaji tradicnim geomorfologickYm formam. Verifikace hypotezy yYvoje re
liMu zajmoveho lizemi je provadena rUznYmi (zejmena geologickYmi) metodami. 

Tvorba GmIS bude pokracovat i v budoucnu, zejmena by mely bYt pi'ipraveny specialni 
nastroje a moduly umoznujici zautomatizovani nekterych kroku geomorfologickych analYz. 
U celeho systemu je tfeba pocitat s lipravami pro specificke typy reliefu. 

Obr. 1 - Zobrazeni zakladni struktury IOgickeho modelu v projektu aplikace ArcMap a vy
mezeni zajmoveho lizemi v okoli Prasilskeho jezera. 

Obr. 2 - Legenda k diagramum reverzniho inzenYrstvi podle Artur & Zeiler (2004); vytvo
reno nastrojem ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer a aplikaci Microsoft Visio. 

Obr. 3 - Fyzicky model; prehled geomorfologickych vrstev. Reverzni inzenYrstvi vytvore
ne nastrojem ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer a aplikaci Microsoft Visio. 

Obr. 4 - Fyzicky model; detail elementarnich forem a souvisejicich tHd. Reverzni inze
nYrstvi vytvorene nastrojem ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer a aplikaci Microsoft 
Visio. 

Obr. 5 - Fyzicky model; detail topologie mezi elementarnimi formami a jejich hranicemi. 
Reverzni inzenYrstvi vytvorene nastrojem ESRI Geodatabase Diagrammer 
a aplikaci Microsoft Visio. 

Obr. 6 - Charakteristika sklonu svahu. Schema v ModelBuilder a ukazkajadra k6du v ja-
zyce Python. Vytvoreno v ModelBuilder v ArcGIS. 

Obr. 7 - Ukazka casti primarni geomorfologicke mapy okoli Prasilskeho jezera. 
Obr. 8 - Ukazka sekundarni geomorfologicke mapy okoli Prasilskeho jezera. 
Obr. 9 - l]kazka casti morfochronologicke mapy okoli Prasilskeho jezera. 
Obr. 10 - Cast podrobne geomorfologicke mapy okoli Prasilskeho jezera. 
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GEOINFORMATIC ASSESSMENT OF EXTREME FLOOD 
CONSEQUENCES· CASE STUDY: FLOOD IN AUGUST 2002 

IN CENTRAL EUROPE 

J. Lan g ham mer: Geoinformatic assessment of extreme flood consequences - case 
study: flood in August 2002 in Central Europe. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 1, pp. 
33-50 (2006). - The extreme flood events in the last decade in Central Europe served as 
a unique opportunity to study the impact of environmental changes on runoff process, to 
test the methods of their efficient assessment and to determine the applicability of the 
findings in effective flood protection measures. The paper presents the assessment of 
impact of environmental changes in landscape on the course and consequences of 
extreme floods. Assessment draws on selected indicators of environmental 
transformation related to rainfall-runoff processes, flood wave formation and 
transformation, and local retention capacity. The solution is based on geostatistical 
approach and applies to the Otava river basin located in the core zone of the extreme 
floods in August 2002 in Central Europe and representing area with high level of 
heterogeneity in terms of physicogeographic and social and economic aspects. The 
results of the presented research indicated evident links between physicogeographic 
characteristics of river basins, their anthropogenic transformation, and responses to 
extreme runoff situations. However the results hasn't proved the current intensity of 
river network shortening, riverbed transformation or floodplain and landscape 
modifications to be the main driving force of extremity of the flooding that occurred in 
August 2002 in Central Europe. 
KEY WORDS: Floods - Riverbed modifications - Stream shortening - Floodplain - GIS 
- Rule-based classification. 

This research was funded by the Joint Research Scheme MSM 0021620831 "Geographical 
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Czech Ministry of Education which is fully appreciated by the author. 

1. Introduction 

After the extreme floods that hit the Central Europe during the last 
decadethere were broadly debated questions on how much the unexpected 
flood extremity was affected by long-term modification of the landscape, how 
the environmental changes affected the runoff process, flood wave progress 
and flood induced consequences and if there are efficient ways to reduce the 
flood risk via restoration of the natural environment (Konvicka et al. 2002, 
Kender et al. 2004, Just 2003). 

The above mentioned extreme flood served as a unique opportunity to 
analyze the past and current changes in the landscape and to test the 
methods of efficient assessment and modeling their relations to the runoff 
process and flood consequences and to transform the findings into 
improvements of flood protection measures. 
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The article is focused on the analysis of relations among flood consequences 
and selected indicators of landscape vulnerability in the area located in the 
core zone of the flood in August 2002 as the main result of research project 
released after the catastrophic flooding in 2002. The research was focused on 
following three fundamental tasks: 
1. Assessment of intensity and spatial differetiation of historical and present 

anthropogenic impact on landscape in indicators related to the runoff 
process. 

2. Analysis of consequences of the extreme flood in August 2002 in the core 
zone of the flood. 

3. Analysis of relations among the indicators of landscape modification and 
observed flood consequences. 
The analysis of human impact on runoff process mainly in relation to 

extreme events is one of the current topics in hydrologic research as it is 
related to the phenomenon important for effective protection of lives and 
properties against the natural hazards. The methods applicable for the 
analysis of this process are multiple and are dependent mainly on the 
objective of research, selected indicators and spatial scale (Anselmo, Galeati 
et al. 1996; De Roo, Odijk et al. 2001; Nachtnebel, Konecny 1987; Niehoff, 
Fritsch et al. 2002; Stover, Montgomery 2001). At the local scale the 
physically-based runoff models or process-based approaches are usually 
applied. The larger and complex basins require application of different tools 
- empirically-based or statistical models. 

This article presents the geostatistical approach based on GIS analysis and 
geostatistical analysis techniques namely the rule-based classification, applied 
in the research project as an integrative technique to identify the spatial and 
statistical relations between the landscape vulnerability and observed flood 
effects. This approach allows bridging the gap between spatially accurate data 
sources and the needs of assessment of large-scale complex river basins aimed 
to finding solutions for reducing the flood risk in the landscape. 

2. Material and Methods 

2. 1 Research Area 

The research area is represented by the Otava river basin located in the 
core zone of the extreme floods in August 2002. The Otava river basin with 
total area of 2986 km2 is situated at the south-western part of the Czech 
republic at the border with Germany (Figure 1) and is marked by diverse 
physicogeographical features as well as varying intensity of anthropogenic 
pressure. 

The southern part of the river basin is located in the upper area of the 
Bohemian Forest (Sumava) formed by leveled surfaces with altitude over 
1 000 meters asl. This area has prevailing natural character with scarce 
settlements and a forestation ratio exceeding 80 percent. Intensity of human 
activities is continously growing downwards to the north western lowland 
part of the river basin. 

The backbone of river system in the river basin is formed by the Otava, 
Blanice, and Volynka rivers. These streams were since the middle age subject 
rectification and modifications of riverbed and floodplain due to the growing 
settlement, agriculture, timber floating and transport (Langhammer 2004). 
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Fig. 1- Otava river basin. The research area represents one of the core zones of the Central 
European extreme flood in August 2002. In the eastern part of the basin - the Blanice 
catchment were recorded precipitations over 300 mm during two consecutive events . 

Because of its geography and the windward effect of northwestern slopes of 
Bohemian Forest, Otava river basin is a region with frequent occurrence of 
floods. Since 1888 we can observe 12 floods with return period exceeding 
10-years flood whose origin is dominantly in summer frontal rainfalls (Vlasak 
2004). As the Otava river is drained to the Vltava river dam cascade, the 
mitigation of peak flood in this region is critical for the effective flood 
protection of the down parts of the Vltava river basin including the city of 
Prague. 

In August 2002 , the Otava river basin was affected by two waves of 
extreme precipitation. The first wave hit the region on August 6-7,2002 and 
the second on August 11-14, 2002. The overall precipitation volume in the 
basin was 0.737 km3. The spatial distribution ofthe precipitation in the basin 
was highly asymmetric reaching the highest volumes in the mountainous 
parts of the river basin with maximum precipitation exceeding 340 mm for 
the both periods. The hydrological response of the river basin to the intensive 
rainfall was more extreme than the causal precipitation. The extremity of 
peak discharges observed during the second flood wave exceeded on Blanice 
river 1000-year§ retqrn period while the recurrence of rainfall reached 
100-250 years (CHMU 2003). 

2. 2 Methodology and data sources 

The assessment of landscape vulnerability indicators and their relations 
with observed consequences of extreme flood in August 2002 in the Otava 
river basin was based on complex hydrological and physicogeographical 
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analysis performed with help of GIS and geostatistic analysis and modelling 
techniques. 

There were investigated following factors of river network modification 
with direct impact on the flood course together with geomorphological 
evidences of the flood observed by the field mapping: 
- River network shortening 
- River-bed and flood plain transformation 
- Occurrence of flood course obstacles. 

The assessment of intensity of anthropogenic transformation in individual 
vulnerability indicators and their relations with flood consequences in Otava 
river basin was based on diverse data sources. There were used the available 
digital and analog data and GIS products as well as the data gained by field 
mapping and by digitizing and analysis of historical maps. 

Data on historical shortening of river network were derived from historical 
military maps covering the period since 1844 to the presence (Langhammer, 
Vajskebr 2005). Data were acquired by digitizing and subsequent GIS 
analysis of historical maps of 2nd and ard Austrian Military Mapping (1844 and 
1887), maps of the Czech Army Headquarters (1957) and the Digital civil map 
(2002). 

The integrative geodatabase was build upon the Digital civil map 
(ZABAGED) with precision corresponding to scale 1 : 1 0000, completed by the 
digital Water Management Map (ZVM) and CaRINE landcover geodatabase. 

2. 3 Mapping of flood consequences and of 
riverbed transformation 

Data on geomorphologic evidences of the flood, information on current 
intensity and character of river network and floodplain modifications and 
identification of flood course obstacles were acquired by field mapping based 
on newly developed and tested methodology. The methodology was designed 
to allow treatment of large area, involvement of a higher number of mapping 
staff with keeping accuracy and consistency of results. Results of field 
mapping were digitized and integrated in the geodatabase to enable further 
processing and analysis. 

Main principle of the new methodology of mapping of watercourses and 
floodplain modifications was to split the watercourses into segments marked 
by homogeneity in at least one of the observed parameters while allowing the 
variability of their length. In the course of field mapping, individual river 
segments are indicated on maps, identified by codes, and values were 
recorded in prepared forms. It was decided to develop a new methodology that 
could exactly fit the project needs instead of use some of tpe current methods 
of ecomorphological assessment (e.g. Rosgen 1996; Vlcek, Sindlar 2002) due to 
their complexness and focus on parameters different from the project needs. 

Watercourse anthropogenic modifications were evaluated in five key 
parameters - stream route, longitudinal profile modifications, river-bed 
modifications, floodplain modifications, and occurrence and nature of flood 
control measures (Table 1). 

The indicators of anthropogenic modification intensity were assessed for 
the whole river segment while the character of individual changes was 
investigated separately for left and right banks. Individual segments were 
marked by system of uniform coding so that they could be linked to the 
corresponding geodatabase features (Langhammer 2005). 
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Table 1-Main parameters of watercourse and floodplain modifications selected for the field 
mapping 

Parameter Conditions 

Stream route Straight / Sinuous / Meandering / Braided / Branched 

Longitudinal profile No modifications / Low steps (water level difference <50 em) 
modifications / Medium steps (50 - 100 cm) / High steps (> 100 cm) 

River-bed modifications No modifications / Partially modified / Modified / 
Channelled into tubes 

Floodplain modifications Natural vegetation (meadows, wetland, forest etc.) / 
Agriculturally used areas / Anthropogenic area -
discontinuous development, roads / Anthropogenic area -
continuous development 

Flood control measures None / Flood control dykes / Polders, abandoned river arms 
(meanders) / Ponds and waterworks 

Table 2 - Landforms assessed by field mapping as geomorphological evidences of the flood 
effects 

Gravitational forms: 
Landslides, landslide areas 

Fluvial forms: 
Accumulative forms: 
Alluvial (dejection) cone 
Terrace 
Flood plains 
Older (Holocene) fluvial/flood 
accumulation 
Recent fluvial accumulation 

Erosion forms: 
Erosion furrow, source areas of erosion 
runoff 
Shifted river-bed, abandoned river-bed 
Significant damage to banks, bank caving 
Broken mounds 
Recent cuts of watercourses into flood 
plain sediments 
Rock steps in river-beds 

Anthropogenic forms: 
Weirs 
Flood control obstacles 
Anthropogenically reinforced slopes 
Anthropogenic mounds, heaps 
Damaged or destroyed bridge 
Bridge, foot bridge 
Improperly located structures in floodplain 

Other: 
The maximum observed water level 
Dips (in valleys, on slopes) 
Drainless depression 
Isolated boulder 

Mapping of geomorphologic evidences of the flood was performed on the 
basis of reduced legend of a geomorphologic map that contained phenomena 
related to flood effects plus features potentially affecting the course of flood. 
Ai?, in the previous case the mapping wasn't aimed at creating a complex 
geomorphologic map, but at collecting data on flood consequences and 
progress fitting the needs of project solution and required for further joint 
analysis. The mapping was focused on the landforms stated in the Table 2. 

2. 4. Data analysis 

The geostatistical analysis was based on data matrix generated from the 
GIS geodatabase. Original and derived spatial data of different topological 
characteristics were integrated into stream segments representing the 
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Fig. 2 - Integration of data sources into the elementary river segment using the GIS. 
Example shows the area of confluence of the Otava and Volynka rivers. 

elementary spatial unit for analysis (Figure 2). Each segment was extended by 
buffer zone of 500 m in which were integrated information from individual 
analytical layers - geomorphologic mapping, assessment of the river network 
shortening, analysis of land use changes and current state, relief digital model 
analysis etc. The geodatabase maintenance, data sharing, and analysis were 
performed on the ArcGIS platform. The special analysis and visualizations 
were made with the GIS MapInfo Professional/Vertical Mapper. 

As the main analysis method, presented in this article was selected the 
rule-based classification. This technique based on database querying process 
allows analyzing the spatial coincidence of different types of flood effects and 
individual indicators of landscape transformation on the level of the basic 
spatial units - the river segments (Figure 1). The statistical analysis on data 
extracted from the GIS was performed in the XLStat statistical software and 
the results were imported back into the original geodatabase. 

3. Results 

3. 1 River network shortening 

The most of watercourses in European cultural landscape was in the course 
of last centuries intensively rectified to improve transport conditions, to drain 
agricultural areas, to protect towns and cities from floods, or to leave a wider 
space for urbanization and industrialization of the landscape. Shortening of 
the river network have a significant negative impact in relation to the process 
of flooding. Stream rectification is inducing consequent increase of the slope 
of affected river segment and changes in riverbed geometry which is both 
resulting in speeding of the flow velocity, and in increasing of the destructive 
force of the flood wave in affected areas. 

Analysis of historical shortening of the river network (Figure 3) in the 
Otava river basin proved that in average values this region shows similar 
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Fig. 3 - Overlay of waterlines of Digital civil map on the georefferenced digital image of the 
2nd Military Map with digitized waterlines. 

intensity of stream rectification as the most of streams in the Central Europe. 
Over the last 150 years, the length ofthe river network backbone has been cut 
from 611.6 km to current 555.9 km, i.e. by 9.1 percent. 

The detailed assessment based on analysis of historical maps showed the 
fundamental spatial differentiation ofthis process in the Otava river basin. The 
maximum intensity of stream rectification in period 1844-2002 is reaching up 
to 40 % ofthe original river length in the Otava and Blanice down river courses 
located in the agricultural regions in lowland part of the river basin. To the 
contrary, the streams in headwater mountainous areas weren't significantly 
affected due to the terrain morphology and smaller pressure on land-use and 
the shortening rates here are generally not exceeding 4 %. Shortening of the 
Otava mid and downstream areas, where the rivers were subject to 
modifications already in the 18th century mainly due to the timber flowing in 
average accounts for 10% of the original length (Figure 4). 
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Fig. 4 - River network shortening in the Otava river basin between 1844-2002 

The river network shortening occurred in all of the assessed phases and is 
evident even in the oldest map works. The most important changes were 
introduced in first half of the 20th century when the Otava river network lost 
in total 6.6 % of its length. The period of intensive modifications under the 
socialist regime that is usually blamed for the vast majority of important 
changes in landscape resulted here only in 3 % shortening of the river 
network. The explanation of this trend stems from historical evolution of the 
area. Due to the favorable conditions the Otava river basin was subject of 
intensive settlement, agriculture and other activities already since the middle 
age and thus the most important changes in river network were done in the 
history. So the stream rectifications made in 1970's and 1980's affected 
predominantly the small streams draining agricultural fields that were not 
subject of the assessment and thus are not appearing in the results. 

The experience from field mapping of flood effects after the extreme floods 
in July 1997 and August 2002 shows that water course rectification is usually 
accompanied by acceleration of erosive and accumulative processes. The 
performed rule-based classification proved this relation although the overall 
statistical correlations between the watercourse shortening rate and intensity 
of the 2002 flood consequences are weak. 

The rule-based classification was based on occurrence of at least one of the 
above-mentioned flood consequences (accumulation, river bank erosion, 
landslide, destruction of structures in floodplain) in the assessed river 
segment in coincidence with stream shortening rate for the period 1844-2000 
exceeding specified threshold (Table 3). 
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Table 3 - Results of rule-based classification of stream rectification intensity impact on 
flood consequences. 

Shortening Shortening Shortening 
>2% >5% > 10% 

Total number of river elements 725 725 725 
Shortening 0 consequences 42,9% 30,1 % 9,4% 
Shortening 0 no consequences 52,7% 32,8% 14,8% 
No shortening 0 consequences 2,8% 15,6% 36,3% 
No shortening 0 no consequences 1,7% 21,5% 39,6% 
Share of shortened segments 95.6% 62.9% 24.1 % 
Share of segments with flood consequences 45.7% 45.7% 45.7% 
Share of the shortened segments on the 
segments with consequences 94.0% 65.9% 20.5% 
Share of the consequences in shortened 
segments 44.9% 47.8% 38.9% 

The results of classification showed that relations between stream segment 
rectification and flood consequences depended on the threshold value of river 
network shortening used as an input criterion. The most numerous 
occurrences of flood consequences in modified segments were detected at the 
minimum shortening level. With the threshold set to 5 % which indicates the 
moderate shortening values the number of segments affected by flood effects 
is at 66 %. If the threshold is shifted to 10 %, which means in the Otava river 
basin an above average value, the share of segments with flood consequences 
drops to 20 %. 

3. 2 Riverbed and floodplain transformation 

Analysis of current intensity of the hydrographic network and flood plains 
anthropogenic modifications was based on field mapping of the state of 
backbone of the Otava river network and the consequences of the flood in 
August 2002 in total length of 610 km. From the results of mapping stored in 
GIS were extracted four main parameters of riverbed and floodplain 
transformation - stream route modifications, longitudinal profile, river bed 
modification and floodplain transformation. 

The anthropogenic alterations currently affects 42,8 percent of the total 
length out of which 26,3 percent represent partial and 16,4 percent complete 
modifications (Figure 5). 

The transformation intensity is however spatially highly diffentiated. The 
largest extent of changes is detected in downstream areas with intensive 
agricultural activities and dense population. The absolutely highest rate was 
found in the downstream of the Blanice river basin where almost 100 % of 
major watercourses length is classified as partially or completely modified. 
Extensive modifications involve also streams at mid and downstream courses 
of Otava, Volyiika, Ostruzna and other rivers. To the contrary, the rivers in 
the headstream areas in mountainous parts remain practically untouched by 
anthropogenic activities. 

From the view of flood progress control a highly important factor is the 
spatial structure of anthropogenic modifications. Long and compact modified 
sections speed up the flow and are leading to concentration of bank erosion, 
accumulation of material and intensive damage upon hitting unmodified 
zones, mainly in meanders and bends. The highest attention should be paid 
to pipelined segments that despite their short length pose considerable risks 
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Fig. 5 - Anthropogenic transformation of riverbed - total shares of main categories of 
riverbed modification intensity at Otava river basin. Data from mapping of anthropogenic 
transformation of streams and floodplains in Otava river basin (Vilimek, Langhammer et 
al. 2004). 

of damage due to their easy blockage by the material transported by the flood. 
This leads to creation of temporary water storages and subsequent break of 
the provisional dam resulting in local flash flood wave with destructive effect. 
Such problems were identified i.e. at the Losenice river at the slopes of 
Bohemian Forest where this process lead to serious damages on buildings and 
infrastructure during the flood in August 2002. 

Another important factor affecting the runoff process during the flood is the 
land-use structure of flood plains. Importance of this factor is critical at 
situations when the water level exceeds the limits of the river bed or flood 
protection dykes and the area of the floodplain is involved in the runoff 
process. During the flood in August 2002 this occurred mainly in the lowland 
parts of the river basin during the second flood wave when the water level 
exceeded the flood plain bottom often even by several meters (Figure 6). 

In conditions of such extreme events the structure of land cover of the flood 
plain can importantly affect the progress of the flood, the efficiency of flood 
wave transformation and the extent of damages. The analysis of land-use 
structure in the floodplain of the Otava river network pointed to the 
inadequate use of this area in regard to the flood protection needs - as much 
as 63 % of the total flooded area is of agricultural use, while 44 % of the total 
floodplain area is occupied by arable land. Meadows and pastures, forming 
the natural environment of the floodplain represent only 16 %, forests 11 %, 
wetlands and water bodies 1.4 % of the floodplain area. The intensity of 
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Fig. 6 - Cross section of the floodplain of the Blanice river by Protivin with marked water 
levels of 1st and 2nd flood wave in August 2002. Data from field mapping of consequences 
of flood in 2002 in Otava river basin (Langhammer 2006). 

floodplain land-use differs significantly among individual subcatchments. 
Extreme values are reached at the Blanice and Otava downstream areas, 
where the shares of all anthropogenically modified surfaces in floodplains 
(agriculture, settlement, industry, transport) are exceeding even 90 % of the 
total floodplain area. 

The rule-based classification was based on application of individual 
thresholds for each parameter of stream modification intensity and the 
comparison of resulting value with the occurrence of the flood consequences 
in coincident river segment (Figure 7). 

With respect to relations between watercourse modifications and flood 
consequences, it was of a vital significance to find that over 92 % of identified 
flood consequences were located in segments partially modified by 
anthropogenic activities according to at least one parameter. 

The analysis indicated the strongest relation in the case of stream route 
and floodplain modifications - over 85 % of identified flood consequences were 
located in straight or sinuous segments, almost 60 % of detected flood 
consequences were located in segments affected by agriculture or settlement. 

Relations between river-bed modification intensity and the flood 
consequences found in coincident and consequent segments are of inverse 
trend (Table 4). The flood consequences observed by the field mapping were 
identified in 49 % of river segments affected by partial or moderate 
modifications (level 2 and superior) but only in 11 % of entirely modified or 
pipelined segments (level 3 and superior). This results are in some aspects 
contradictory to the theories (i.e. Just, 2003) assuming that the higher 
modification intensity of the stream results in larger extent of flood induced 
effects. 

3. 3 Flood course obstacles 

For the extent of flood damages related to the extreme events is one of the 
key factors the occurrence of obstacles impeding water flow in the flood plain. 
Structures and objects located in the flood plains like inadequately designed 
bridges, weirs or improperly located objects in flood plains staying in normal 
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Fig. 7 - Decision tree for classification of relations between riverbed transformation and 
flood consequences 

Table 4 - Results of rule-based classification of stream and floodplain modification impact 
on observed flood consequences 

Stream Longitudinal Riverbed Floodplain Overall Overall 
routing profile modification modification modification modification 

>1 >1 >1 >1 >1 >2 

Total 829 829 829 829 829 829 
Modification --> 

consequences 311 83 180 217 336 306 
Modification --> 

no consequences 347 89 199 244 399 368 
No modification --> 

consequences 54 282 185 148 29 59 
No modification --> 

no consequences 117 375 265 220 65 96 
Share of modified 
segments 79.4 % 20.7 % 45.7 % 55.6 % 88.7 % 81.3 % 
Share of segments 
with flood 
consequences 44.0 % 44.0 % 44.0 % 44.0 % 44.0 % 44.0 % 
Share of the 
modified segments 
on the segments 
with consequences 85.2% 22.7 % 49.3 % 59.5 % 92. 1 % 83.8% 
Share ofthe 
consequences in 
modified segments 47.3 % 48.3 % 47.5 % 47.1 % 45.7 % 45.4 % 
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Fig. 8 - Inadequately Located Bridge on the Upstream Blanice River Impeding Flow During 
Floods (Photo Langhammer 2003) 

conditions outside of the inundation zone during extreme flooding may 
become important flow obstacles. With help of material carried by the flood 
they cause temporary blockages, which after their breaking can trigger the 
local flash flood. Such processes accelerate accumulative and erosive 
processes and the destroyed structures become source of material carried by 
the flood wave and may amplify problems further down the stream. 

This process is illustrated by the event caused by the road bridge on the 
upstream Blanice river during the 2002 flood (Figure 8). The small and 
relatively unimportant local road bridge is located at the end of shallow but 
large valley. Because of its inadequate design capacity it was during the first 
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Fig. 9 - Structure of flood consequences related to the occurrence of steps and weirs. Data 
from mapping of anthropogenic transformation of streams and floodplains in Otava river 
basin (Vilimek, Langhammer et al. 2004). 

flood wave blocked by transported material and turned the upstream valley 
in temporary lake accumulating enormous volume of water. After the collapse 
of the bridge the triggered flash flood reached after several kilometers 
Husinec river dam endangering seriously its safety and stability. 

The classification of relations between occurrence of flood course obstacles 
and observed flood consequences was based on following structures which 
were selected as potential flow obstacles in river-beds and flood plains: steps 
in river-beds, weirs, bridges, improperly located objects in floodplain. 

The detection of these potential flood course obstacles was performed in the 
actual and preceding stream segments because of nature of their impact on 
the flood course. Assessment results proved the importance of occurrence of 
structures in river bed with regard to the flood consequences. Special 
importance has the consecutive occurrence of steps in subsequent segments 
- when evaluating the impact of steps on occurrence of fluvial accumulations 
and bank cavings in coincident segment only 8 % of river segments were 
corresponding to this criterion. If the detection of presence of the step or weir 
is extended also to the preceding river segment, the share of segments with 
respective flood consequences increases to 13 %. 

The flood consequences related to the weirs are differetiated according the 
nature of prevailing geomorphologic process (Figure 9). The most frequent are 
fluvial accumulations (58 %) followed by bank cavings (23.5 %), simultaneous 
occurrence of both accumulations and bank cavings is recorded in 18 % of 
segments. 
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4. Discussion 

The classification of the impact of watercourse shortening, river-bed and 
flood plains anthropogenic modification and flow obstacles on observed flood 
consequences proves surprisingly weaker relations in the areas of high 
intensity of anthropogenic modification of river-beds and flood plains. This 
applies mainly to the downstream areas of the Blanice and Otava, the two 
main watercourses of the river basin. Here is recorded maximum intensity of 
watercourse, riverbed and flood plains modifications, but relations between 
the state of anthropogenic transformation and flood consequences 
aren't clearly proved. 

This may be caused by unprecedented extremity of the flood in August 
2002. In downstream areas, the flood wave filled the whole area of the flood 
plains with water levels exceeding by several meters the level of floodplain. 
Therefore the impact of anthropogenic modifications of watercourses was 
weakened. To the contrary, in upstream and midstream areas, where flood 
wave waters mostly did not leaved the river-beds or spilt into a narrow 
floodplain area, the impact of anthropogenic interventions on flood 
consequences increased. These findings are in line with current results of 
research in the field in various geographical conditions (Naef, Scherrer et al. 
2002; Niehoff et al. 2002; Robinson, Cognard-Plancq et al. 2003; Sear, Newson 
2003). 

5. Conclusions 

The results of presented research indicated the links between 
anthropogenic transformation of the streams and the response of river basin 
to the extreme flooding. 

The research proved that the relations between individual indicators of 
landscape vulnerability and observed flood consequences may differ according 
the geography, intensity of the overall anthropogenic impact on river basin, 
basin scale, extremity of the causal precipitation and mainly extremity of 
resulting runoff response of the river basin. 

River network shortening and river-bed modifications have important 
influence on the progress of the flood, flood wave shape, velocity and on 
possibilities of its effective control and transformation. However during 
extreme flood events when whole flood plains are involved in the runoff 
process their effect down significantly. In case of the flood in August 2002 in 
the core zone of the flood the effect of these factors was remarkable during the 
first flood wave. During the second flood wave which came some days later 
and because of preceding saturation of the river basin resulted in runoff 
response that in some catchments exceeded 1000 years return period, the role 
of these landscape and river network modifications was marginal. On the 
contrary, very important impacts have the modifications of flood plains and 
mainly the occurrence of the potential obstacles to the flood course. The 
analysis proved the effect of improperly located objects in the floodplain, 
insufficiently designed structures or bridges impeding the water flow during 
the extreme flooding on the extent of flood consequences. 

Geostatistical analysis of relations between landscape modifications and 
consequences of the flood in August 2002 in the Otava river basin proved that 
these relations are remarkable even at the regional level but that they cannot 
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be considered as the main driving force of unprecedented extremity of the 
assessed flood and its consequences. These findings are applicable in the 
process of improvement of flood protection design and management. The 
restoration of streams and landscape thus can be considered as important 
complement to the structural measures but there is always necessary to take 
into account the limits of these measures on flood mitigation and their 
varying effect under different flood extremity levels. 
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Shrnuti 

GEOINFORMATICKE VYHODNOCENI SOUVISLOSTI EXTREMNICH POVODNI 
- PRIPADOVA STUDIE: POVODNE V SRPNU 2002 VE STREDNI EVROPE 

Pfedlozene vYsledky vYzkumu ukazuji vztahy mezi antropogennimi zmenami vodnich 
toku a reakci povodi rek na velke povodne. Vyzkum potvrdil, ze vztahy mezi jednotlivjmi 
ukazateli zranitelnosti krajiny a pozorovanYmi nasledky povodni se mohou lisit podle ze
mepisnych pomeru, intenzity celkoveho vlivu cloveka na povodi reky, velikosti povodi, ex
tremniho charakteru dotycne prehaiiky a zejmena podle extremni odtokove reakce povodi 
reky. 

Zkraceni ncni site a upravy neru110 koryta maji velkyvliv na postup zaplav, tvar povod
iiove vlny, rychlost a moznosti jejiho ucinneho nzeni a zmeny. Avsak pH extremnich po
vodiiovYch situacich, kdyz jsou do odtokoveho procesu zapojeny cele neni nivy, se jejich uci
nek se vjrazne snizuje. V pnpade povodni v srpnu 202 byl v hlavni povodiiove z6ne ueinek 
techto Cinitelu vYznamny v prvni povodiiove vIne. Behem druM povodiiove vlny, ktera pH
sla 0 nekolik dni pozdeji a vlivem predchozi saturace povodi reky doslo v nekterych povo
dich k vice nez tisicilete vode, byla uloha Mchto zmen krajiny a neni site pouze okrajova. 
Naopak velky vliv maji zmeny ncnich niv a zejmena vYskyt moznych prekazek postupu po
vodni. Analyza prokazala vliv nevhodne umistenych objektu v neni nive a spatne navrze
nych budov ei mostu zabraiiujicich prutoku vody pH extremnich povodnich na rozsah po
vodiiovYch skod. 

Geostatisticka analyza vztahu mezi zmenami v krajine a nasledky povodne ze srpna 
2002 v povodi reky Otavy ukazala, ze tyto vztahy jsou pozoruhodne i na regionalni urovni, 
ale nemohou bYt povazovany za hlavni hybnou silu bezprecedentniho rozsahu zaplav a je
jich nasledku. Tyto poznatky lze vyuzit pH zlepsovani projektu a spravy protipovodiiovYch 
opatteni. Obnova vodnich toku a krajiny muze bYt tedy povazovana za dulezity prvek struk
turalnich opatreni, ale je vZdy treba brat do uvahy limity techto opatreni na zmirneni za
play a jejich promenlivY uCinek pH ruzne sile povodni. 

Obr. 1 - Povodi reky Otavy. Zkoumana oblast je jednou z hlavnich z6n extremnich povod
ni ve stredni Evrope v srpnu 2002. Ve vYchodni casti povodi podel reky Blanice by
ly zaznamenany ve dvou po sobe nasledujicich vlnach srazky presahujicich 300 
mm. Vysvetlivky vpravo dole: sila povodne (xleta voda), rekordni srazky (xlete ex
tremy, druha povodiiova vlna). 

Obr. 2 - Zanesenf udaju do zakladniho useku reky za pomoci GIS. Priklad ukazuje oblast 
soutoku rek Otavy a Volyiiky. Geomorfologicke nasledky: sesuv, stare ncni na
plaveniny, eerstve ncm naplaveniny, vymleti ncniho brehu, stupeii v nenim ko
ryte, jez, rozbity most, most, nevhodne umisteny object, maximalni stay vody, osa
mely balvan, brod, sklani utvary, ostrov. 

Obr. 3 - Preneseni vodnich toku z digitalni civilni mapy na georeferencm digitalni zobra
zeni 2. vojenske mapy s digitalizovanYmi vodnimi tokyo PIne - linie reky v roce 
1844, teckovane - linie reky v roce 2002. 

Obr. 4 - Zkraceni neni site v povodi Otavy v obdobi 1844-2002. 
Obr. 5 - Antropogenni zmeny neniho koryta -; celkovY podil hlavnich kategorii intenzity 

zmen ncniho koryta v povodi Otavy. Udaje z mapovani antropogennich zmen vod
mch toku a ncnich niv v povodi Otavy (Vilimek, Langhammer et al. 2004). Shora 
ve smeru hodinovYch rucicek: casteene zmeneno, uplne zmeneno, vedeno v trub
klich, jezera a rybru'ky, pnrodni 

Obr. 6 - PTIcny rez ncni nivou Blanic~ u Protivina s vyznaeenim urovne prvni a druM po
vodiiove vlny v srpnu 2002. Udaje z terenniho mapovani nasledku povodne z roku 
2002 v povodi Otavy (Langhammer 2006). Zleva nad teekovanou carou: silnieni 
nasep - ochranny povodnovY val- maximalni stay vody (druha povodnova vlna) 
- zeleznicni nasep. Zleva pod teckovanou carou: postranni kanal - maximalni stay 
vody (prvni povodiiova vlna) - prumerny stay vody v Blanici. 

Obr. 7 - Graf ke stanoveni vztahu mezi zmeny neniho koryta a nasledky povodni. Horni 
kosoetverec: smer, profil, dno, niva. LevY i pravY kosoetverec: naplaveniny, breh, 
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prulom, sesuvy, most, nl - prahy. Vysvetleni zkratek: klasifikaeni hlediska: smer, 
profil,dno, niva. Iintenzita zmen vodniho toku v parametrech: smer proudu, po
delny profil, zmena reeiste, zmena neni nivy. Naplaveniny, breh, prulomy, sesu
vy, most; poeet nasledujicich povodnoyJch nasledku v rece; eerstve Neni naplave
niny, vymlete brehy, prulomy hrazi, sesuvy pudy, poskozene mosty. Vysledne tN
dy vztahu mezi zmenami reky a nasledky povodne: zadne zmeny - zadne 
nasledky, zadne zmeny - nasledky, zmeny - zadne nasledky, zmeny - nasledky. 

Obr. 8 - Nespravne umisteny most na hornim toku Blanice zabranujici prutoku vody pH 
povodnich (foto Langhammer 2003) Shora ve smeru hodinoyJch rueieek: odtok, 
silnieni most uzavirajici udoll, oblast akumulace vody, reka Blanice, silnieni na-
sep. , 

Obr. 9 - Struktura nasledku povodni ve vztahu s vyskytem stupnu a jezu . Udaje z mapo
vani antropogennich zmen vodnich toku a nenich udoll v povodi Otavy (Vilimek, 
Langhammer et al. 2004). Shora ve smeru hodinoyJch rueieek: naplaveniny a vy
mlete brehy, naplaveniny, vymlete brehy. 
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P. D 0 b r 0 vol ny, K . K e p r t 0 va: Spatial analysis of damage cl}used by strong 
winds and gales in the Czech lands since ad 1500. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 1, pp. 
51-69 (2006). - The aim of this article is an analysis of the spatial distribution of places 
with damage done by gales and windstorms in Czechia in the course of the last 500 years. 
Descriptive documentary data derived from historical climatology are used for this analysis 
and the specific features contained within these data are mentioned. Using ArcGIS tools, 
thematic maps of the locations damaged by gales for each century are presented and the 
spatial distribution of the places is characterized. This spatial distribution is connected to 
a large degree with the quantity and quality of available historical sources. However, 
spatial analysis enables the characterization of the most affected localities and also the 
most significant cases, "the windstorms of the century". 
KEY WORDS: spatial analysis - documentary evidence - windstorm - damage - the Czech 
Republic. 
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Introduction 

Meteorological extremes are a perennial cause of substantial material 
damage and loss of human life. An increase in the frequency and intensity of 
extreme weather events has often been considered one of the possible 
consequences of contemporary climate change (Houghton et al. 2001). Precise 
data about these phenomena from the instrumental period are very limited. An 
alternative source of information for the temporal and spatial variability of 
extreme weather conditions from pre instrumental period may be found in 
written historical records. This field of scientific study, known as historical 
climatology, deals with the reconstruction of climate based on data of 
anthropogenic and natural origin, the clarification of causes of climate changes 
in the past and the evaluation of the impacts they have had on human life and 
the environment before regular instrumental observation came into practical 
use (BrazdiI2000). For Central Europe, written records appear to be one of the 
richest sources of information about the weather and climate in the past. These 
include reports of personal origin (annals, chronicles, memoirs), visual daily 
weather records, diaries, personal correspondence, documents relating to 
contemporaneous economic matters, original newspaper reports and others. 
These data, as they extend back over a period of up to a thousand years, can be 
used for the reconstruction of climate (Brazdil and Kotyza 1995a). In the region 
of the Czech Republic, the number and reliability of weather reports have been 
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of better quality especially since the 16th century. One of the characteristics of 
these data is the greater attention given to extreme weather events. Chronicles, 
newspaper reports and personal correspondence are particularly rich in 
mentions of weather that diverges from the ordinary. 

Although historical weather reports have tended to be analysed in terms of 
aspects of time in recent years, they also have a great potential for the study 
of spatial variability of extreme weather events. The quality and quantity of 
historical records led naturally to time changes being prioritised in the early 
development of methods in historical climatology. Considering the growing 
number of historical sources, it is now possible to include a spatial 
differentiation of the phenomena in their interpretation. Studies emphasizing 
the space differentiation of meteorological or climatic conditions derived from 
documentary sources can be divided into two groups. The first group includes 
papers describing the spatial patterns of individual cases of extreme weather 
events (Dobrovolny and Bnizdil 2003a). The other group is based on 
contributions consisting of descriptions of prevailing circulation patterns. 
Once information about meteorological conditions from several locations in 
West and Central Europe becomes available, it is possible to reconstruct the 
prevailing circulation or the position of the main air pressure systems. 
Reconstructions of prevailed circulation patterns based on the interpretation 
of documentary sources have been carried out by, for example, Lamb (1986) 
or Kington (1988). The growing reliability of reports coming from a rising 
number of locations has even enabled, in addition to the subjective circulation 
classifications mentioned, the use of the objective methods of multivariate 
statistics (Luterbacher et al. 2002; Jacobeit et al. 2003). However, the 
potential for reconstructing the circulation pattern of a particular past 
extreme weather event eventually encounters a time resolution barrier. The 
quality and quantity of historical climatology data enable reconstructions to 
be carried out at present only at the level of monthly, seasonal or annual 
averages. 

Comparison between present and historical extreme weather events can 
assist our overall understanding of such extremes. One of the largely 
unexplored aspects of the current global warming is the role played by the 
human society. One of the reasons for searching out an alternative source of 
information in the past is the possibility to characterize natural climatic 
variability in pre-industrial times and, consequently, to comprehend the 
influence of anthropogenic factor on the climate. Furthermore, cases of 
historical extremes contribute to a better definition of potentially threatened 
areas. One of the most important aspects of these records is detailed 
description of their progress. However, most cases record only the impacts of 
these events. 

The aim of this article is to describe the spatial variability derived from 
historical records concerning the damage done by gales and windstorms in 
Czechia in the course of the last 500 years. The detailed climatological 
analyses were carried out by Brazdil et al. (2004). First of all, the fundamental 
characteristics of the data are given, together with their specific features. 
Methods useful for the analyses of spatial variability based on spatial 
autocorrelation are described in the third part. The fourth part includes the 
basic characteristics of the spatial analyses of the records with the help of the 
methods mentioned. It also presents some thematic maps of the locations 
damaged by gales for each century, produced in ArcGIS. The spatial 
distribution of each category is compared with the theoretical distribution, and 
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the specific features of the places are discussed. The character of the damage 
caused by windstorms is described in the fifth chapter. 

The database of historical climatology 

The fundamental material consists of records of the occurrence of strong 
winds and gales on the territory ofthe Czech Republic over the last 500 years. 
These can be found in the database of historical climatology compiled at the 
Institute of Geography, Masaryk University in Brno, over recent decades. The 
database for the Czech Republic is in parallel with data for other regions - for 
example, the HISKLID database in Germany, or EURO-CLIMHIST, which 
includes almost the whole area of Europe (Schule and Pfister, 1994). The 
examples mentioned, apart the other things, support the production of simple 
schemes and maps that concentrate upon the spatial aspect of historical 
reports. In other parts of the world for example Mikami (1992) made an 
evaluation of daily records of the weather taken from personal diaries and 
transformed them into historical synoptic maps of Japan. 

Individual records can differ widely in quantity, quality and accuracy of 
time evaluation, depending on the origin of data or even the personality of the 
author. For example, descriptions of the consequences of historical 
windstorms, those that did a great deal of damage, are often highly detailed 
and extensive when recorded in chronicles or newspaper reports. On the other 
hand, notes of daily observations may include concise descriptions of weather, 
written in the specific style of the author. In spite of such a wide range of 
various sources in the historical record, five fundamental attributes may be 
often derived for each of them: the date of the event, the place of occurrence, 
a concise description of the type of event, the actual text and the original 
source. These five attributes may be further extended during the 
interpretation process. 

The degree of accuracy in dating specific events differs in many ways. 
However, it is possible to distinguish four levels: year, season, month and day. 
Quite a large number of the records are dated to around a reasonably specific 
period of time, for example religious feast-days (Easter, Christmas, etc) or 
annual events (harvests, carnivals etc.). Therefore special attention needs to 
be paid to sorting out events, especially those related to the winter period. It 
has often been possible, from further documents or other similar records, to 
allocate a year to the given record. There was quite a large set of reports 
whose proper time specification needed individual approach and often was 
based on a comparison of several records. This is the case of all reports dated 
only by religious holidays (for example records 'before Easter'). An 
examination of the records in their wider context is nearly always required. 

To be able to map the events it is important to deal with their spatial 
aspect. In many cases, the records mention some settlement or at least a part 
of it. If the report mentions a location that no longer exists or, in some cases, 
a minor location that has become part of a vast settlement, the matter needs 
an individual approach. Quite a large number of records, especially older 
ones, are not related to individual places. They describe such larger areas as 
mountains, forest regions, districts or whole lands (Bohemia, Moravia, and 
Silesia - Fig. 1). In the same way, cases in which locations are known by the 
same name need to be treated individually. Reports from surrounding 
countries also play an important role in the process of interpretation. 
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GERMANY 

Moravia 

a 

Fig. 1 - The territory of Czech Republic with the names of its historical lands 

The third substantial step is to classify the events into individual types. 
Verbal descriptions of weather conditions and related phenomena can vary 
considerably from case to case. They may be represented by only a few words 
or several pages (Fig. 2). Especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, reports of the occurrence of extreme meteorological events may 
often be hidden within a colourful depiction of unusual phenomena in the 
atmosphere connected with stormy activity, perceived as a "miracle" in which 
people sought various missions or revelatiQns. The description of a gale 
during a storm recorded on 14 March 1576 at Cestin in central Bohemia is one 
such example (Paprocky, 1602): " ... When the storm broke out ... , people saw 
evil spirits in it, as if riding three stalls and, having passed the mansion, they 
turned to the sheep-pen, lifting it up and toppling it, so that where it had 
stood an empty place remained." The character of these reports and the 
explanation of the phenomena observed was, of course, a reflection of very 
limited knowledge of atmospheric processes and their physical nature. 
Furthermore, in many cases the consequences of event are described rather 
than the phenomenon itself. Nevertheless, from such accounts it is then 
possible to evaluate the intensity of the phenomenon and its impacts on 
society at the time. 

Methods of mapping and the study of spatial distribution 

The file of historical weather reports corresponds to a large degree with the 
quantity and quality of available sources. It is clear that many events have 
remained hidden from the eyes of chroniclers or, in other cases, have not, for 
various reasons, been excerpted yet. The facts may often be fragmentary and 
may not contain comprehensive data of the spatial extent of the event or the 
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Fig, 2 - The title page of a moral tract by the priest Vit 
Jakes Pferovsky, written in reaction to a disastrous 
windstorm in the Czech Lands on 28 December 1612 
(Bnizdil et al. 2004a) 

damage done by it. Despite of 
the missing parts of the 
puzzle, it is possible to define 
the damage from the 
viewpoint of spatial 
distribution and also to 
specify the main affected 
areas for individual kinds of 
damage. 

Dobrovolny and Fukatko 
(2003) describe the process of 
transforming historical data 
from an original analogue 
database into detailed digital 
form. A set of tools for this 
process has been developed 
with the support of ArcView 
GIS. This enables a step-by
step separation of the original 
historical data for individual 
locations and the addition of 
other descriptive attributes. 
These tools are capable of 
storing such additional 
information as, for example, 
the accuracy of data, the 
intensity of the event, and 
characteristics of the damage. 
Their main contribution is to 
the selection of certain types 
of events and to their 
presentation in the form of 
thematic maps. In the case of 
windstorms, individual cases 
have been examined to define 
the basic types (Table 1) and 
the extent and character of 
damage (Tables 2 and 3). 

The cartographic presentation of events plays an important role in the 
description of spatial configuration. This can be done in either point or area 
form. Considering the problems mentioned above with the fullness of 
historical reports, the damage has been related to the places mentioned in the 
report. These places have been presented as points for the subsequent 
analysis of spatial variability. As Lee and Wong (2001) point out, the study of 
a particular spatial configuration (in our case locations with damage from 
strong wind) may be compared with the theoretical configuration. There are 
three types of theoretical configuration: clustered, regular, and random. Two 
of the methods applicable are discussed at a later point. 

Nearest neighbour analysis is an easy method, useful for the description of 
spatial configuration of points (Lee and Wong 2001). The method is based on 
a comparison of two variables - an observed average distance between the two 
nearest locations within the investigated area and the average distance of the 
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Table 1 - Classification of strong winds excerpted from documentary sources from the 
viewpoint of the recorded event 

Code The type of event 

TO wind without detailed specification 
Tl squall (Le., gusty wind during a thunderstorm) 
T2 tornado - proved occurrence 
T22 tornado - probable occurrence 
T222 dust devil 
T3 strong wind, blizzard 
T4 gale 
T5 violent windstorm 

Table 2 - Classification of strong winds excerpted from documentary sources from the 
viewpoint of the extent of damage 

Code Extent of damage 

EO damage not mentioned 
El damage of lesser extent, damaged roofs, broken branches 
E2 are ally extensive damage, destroyed houses, wind damage in forests 

Table 3 - Classification of strong winds excerpted from documentary sources from the 
viewpoint of the character of damage 

Code Character of damage 

DO casualties (lost lives) 
DL wind damage in forests 
DP small damage on buildings 
DB considerably damaged or destroyed buildings 
DS uprooted fruit trees, damage on hop-gardens and vineyards 
DU damage on field crops, garden and orchard harvest 
DJ other damage (upturned carriages, injured persons, small damage on property) 

two nearest locations of the theoretical pattern (e.g. the regular distribution 
of points in space). In reality, the geographical distribution of the points only 
exceptionally forms an even pattern. The application known as R-statistics 
may be used for testing whether a definite distribution of the points in the 
area studied has a certain pattern. It is determined as the proportion between 
the observed and the expected average separation distance of the nearest 
neighbours in a certain area: 

robs 
R=-

rexp 

The figure robs can be determined when the distance between the given 
point and all its neighbours is given. Then the shortest distance has to be 
found - the nearest neighbour. This process is repeated for all the points. The 
average figure is calculated from all of the shortest distances. To work out the 
average distance of the nearest neighbour for a theoretical random 
distribution the following expression is used: 

1 
r = 

exp 2-v(n/A) 

where A is area of the study region and n is number of points. Spatial 
distribution of points approaches a cluster distribution for all cases with 
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R < 1 (rob. < r exp). On the other hand, the distribution approaches the regular 
one if R > 1 (robs> rexp). 

This method works only with the position of points in space. It does not 
consider the value of their attributes - in our case the number of the recorded 
cases of windstorms causing some damage in the location or the number of 
individual types of damage. Both parameters, the position and attributes, are 
evaluated by methods based on the concept of spatial autocorrelation. It is 
assumed that most processes change in space more or less continually. The 
near points would have similar values of the examined phenomenon and vice 
versa. Moran's Index (Moran's I) is among the most frequently used 
coefficients of spatial autocorrelation (Lee and Wong 2001). The following 
notation is used in the equations presented: 
Xi - value of the studied attribute at point i 
cij - measure of similarity of attribute at points i and} 
wij - measure of similarity of distance between points i and}; W ii = 0 for all the 
points 
n - number of points in the study area 
8 2 - variance of all X values. 
In Moran's I, the similarity of values of the attribute at points i and} is given 
as follows: 

Cij = (Xi - x) . (xj - x) 

Moran's I is then set as: 

The measure of positional similarity of points i and} (Wi) is generally 
considered as the inverse value of the distance between these points. 
Therefore the more distant points are of less importance and the less distant 
points of more importance: 

Wij = 1/dij 

The interpretation of Moran's I is based on the comparison of the value 
calculated for a specific set of points with an expected value. The equation for 
the expected value calculation of Moran's I has been introduced by, for example, 
Lee and Wong (2001). The value of the Moran's I is often expressed in the form 
of a standardized value (Z-score), which is a measure of the distance in 
standard deviations of a sample from the mean. If the achieved value of the Z
score is outside the interval (-1.96;+1.96) then the studied spatial distribution 
of points differs significantly from the random one at a level of a = 0.05. 

Analysis of spatial distribution of places with damage done by wind 

As mentioned above, the character of description of strong wind events in 
documentary sources, their temporal and spatial extent has changed 
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Table 4 - Numbers of strong winds in 
the territory of Czechia . during the 
last millennium determined 
according to documentary sources 

Period Number of cases 

before 1500 47 
1500-1599 249 
1600-1699 298 
1700-1799 344 
1800-1899 698 
1900-1999 787 

significantly over recent centuries. This 
will, of course, also be reflected in the 
spatial analysis of damage from strong 
winds in Czechia. The overall number of 
cases for individual centuries is given in 
Table 4. The low frequency of data on 
strong winds up to the year 1500 does not 
permit their serious evaluation (Bnizdil 
and Kotyza 1995a). A marked increase in 
the number of reports on strong winds 
begins in the 16th century. Figure 3 
presents the spatial distribution of places 

reporting wind damage during the 16th century. Within this "older" period we 
can assume that a number of cases of windstorms cannot be found in the 
historical records, especially those concerning areas of borderland mountains 
with lower populations . If the database includes 47 cases of windstorms from 
the period before 1500 AD, then in the 1500 to 1599 period, 249 cases are 
related to 112 locations. Most cases for the 16th century are derived from 
reliable records kept in larger settlements. 

The highest number of reports is related to Prague (42 cases), where records 
of strong winds are represented relatively regularly for the whole 16th century. 
Altogether, 30 cases of strong winds are documented from the region of south
eastern Moravia, based on daily records kept by Jan of Kunovice (Brazdil and 
Kotyza 1996). Next, according to the number of records, follows Litomence (29 
cases), for which the main sources have been records from the Memorial Book 
of Lito me nee, 1570-1607. Also frequently represented are Namesi nad Oslavou 

16th century Number of reports 

• • 5-9 

• 2-4 e ~ 10 

a 50 100 km 

Fig. 3 - Number of strong wind reports recorded for individual places in the territory of 
Czechia during the 16th century 
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17th century Number of reports 

• • 5-9 

• 2-4 e ~ 10 

o 50 100 km 

Fig. 4 - Number of strong wind reports recorded for individual places in the territory of 
Czechia during the 17th century 

(24 cases), thanks to the daily resords kept by Karel Stars! of Zerotin (Brazdil 
and Kotyza 1995b), followed by Ceske Budejovice (21 cases), Louny (18 cases) 
and Jihlava (14 cases). The given locality in these records also reflects the place, 
which the author lived in, as it may be in some cases different from the place of 
occurrence of a windstorm mentioned. This is a further reason for the higher 
number of reports for the above towns. A more frequent localization of places in 
central and north-western Bohemia is evident from spatial distribution, while 
the lowest number of places is related to western Bohemia and to Silesia. Of 15 
reports that do not mention an actual place and have a rather general 
character, 13 are related to Bohemia and 2 to Silesia. 

For the 17th century, 298 cases of strong winds have so far been 
established. Overall, reports of strong winds are related to 121 actual places 
in the territory of Czechia (Fig. 4). As in the case of the 16th century, these 
localities often express where the author of the report lived. The highest 
number of strong winds was recorded in Prague (47 cases) again, next at 
Krupka in the ngrth-western Bohemia region (31 cases), Louny (18 cases), 
Litomefice and Zatec (both 11 cases). The high number of records from 
Krupka is linked with the memorial book kept by Michel Stueler (Brazdil et 
al. 2004b). In Moravia, the highest frequency information (11 cases) appears 
in the Chronicle of Holesov (Fialova 1967). In comparison with the preceding 
century, more reports appear for central Moravia and Silesia, whereas the 
minimum of places in western Bohemia is joined by a lower number of places 
in the southern half of Czechia. Among the larger territorial units, 82 cases of 
strong winds concern central Bohemia. 

For the 18th century, 344 cases of the occurrence of strong winds have 
been established in the territory of Czechia. A greater number of authors 
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18th century Number of reports 
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Fig. 5 - Number of strong wind reports recorded for individual places in the territory of 
Czechia during the 18th century 

describe windstorms of particularly large areal extent compared with the 
previous period. The character of sources and source material also changes 
in the course of the 18th century. New sources appear (e.g. newspapers) 
and it becomes possible to more utilize community and family chronicles or 
personal diaries with regular daily records. At the same time, the number 
of records of an economic character also increases, above all from forestry 
management. Reports of winds relate to a total of 236 places in Czechia 
(Fig. 5). 

Similar to the preceding centuries, a high number of reports again comes 
from Prague (86 cases), central and north-western Bohemia. However, the 
number of documented gales from the region of the Bohemian-Moravian 
Highland, the Nizky Jesenik (Highland), central Moravia and from higher
situated border places increases conspicuously. With the increase in the 
number of reports, locations with natural presumption for the occurrence of 
strong winds (places exposed to the prevailing airflow, places in higher 
altitudes, etc.) start to be reflected in their spatial distribution. A lower 
number of wind calamities was observed in the 18th century in the region of 
western Bohemia, the Bohemian part of the Bohemian-Moravian Highland 
and also around Ostrava. As well as these, 35 events are related to larger 
regions with respect to the place of occurrence. 

The chronology of strong winds in the 19th century includes 698 cases. As 
the density ofthe records grows, the number of events documented rises, both 
in terms of more sources and a higher number of places. Particularly for the 
latter half of the 19th century, the daily press becomes a very important 
source of data. The material collected relates to 402 places (Fig. 6) and in 
another 38 cases the reports concern extensive regions. 
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19th century Number of reports 
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Fig. 6 - Number of strong wind reports recorded for individual places in the territory of 
Czechia during the 19th century 

A higher density of reports for Moravia is evident from Fig. 6. In Bohemia, 
north-western, north and north-eastern regions of country are the most 
markedly represented. Essentially fewer strong winds in the 19th century 
were established in the region of western Bohemia and also in the Bohemian 
part of the Bohemian-Moravian Highland. Frequent reports come from 
Jablonne v Podjestedi (182 cases), Noviny pod Ralskem (119 cases), 
Litomerice (67 events), Decin (24 events), Brno and Frydlant (22 events each). 

As may be expected, the 20th century is represented by the highest number 
of cases in the database of strong winds - almost 800 records. This markedly 
higher number of reports is above all the result of systematic excerption of 
sources that, for the earlier period, have not so far been fully utilised 
(newspapers) or are not available. At the same time, this number of records 
indicates to what extent so far collected documentary evidence for the 16th-
19th centuries underestimate the actual numbers of strong winds. 

Regardless that both the character of the input material and the nature of 
the reports themselves change in the 20th century, from the point of view of 
comparability the same criteria have been used for the inclusion of individual 
strong winds into groups, considering both the types, and the extent and 
character of the damage done. Reports about wind calamities relate to 780 
places altogether (Fig. 7). A relatively notable number of reports do not 
mention a particular place; wind damage is related to a broader region, from 
the whole of the Czech Republic down to individual border mountains, parts 
of districts, etc. Most reports about strong winds are associated with large 
towns: Brno (116), Prague (86), Ostrava (45), Jihlava (35), Olomouc (32) and 
Plzen (23). Since the Moravian editions of individual newspapers have started 
to be excerpted, the numbers of gales for Moravian districts are higher than 
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20th century Number of reports 
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Fig. 7 - Number of strong wind reports recorded for individual places in the territory of 
Czechia during the 20th century 

for districts in Bohemia. This holds above all for the region of the Bohemian
Moravian Highland, the Jeseniky (Mountains) and partly for south-eastern 
Moravia. Central Bohemia appears to be a region with a lower number of 
settlements affected by wind calamities. This is probably linked to the fact 
that primary attention is paid to Prague when wind disaster strikes. 
Furthermore, a total of 490 strong winds have been quoted for large 
territorial units such as the border mountain regions. 

The spatial distribution offrequency of windstorm records in the territory of 
the Czech Republic for individual centuries has been also evaluated with the 
aid of nearest-neighbour analysis and the method of spatial autocorrelation 
based on calculation of Moran's Index. The results are shown in Table 5. 

The distribution of locations for the records of wind damage for the 16th, 
17th and 20th century can be characterized as random when evaluated in 
Moran's I values, whereas the distribution from the 18th and 19th centuries 
can be classified as clustered. The reason for this lies rather in the quantity 
and credibility of the data evaluated than in meteorological causes or the 
physical-geographical predispositions of individual regions within Czechia. 
The clustered character in the distribution of places with the wind damage is 
due to a high number of reports from the locations from which the visual daily 
observations were excerpted. This is the case of observations made by Joseph 
Dominik Freisler in Jablonne v Podjestedi or records made by Anton 
Lehmann in Noviny pod Ralskem during the first third of the 19th century. 
Short reports about strong winds prevail in both sources. Due to the specific 
utterance and subjective evaluations of weather events of authors such type 
of reports sometimes considerably overestimates the real number of 
windstorms. 
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Table 5 - Spatial statistics of places with the strong wind events in Czechia for individual 
centuries. Statistically significant values for the level of ex = 0.05 are in bold types. 

Period Nearest neighbour analysis Moran's I 

observed expected R statistic Z - score observed expected Z - score 

1500-1599 12971.2 13874.2 0.9349 -1.3178 -0.0312 -0.0090 -1.1635 
1600-1699 11992.5 14069.5 0.8524 -3.1065 -0.0164 -0.0083 -0.5395 
1700-1799 8871.3 10602.0 0.8368 -4.7361 0.0101 -0.0044 2.2160 
1800-1899 6796.5 8333.6 0.8156 -6.9596 0.0256 -0.0026 6.1184 
1900-1999 5324.4 6597.4 0.8071 -9.9595 -0.0052 -0.0014 -1.4048 

The final results of the nearest neighbour method indicate a clustered 
character in all except the 16th century. The ability of this method to evaluate 
the spatial distribution of point patterns is, however, less significant 
comparing to Moran's I values. The nearest neighbour method does not 
address the numbers of reports from individual locations but only their 
mutual distancing. Lower number of documentary evidence about strong 
winds and gales for 16th century can be the cause of this different evaluation 
comparing to 17th - 20th centuries. 

Characteristics of damage done by gales and windstorms 

It is often possible to derive the extent and nature of damage from a great 
number of reports on historical windstorms. However, the proportion of 
reports that enable interpretation of such information varies over time. 
Moreover, it depends largely on changes inherent in certain types of reports 
and also on individual authors. 

In the 18th century, for example, Frantisek Jan Vavak from the central 
Bohemian village of Milcice, mentioned 30 cases of strong winds for the 
period from 1774 to the end of the 18th century and for a half of them he also 
gave an account of actual damage. Further, in the memoirs of JiM Vaclav 
Paroubek of Libeznice (Tfebizsky 1884-1885), a village north-east of Prague, 
21 notes of strong winds for the period 1740-1770 may be found; actual 
damage to property is mentioned in only seven cases. Further, the highest 
number of cases for the first third of the 19th century was documented by 
Joseph Dominik Freisler in his records from Jablonne v PodjesHidi (182 
cases) and by Anton Lehmann for Noviny pod Ralskem (119 cases). In both 
sources, short reports about strong winds in the 19th century prevail, lacking 
notes about damage. In general, it can be said that the percentage of reports 
including data about actual damage caused by winds has grown 
progressively. This proportion is rather low in cases of daily records from the 
19th century and indicates, in particular, an over-estimated number of 
windstorms. 

Figure 8 presents the nature of damage done by strong winds in the 16th 
century. The nature of individual records may be influenced by the prevailing 
economic and social situation. In general, damage of various degrees to 
buildings dominates within the larger settlements in Bohemia. Minor damage 
to roofs is typical of more solid urban dwellings; cases of total destruction tend 
to be confined to rural dwellings of lighter structure. A vast number of reports 
that do not specify the types of dama$e in southern Moravia is associated with 
the daily records of Karel Starsi of Zerotin. 
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Fig. 8 - The main types of damage caused by strong winds and gales during the 16th 
century 

In more distant periods of the past, records of damage to woodlands and the 
rural landscape are somewhat rare. This can be deduced from the number of 
forest calamities (Fig. 9). They are less frequent during the 16th and 17th 
centuries. According to Vicena et al. (1979), human pressure on forests began 
in earnest at the beginning of the 18th century. The increased number of 
historical records mentioning forest calamities in the 18th and 19th centuries 
might be connected with improved registers of forest management, with the 
planting of the same-age mono cultures and also with the shift of tree species 
planted in non-indigenous altitudinal environments. Malek (1985) gives 
a number of reports on the occurrence of the forest calamities resulting from 
wind in the territory of the Bohemian-Moravian Highland from the 19th and 
20th centuries. In a similar way, the historical-climatological database 
includes information about the damage done by gales and strong winds in the 
forests surrounding Decin (North Bohemia) from the first half of the 19th 
century (Nozicka 1962). All these gales fall in the period 1813-1845 and are 
characterized as spatially extensive windstorms with great damage that 
certainly affected other places as well. 

As can be seen from Figure 9, the increased frequency of wind calamities in 
forests, with especial reference to the 19th and 20th centuries, is associated 
with the areas of borderland mountains and also with the area of the 
Bohemian-Moravian Highland. The greater number of these cases in Moravia 
when compared with Bohemia is especially due to the quality and amount of 
excerpted material. In the same way, reports of forest wind calamities in the 
19th century may be more common in the middle altitudes of the highlands 
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Fig. 9 - Number of reports on wind damage in forests recorded for individual places in the 
territory of Czechia, 17th - 20th centuries 

than in borderland mountains. The lowest number of reports comes from the 
area of western Bohemia. 

Using the database compiled, it is now possible to define the extent and 
character of damage done by the most significant windstorms, which may be 
defined as 'the windstorms of the century' (Bnizdil and Dobrovolny 2001). In 
most cases they are winter-type windstorms affecting a great number of 
locations. These types of storms are often mentioned in records from 
surrounding countries. One example is a windstorm that affected the territory 
of the Czech Lands on 20-21 December 1740 (Fig. 10). With respect to both the 
quantity of records and the number of affected areas this is the best-recorded 
historical windstorm in the Czech Lands before 1900 AD. The storm was also 
reported in France, Austria, Germany and Spain. The records state that the 
windstorm came to the area of Czechia from the north-west. The first gusts 
were observed in south-west Bohemia in the early-evening hours. It reached 
central Moravia at around 8.00 pm. The storm lasted the whole night until the 
following day and caused considerable material damage. As far as can be 
ascertained, the most affected areas were north-east Bohemia, the Bohemian
Moravian Highland and the Drahanska vrchovina (Highland), but also 
southern Bohemia and the area ofthe Jeseniky (Mountains) in North Moravia. 
Forest areas i!1 particular suffered considerable damage. According to the 
records of the Sebesta family from Klatovy (Hostas 1895) 'hrozny vitr . .. treti 
dillesu v ceske zemi zponizel' (i.e., a terrible wind ... uprooted a third part of 
the forests in the Czech Lands). Brazdil et al. (2004a) list all the affected 
locations and sources, mentioning the damage during this windstorm. 
Unfortunately, the sources enable only a small fraction of the data to be found 
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Fig. 10 - Places in the Czech Lands reporting a windstorm on 20-21 December 1740 with 
the main types of damage 

that could help to analyse the meteorological parameters of the windstorm. 
Luterbacher et al. (2002) carried out a reconstruction of the mean sea level 
pressure (MSLP) field based on historical climatology data, but only at the 
monthly level. They define December 1740 as a month with an excessively 
expressed zonal circulation. This type of circulation is often connected with the 
occurrence of windstorms in the area of Central Europe (Dobrovolny and 
Brazdil2003b). However, for a detailed analysis, the daily MSLP values would 
be far more valuable than a monthly average. The occurrence of such a gale is 
far more likely to be connected with a changeover of circulation patterns than 
with average MSLP conditions. However, a reconstruction of the daily MSLP 
fields and the position of the main circulation centres derived from the data of 
historical climatology are not available at present. 

Conclusion 

The effort that is being put today into the expansion and improvement of 
the database of historical climatology offers new opportunities for analyses 
and presentations. The analysis of data in their spatial context often enables, 
apart from their verification through cross-referencing, their more convenient 
interpretation. Especially in cases of remarkable extreme weather events it is 
possible to find data from a great number of locations. When compared with 
the present instrumental data, the written record sources, in particular, 
describe the impact of these events together with the extent and nature of the 
damage. The spatial analysis of wind damage enables the characterization of 
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the most affected localities. However, in most cases, it depends on the 
reliability of the source material. The spatial analysis of the most significant 
cases of gales offers the most valuable data. These can assist as analogues for 
current extreme weather events, towards a better understanding of their 
origin and also for more effective prevention. 
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Shrnuti 

PROSTOROV A ANAL YZA SKOD ZPUSOBENYCH SILNYM vETREM A VICHRICEMI 
V CESKYCH ZEMICH OD ROKU 1500 

Meteorologicke extremy zpusobuji kazdorocne znacne materialni skody i ztraty na lid
skych zivotech. Prave zvYseny vYskyt extremnich projevil. pocasi se uvadi jako jeden z moz
nych dusledku globalni zmeny klimatu (Houghton et al. 2001). Protoze data 0 meteorolo
gickych extremech z instrumentalnlho obdobi jsou z casoveho hlediska omezena, je ti'eba 
hledat alternativni zdroje informaci 0 techto jevech. K takovJmto zdrojum pro pred instru
mentalni obdobi patn mimo jine udaje z dokumentarnich pramenu. Patn sem zapisy v ana
lech, kronikach, pametech, dale vizualni denni pozorovani pocasi, zaznamy ekonomicke po
vahy, zpravy v novinach, osobni korespondence apod. Sberem, analyzou a interpretaci tech
to tzv. proxy-dat se zabYva historicka klimatologie. 

Jestlize zpocatku byl v historicke klimatologii akcentov3.n predevslm CasovY aspekt zprav 
a byly sestavovany rUzne chronologie, rostouci mnozstvi a kvalita shromaZdenych udaju umoz
iiuje v soucasne doM analyzovat i vlastnosti prostoroveho rozsahu zaznamenanych zprav. 

Predlozeny pnspevek se zabYva prostorovou analyzou zprav 0 skodach zpusobenych sil
nYro vetrem a vichficemi v ceskych zemich od r. 1500. Vstupnim materialem jsou udaje 
z databaze historicke klimatologie Geografickeho ustavu pnrodovMecke fakulty Masary
kovy Univerzity v Brne. Zpravy 0 vYskytu vichfic obsahuji vedle vlastnlho popisu udalosti 
take vice ci mene presne udaje 0 dobe vYskytu, postizenych lokalitach ci 0 charakteru zpu
sobenych skod. Podle techto prvotnich udaju byl kazdy zaznam v databazi dale kategorizo
van z hlediska typu udalosti (tab. 1), rozsahu (tab. 2) a charakteru zpusobenych skod (tab. 
3). Pfi vlastni interpretaci zprav je nutne zohlediiovat jejich popisny (kvalitativni) charak
ter ci znacnou miru subjektivismu autora zpravy, ktery se ve vetsine pnpadu venoval vice 
popisu nasledku vichfic nez jevu samotnemu. 

Pres naznacene problemy byl sestaven rozsahly soubor, ktery umoziiuje hodnotit mimo 
jine prostorove rozlozeni postizenych lokalit. K tomuto hodnoceni byly vyuzity nastroje Arc
GIS, za pomoci kterych byly sestaveny kartodiagramy a kterYmi bylo take charakterizova
no prostorove rozlozeni mist se skodami zpusobenYroi vichficemi. K tomuto ucelu bylo vyu
zito dvou metod - metody nejblizslho souseda a metody v:Ypoctu Moranova indexu prosto
rove autokorelace (Lee a Wong 2001). Jestlize prvni metoda hodnoti pouze vzdalenost bodu, 
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druM. metoda uvazuje v kaZdem analyzovanem bode i pocet zjistenych udalosti (pfipadu 
skod vetrem). Obe metody umoznuji porovnat konkretni rozlozeni lokalit s urcitym druhem 
udalosti s teoretickJrni typy rozlozeni. Tato teoreticka rozlozeni bodu v prostoru jsou defi
novana jako rozlozeni pravidelne, nahodne ci shlukove. 

Vlastni analyza prostoroveho rozlozeni postizenych lokalit byla provedena pro jednotli
va stoleti (obr. 3 az 7) a tabulka 4 shrnuje pocty zjistenych pfipadu vichfic. Z analyzy je pa
trne, ze predevSim pro starsi obdobi se v sestavenych mapach odrazi spise mnozstvi a kva
lita zprav nez predispozice mist wci skodam vetrem. Lokality casto odrazeji pusobiste au
tora zpravy. Proto se zvYsene pocty zprav vztahuji k velkJrn mestum a nebo k lokalitam, ze 
kterych byly k dispozici vizualni denni zaznamy 0 pocasi. 

Prostorove rozlozeni lokalit postizenych skodami silnym vetrem hodnocene MoranovJm 
indexem je charakterizovano jako nahodne pro 16., 17. a 20. stoleti, zbyvajici dye stoleti 
jsou charakterizovana spise rozlozenim shlukovJm. Metodou nejblizsiho souseda jsou roz
lozeni pro vsechna stoleti s vY.iimkou 16. charakterizovana jako shlukova. 

Ze sestavenych map je patrny postupne se menici charakter zprav 0 skodach zpusobe
nych vetrem. Zpravy 0 vetrnych lesnich kalamitach jsou pomerne malo cetne pro 16. a 17. 
stoleti, yfrazneji se zacinaji objevovat az v 18. stoleti. To muze souviset napfiklad se zlep
sujicimi se zpusoby evidence v lesnim hospodarstvi na jednotlivYch panstvich ci s vysazo
vanim stejnovekych monokultur nachylnejSich vetrnJrn kalamitam. 

Pfedevsim pro nejvetsi vichi'ice, ktere postihly lizemi ceskych zemi v poslednich 500 le
tech, lze nalezt v historickych pramenech velke mnozstvi informaci z mnoha lokalit. Doku
mentarni prameny tak casto umoznuji charakterizovat rozsah a charakter zpusobenych skod, 
ale i prubeh vlastni udalosti. Pfipadem vichfice, ktera je nejhojneji popsana v historickych 
zpravach, je ta z 20. a 21. prosince 1740 (obr. 10). Uvedena vichfice byla zaznamenana 
i v o,kolnich zemich a podle nekterych zprav znicila celou jednu Uetinu lesu v ceskych zemich. 

Usili vlozene do rozsirovani a zkvalitnovani databaze historicko-klimatologickych lida
ju v soucasne dobe pfinaSf nove moznosti analyzy i prezentace dat. Prostorova analyza mist 
se skodami vetrem sice dovoluje charakterizovat oblasti zvyseneho vYskytu, ve vetsine pfi
padu vsak souvisi s kvalitou vstupniho materialu. Velmi cenne informace pfinasi prostoro
va analyza nejvetsich pfipadu vichfic. Ty mohou slouzit jako analogony pro soucasne pfi
pady extremnich projew pocasi, pro lepsi porozumeni pficin jejich vzniku a tez k efektiv
nejsi ochrane pfed jejich nasledky. 

Obr. 1 - Uzemi Ceske republiky s oznacenim historickych zemi 
Obr. 2 - Titulni strana moralistickeho spisu kneze Vita Jakese Prerovskeho sepsaneho ja

ko reakce na nicivou vichfici, ktera postihla ceske zeme 28. pro since 1612 (Braz
dil et al. 2004a) 

Obr. 3 - Pocty pfipadu silneho vetru zaznamenanych pro jednotliva mista na lizemi Ces
ka v prubehu 16. stoleti 

Obr. 4 - Pocty pfipadu silneho vetru zaznamenanych pro jednotliva mista na lizemi Ces-
ka v prubehu 17. stoleti v 

Obr. 5 - Pocty pfipadu silneho vetru zaznamenanych pro jednotliva mista na lizemi Ces-
ka v prubehu 18. stoleti v 

Obr. 6 - Pocty pfipadu silneho vetru zaznamenanych pro jednotliva mista na lizemi Ces
ka v prubehu 19. stoleti 

Obr. 7 - Pocty pfipadu silneho vetru zaznamenanych pro jednotliva mista na lizemi Ces
ka v prubehu 20. stoleti 

Obr. 8 - Hlavni typy skod zpusobene silnJrni vetry a vichricemi v prubehu 16. stoleti. 
Hlavni typy: skody na budovach, lesich, ostatni, bez specifikace. 

Obr. 9 - Pocty zprav zaznamenavajicich skody vetrem v lesich pro jednotlive lokality 
v ceskych zemich v prubehu 17. az 20. stoleti 

Obr. 10 - Mista v Cesku zaznamenavajici skody vetrem pfi vichfici z 20.-21. prosince 1740 
s hlavnimi typy skod 
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MONITORING OF CZECH LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT 
USING GIS AND REMOTE SENSING 

J. K 0 I e j k a, J. Z a lou d i k: Monitoring of Czech Landscape Development Using 
GIS and Remote Sensing. - Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 1, pp. 70-91 (2006). - Historical 
studies of landscape represent a part of traditional research in Czech geography. Modern 
technologies allow carrying out more accurate, more detail and more extended research 
actions. Methodically the historical landscape studies are supported with rich territorial 
databases of maps and aerial/satellite imagery. Examples presented in the paper document 
typical ways of GIS and RS applications starting with digital multitemporal imagery 
analysis to the utilizing of digital landscape model as fully integrated and sophisticated 
database supporting landscape analysis with respect to both natural and social area 
features. 
KEY WORDS: landscape history - digital monitoring techniques - GIS and remote sensing 
- digital landscape model. 

1. Introduction 

Landscape is a multi-dimensional geographical object. One of its 
dimensions harmoniously blending with the other landscape qualities is time. 
In terms of forming landscape, man represents a significant factor. The role 
of man in Czech landscape has undergone dramatic changes related to the 
area, character and intensity of such an impact. The contemporary landscape 
is always a product of a co-operation of natural and anthropogenous factors 
working in a wide range of mutual interactions. The final outcome is 
a colourful mosaic of individual forms of landscape cover and manifold types 
of cultural landscape covering the Czech Republic. 

Historical changes in land use have always been a popular subject of 
geographical and landscape-ecological research. However, geoinformation 
technologies have enabled people to carry out the research multilaterally, 
efficiently, to integrate a number of differing data and to do it practically 
upon request. Moreover, if we have an intimate knowledge of the given 
area's natural features we can reveal whether the changes' motive can also 
be constituted by the site's .different qualities. From a time series of 
changes we can then deduce the types of land use changes a given type of 
environment has undergone. Analogically, we can expect a similar 
development in other areas, which is interesting for landscape planning. 
While remote sensing and the technologies of global positioning systems are 
alongside cartography important sources of data, the technologies of 
geographical information systems serve as a tool for their pre-processing, 
saving, thematic evaluation and, most importantly, for acquiring new 
information on the area. 
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2. Sources of the dynamics and development of Czech landscape 

Czech cultural landscape has been undergoing changes which reflect the 
economic and social events while respecting the area's natural determinants. 
It is a generally known fact that the landscape character is influenced by 
a wide range of factors. Among the natural agents are the global and local 
climates, macro- and meso-relief (position within the general layout of the 
area's relief and the position on the specific relief shape, including its 
gradient, exposure and altitude), the geological background, soil (the presence 
of fertile or barren soils), humidity conditions (proximity of a water plane, 
lack or surplus of humidity), local sources of free or fixed energy (wind, 
running water, biomass or fossil fuels, dramatic soil movements, including 
avalanches), biota character (autochtonous plant communities, present 
species of beneficial or invasive plants and animals) and others. 

Among other things, economic conditions are determined by the area's 
position in relation to the local, regional or higher authorities, the current 
market situation (upturn or decline), prices of land, available workforce (its 
numbers, qualifications, work morale), raw materials and natural resources 
availability, relation to technical or communication infrastructure, the 
division of land into lots, taxation and others. 

Socio-political factors are asserted through cultural and ideological 
influences, such as the impact of national and local traditions, population 
density and organization, people's education and religion, wealth, mentality, 
direct and indirect influence ofthe state and its authorities, people's standard 
of living and their leisure time, lifestyle, family character and others. 

Indisputably, all these factors playa role in the development of cultural 
landscape. Yet, the ratio of their mutual interaction can vary from site to site. 
In most cases natural conditions have dominant impact, predominantly the 
climate and relief as natural parameters which cannot be influenced by 
people. Therefore it is the economic and human factors which greatly vary in 
their effect and mutual combinations, and which can respect the influence of 
natural background in different ways. This plurality has lead to the great 
diversity of world's, Europe's and present Czech cultural landscapes. 

Owing to long-term directing of landscape processes towards production 
and other purpose-oriented roles the landscape systems structure has 
adapted both in spatial and functional context. Undesirable supraliminal 
reactions of landscape systems can also occur (such as erosion resulting from 
eliminating erosion control structures of small-scale farming). 

At present globalization and its outcomes confront us in different forms, 
have impact on the everyday life of ordinary people and are directly reflected 
in the cultural landscape development in Czechia. 

With regard to the development of urbanized landscape, our concepts are 
based on the fast developing network of super- and hypermarkets 
mushrooming along the main access roads and their crossroads, warehouses 
and production halls in industrial parks and their vicinities, towns slicing off 
the originally agricultural landscape into colonies of family houses and mini 
housing estates. However, the real processes taking place in agricultural 
landscape are not so apparent. It is true that there is a growing number of 
areas abandoned by large-scale farming and some industrial and mining 
activities. Roads are constructed and modernized. Many country settlements 
are subject to building development, at least in places of positive economic 
impact. We have almost got used to critical opinions frequently expressed on 
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the past and present changes of our landscape. Amateur conservationist 
movements often do not spare an opportunity to express their criticism and in 
many cases it is difficult to contradict them. There is no denying that 
landscapes all over the world are going through both deliberate and 
undesirable negative changes. One of the objectives of this study is to 
demonstrate the traditional methods and technologies used in Czechia in 
order to effectively document historical changes in land use and to evaluate 
them. 

3. Analogue geo-spatial data on land use in the past and at present 

In the course ofthe last four hundred years a number of cartographic works 
documenting the contemporary situation in land use have originated in the 

Fig.1- Oldest detailed cover map ofland use in Czechia - Miiller's map (A), Example of geo
referenced map list from the Second Military Survey (B), Re-ambulated map with a detailed 
representation of land use in the 1920s (C), Black and white orthophotomap processed in 
GIS (D) 
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area covering today's Czechia. In contrast to the period following the end of 
Middle Ages, when maps of mostly small scales presented a very rough layout 
of main settlement, forests and water planes (objects), Baroque times 
introduced a relatively exact documentation of some estates or their parts, 
usually gardens or manors. Maps covering a state's whole area were not 
drawn until the 18th century. In 1720 Miiller's map of Bohemia was printed 
in the approximate scale of 1 : 132000, well recording the layout of forests and 
fishponds (Fig. lA). In the second half of the same century (1764-83) the so
called First Military (Joseph's) Mapping was carried out in a similar scale 
(approximately 1 : 144 000). Very exact data of very good quality were 
acquired through the cadastral measurements of the so-called stabile 
cadastre in 1824-46 which yielded map documentation of land use in the 
scale ofl : 2 880. These data were then used to complete maps of the so-called 
Second Military (Franciscus') Mapping (1836-52) in the scale 1 : 28 800 
(Fig. IB). In the 1870s maps of the renewed cadastre were made in the scale 
of 1 : 2 880. At the same time the so-called Third Military Mapping was 
carried out in the scale 1 : 25 000 (1876-80). From these data special 
topographic maps in the scale of 1 : 75 000 and general map of 1 : 200 000 
were derived. 

Shortly after the independent Czechoslovakia was established in 1918, re
ambulation of topographic maps in the scale of 1 : 25 000 was carried out 
together with complementing them with contour line hypsography (in place of 
shading - Fig. lC). During World War II topographic measuring in system 
8-42 (Gauss-KrUger) was carried out. Starting with the 1950s, topographic 
maps in the scales of 1 : 10 000, 1 : 25 000, 1 : 50 000, 1 : 100 000, 1 : 200 000 
and 1 : 500 000 were made in the co-ordinate system S-JTSK CKrovak). They 
were created for public use (with certain limitations) while reliably recording 
the contemporary land use. At present these maps are subject to periodical 
renewal and systematic digitalizing (and vectorizing). Another source of 
cartographic information are similar maps in the S-42 system produced by the 
former Czechoslovak People's Army, later Czech Army (1 : 25 000 
- 1 : 500 000). Starting with the 1930s topographic maps have been renewed 
and complemented with the help of aerial surveying, initially black and white 
and as of the 1970s coloured. Since the late 1960s photographic records of the 
territory coming from Soviet satellites (Soyuz, KFA, KATE) have been 
available. Majority of analogue map and image data from the past have been 
recently transformed into digital raster form, the reason being more efficient 
archiving, protection of blueprints and most importantly to make them more 
accessible to users. 

4. Digital geo-spatial data on land use in the past and at present 

All the sheets of Muller's and the so-called military mappings from the 18th 
and 19th centuries have been recently scanned and rectified and are now 
accessible to the public on the Internet (http://oldmaps.geolab.cz). Majority of 
historical aerial surveys archived in Czechia are also being digitalized. Maps 
of the stabile cadastre from the first half of the 19th century are gradually 
digitalized. Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre is also 
transforming its archives of topographic maps into digital form. General 
public has had access to the files of ZABAGED 1 and 2. The first one contains 
a vectorized content of topographic maps of the whole Czechia in the S-JTSK 
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system in the scale of 1 : 10 000, the second one presents only one colour 
raster layer or sectional black and white layers of the same map file. The 
Military Institute of Geography and Meteorology in Dobrus~a offers 
vectorized layers of topographic maps in the scales of 1 : 25 000 (DMU 25) and 
1 : 200 000 (DMU 200). These maps were mostly made with the help of 
photogrammetry in the 1990s, in some cases their content is of a later date. 
In these maps one can track down some of the main categories ofland use in 
a given time period. 

In the category of satellite data we have scanner (mostly multi-spectral) data 
from the Landsat satellites (since the mid-1970s), SPOT (since the 1980s), 
Kosmos (since the early 1980s) and a number of other satellites, including the 
high-definition data from recent times (Ikonos, Quick Bird and others). 

Standard orto-rectified digital aerial surveying data have been available 
since the end of the 20th century (Fig.1 D). Colour digital orto-photomaps of 
the entire territory of the Czech Republic have been available since 2004. 

The output of digital historic database of land use in Czechia in the past is 
represented by cartograms depicting the structure of land use in individual 
cadastre areas of Czechia based on 19th and 20th century censi (Bicik, 
Kupkova 2001). These data in different combinations have also been used by 
Czech scholars for history-geographic studies. These have been implementing 
the GIS technology since mid-1980s and as of the 1990s have been using 
predominantly the software produced by ESRI. 

5. Orientation of the land use studies 

The process of anthropogenic landscape development lacks the typical 
auto-regulatory processes inherent in nature where natural landscape 
structure becomes an integral product of interacting local, regional and global 
factors which respect the laws of evolution and stability. 

The emergence of human society brought about new environmental 
evolution agents which observe some auto-regulatory trends only on certain 
conditions. Viewed from this perspective, human history appears to be 
a battle of one species with its environment (Dorst 1974). Considering the fact 
that through landscape "cultivation" people created their own environment 
suitable for living, working and relaxing, history of mankind becomes a long
term process of creating a man-made environment while requiring enormous 
labour, time, material, energy, financial, and intellectual costs. 

As the distance between people and nature continued to grow, balance 
between the factors of "destruction" and "creation" had to be maintained with 
the help of further spending. 

The degree of depth or comprehensiveness of a landscape change and its 
study can be classified with regard to the localization exactness of the 
identified change (Fig. 2): 
1. Chronological localization - registered change is related to a given date or 

period. 
2. Statistic localization - registered change is related to a standard territorial 

statistic unit. 
3. Geometric localization - identified change is related to a point, line or area 

described by geographic, metric or other positional coordinates. 
4. Geographic localization - each individual change, groups or classes of 

changes are related to an individual type of geographic environment. 
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Fig. 2 - Relations between the comprehensiveness of land use and cover changes studies, 
the exactness of changes localization and the properties of a given change 

5. Sociological localization - each individual change is localized and explained 
within the given social and economic context. 
The most exact research brings the most reliable results and as such is the 

primary objective of many projects which must be completed in the shortest 
time possible. Such a research provides good answers to the questions of 
"What? When? Where and why?". If all these questions are properly 
answered, then development trends and regularities of landscape 
development are revealed. The knowledge of trends and development 
regularities are indispensable for forecasts of changes in landscape and its 
use. Selected results of studies on adequate exactness levels of landscape 
changes are listed below. 

6. Methodical samples of remote sensing data and GIS technology 
uses in landscape changes monitoring 

The methods of remote sensing are useful and effective precisely in the 
study of landscape objects and phenomena dynamics. The use of aerial and 
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Fig. 3 - Localization of case studies on landscape development in Czechia 

satellite images enables us to monitor and assess changes of landscape 
systems in real time, necessary spatial range, methodical unity and with high 
degree of reliability. At the same time it enables to record accurately the 
discovered time differences in the area through cartography. When observing 
certain technological and processing conditions, this objective source of 
information on time-spatial landscape changes proves virtually irreplaceable 
with terrestrial methods. 

Large-scale aerial images are used predominantly for identification and 
exact localization of required object in landscape (usually through visual 
interpretation). However, they are equally useful in thematic categorization 
and quantification of spatial relations in the area. Recently they have been 
rivaled (in terms of technology, not prices) by satellite images of high and 
medium resolution. As for the implemented processing technologies, both 
simple optical-analogue methods of data interpretation (visual comparison 
and assessment of shapes, texture and location of the depicted objects) and 
digital methods of processing and assessment of remote sensing data (exact 
geometric corrections, creation of orthophotos, digitalization of objects' 
thematic layers and their quantitative analysis or modeling) find productive 
use in the work of landscape ecologists and geographers. The choice of used 
methods and data can be tailored to the desired purpose (needs and 
objectives of the project), financial limits and technical equipment of their 
users. 

The contemporary modern technology of GIS has a virtually unlimited 
processing and presentation potential. It provides an expedient extension of 
remote sensing possibilities. The included methodical outline presenting 
structurally and functionally different model areas in Czechia (Fig. 3) 
demonstrates our experience with implementing remote sensing and GIS 
technologies in the detection and study of landscape changes. 
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6. 1 Aerial imagery - monitoring and analysis of 
agricultural landscape changes 

The turning point in radical changes of Czech landscape in the 20th 
century was the time of collectivization launched in the mid-1950s. In the first 
stage of land consolidation plots of land were usually designed in such a way 
so that not to disturb hydraulic amelioration works and erosion control and so 
that replotting and changes in land use did not disturb the contemporary road 
network. After 1958 synoptic projects of land consolidation were drawn with 
the objective to manage the newly organized land resources with the help of 
enlarging tracts of land and constructing a new road and drainage network. 
As of 1973 all work on this type of synoptic land consolidation in 
Czechoslovakia was halted. Focus shifted to the processing of plans 
concerning the development, concentration and specialization of agricultural 
production. 

Selected methods of monitoring and assessment of the condition and 
changes of landscape diversity (or biodiversity - eco-stabilization elements 
and components of landscape) with the help of remote sensing and GIS are 
illustrated on the case of an agricultural area subject to intensive farming in 
the vicinity of Horosedly (reference area covering 7.3 sq km - Pisek region, 
South Bohemia). The detected changes were analyzed in the periods before 
collectivi~ation and shortly before the comeback of market economy in the last 
century (Zaloudik, Hanouskova, Kolejka 2003). 

Methods of landscape ecological research were implemented in the 
following areas: 
- collecting and inventory of basic data and information on the area 
- field reconnaissance and mapping 
- assessment of landscape diversity (its forms, structure and changes). 

The digital image processing was done with the help of EASI/P ACE 
software from PCI Canada, the editing and statistical analysis of GIS data 
was processed in ArcView produced by ESRI. The data analysis drew on 
panchromatic aerial photographs from August 29, 1952 and June 14, 1988 
(obtained in the form of positive contact photocopies in the scale of 1: 23000) 
and on a number of thematic maps. The processing itself encompassed a wide 
range of different methodic procedures of remote sensing and GIS (e.g. 
digitalization and geometric correction of photographs, image slicing, visual 
and semi-automated interpretation, multi-temporal synthesis, editing of 
linear and polygonal layers, post-classification comparison, identification of 
the area's invariants, multi-criteria analysis and verification of the expert 
assessment). In the course of the final identification and assessment of the 
studied landscape changes the method of superposition of developed 
component thematic masks (vegetation, roads, differentiation of agricultural 
areas) was implemented to determine the temporary-spatial differences or 
concord of the studied objects (comparison was done with the help of logical 
operations with bitmaps - their difference and intersection). 

The implemented methodic procedures identified and assessed the 
following categories of interest objects: plots of agricultural land and the 
means of their differentiation (plot arrangement), vegetation cover (forests 
and scattered vegetation), road network (roads, field or forest trails), 
interaction elements and significant landscape ecosystems (from the 
perspective of territorial systems of ecological stability). The discovered facts 
can be summarized in the following categories: 
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6. 1. 1 Assessment of changes in land allotment 

The average differentiation ratio of the studied area was approximately 12 
times higher in analysed period (the total ratio of plots being 800:65), which 
means that viewed from this perspective the diversity of contemporary 
landscape has diminished. The average size of historical plots in the given 
area was approximately 0.74 ha, at present it is approximately 9.14 ha. 
Exception to the rule can be traced only in the urban areas (crofts, gardens 
and orchards) or in areas of the hardly accessible river Skalice floodplain 
which in the period of 1952-1988 did not significantly change in terms of size, 
shape or location (approx. 40 very small sectional plots). 

Historical layout and land/plot orientation in landscape respected the 
terrain and soil conditions of the area (compare the elongation of tillage 
routes along the contour line), humidity conditions (connection to the 

Fig. 4 - Present large-scale allotment of the model area (white lines highlight the 
boundaries of the main allotment units from 1988) on the background of a historical 
photograph (with the original layout of agricultural areas in 1952) 
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amelioration channels - old irrigation and drainage systems) and socio
economic conditions of the area (settlement conditions, types of transport and 
small-scale agricultural production - with the need to bring plots as close as 
possible to the places of processing and storage). 

In contrast, the modern landscape structure ofthe 1980s and its large-scale 
allotment virtually lack any sense of adhering to the general principles of 
practical differentiation of plots from the perspective of land resources 
protection (erosion, humidity conditions), the conservation of landscape 
stability (fields and ecosystems), biodiversity development, area's barrier-free 
accessibility or the diversity of the landscape mosaic (including the perception 
of the landscape character). Today the measures aimed at rectification ofthis 
situation are generally exerted secondarily via supplementary and 
restoration measures in landscape (Fig. 4). 

6. 1. 2 Assessment of vegetation cover changes 

The executed analysis focused mainly on the presence of continuous forests, 
scattered vegetation both in open landscape (hedgerows, solitary trees, bank 
vegetation, alleys along roads and others) and in settlements (intravillan 
wood species vegetation in parks or public gardens). 

The analysis of total differences of forests and scattered vegetation in the 
model area (increase and decrease in the period of 1952-1988) via 
implementing synoptic and partial masks of the tree-shrub vegetation 
revealed that the total vegetation area and the occurrence frequency of its 
functional eco-stabilization forms has significantly increased in the 
agricultural area. 

In 1988 the area of wood species vegetation exceeded the incipient situation 
in 1952 by 17 per cent (11.4 ha), while in open agricultural landscape the 
increase was significantly higher (by up to 53 per cent, i.e. 9.4 ha). This 
situation can be explained by forest restoration of certain areas not suitable 
for agricultural use (forestation) or by natural succession development in 
unused or inaccessible parts of the area (waterlogged areas, forest edges, 
hedgerows and ditches, deserted quarries) which encompassed even forests 
(development of unbroken young growth or natural seeding). Plots of land 
which became marginal in terms of large-scale agricultural production 
reached a higher stage of structural differentiation and more advanced 
succession stages of development in many places. They developed both shrub 
and tree layers, which gives evidence of a long-term biota stabilization in the 
area. 

A slight decrease in tree vegetation can be traced only in the case of local 
occurrence of settlement greenery (parks and gardens) and due to artificial 
intervention of people in some forest stands (exploitable forest management, 
higher ratio of clear felling). A leap (decrease) in tree vegetation are then 
apparent along road network (as a result of alley felling in the course of 
widening or construction of roads, as a result of eliminating old roads or 
others). 

From the ecological and landscape perspective it is interesting to assess the 
condition and development of those landscape ecosystems which enable to 
conserve biodiversity and the positive development of vegetation structures 
stabilizing the landscape even in the generally unfavourable conditions of an 
area subject to intensive farming. The ratio between ecosystems with good 
auto-regulatory abilities and the less stable vegetation components of 
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landscape is 4.5:1 (in 1988), respectively 3.55:1 (in 1952). The mutual ratio 
between the present and historical extent of such ecosystem areas is 1.23:1, 
which constitutes a slightly positive increase. 

6. 1. 3 Assessment of changes in the area's accessibility 

The area's accessibility was analyzed in terms of the existing (former or 
present) network of identifiable spatial lines which can be used for transport 
or pedestrian traffic in the landscape (roads, railroads, field and forest trails, 
dried-up amelioration channels or ditches). 

In order to compare the level of the area's overall accessibility, the total 
length and density or these lines and their spatial layout must be taken into 
account (type and regularity of the network, its prevailing orientation), 
possibly the existence of important spatial barriers. In 1952 roads create 
a relatively dense regular network (without basic directional restrictions of 
accessibility and barriers). In 1952 the length of road network in the area was 
59.7 km (density 8.2 kmlsq km). In 1988 it was 32.2 km (4.4 kmlsq km), which 
is approximately 46 per cent less in comparison to the initial situation. 

A complex assessment and synthesis of data acquired from aerial 
photograph and map analysis enabled us to analyze the general condition and 
development of the studied agricultural area's landscape structure (its 
diversity and stability). It became apparent that exact qualitative
quantitative data from remote sensing contribute greatly not only to correct 
purpose-driven interpretation of landscape structures (the character and 
layout of their elements and components), but also facilitate a better 
formulation of optimization proposals for ecological landscape management 
(when assessing relevant interactions and changes in landscape). 
Introduction of geo-information methods into the traditional exploration of 
landscape objects and phenomena, and the use of multi-temporal image data 
in particular, not only considerably enhance the informative value of a data 
collection but also conveniently widen the overall information scope, 
objectivity and realization possibilities of a given landscape changes research. 

6. 2 Satellite images - monitoring of changes in 
protected nature areas 

The main objectivevof the case study of National Nature Reserve (NNR) 
Velky and Maly Tisy (Zaloudik, Sima, Kolejka, 2005) was to detect changes in 
the structure and condition of pond ecosystems and to outline ways of land 
use by using the method of digital processing and remote sensing data 
interpretation. The reference area for localizing the identified landscape 
changes was the reserve's vicinity, defined as the catchment area of the 
studied pond system covering 19.1 sq km. 

As digital data sources were used satellite records from Landsat 5 
- Thematic Mapper from October 26, 1988 and July 10, 1995 (the terrestrial 
pixel resolution 30x30 m). The records came as identical sections of the image 
scene so that the wider interest area of NNR was covered by qualitatively 
homogenous satellite information from all the seven spectral channels. 

Apart from distinct local changes in the development ofthe protected pond 
system (long-term changes in the extent and distribution of the water bodies 
and littoral areas were discovered on 13 per cent of the reserve's area with the 
help of aerial photographs from 1949, 1967 and 1995) significant recent 
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Fig. 5 - Condition and changes ofland cover in the protected area and vicinity of the NNR 
Velky and Maly Tisy on satellite images from 1988 and 1995. Upper part: Differentiation 
ofland cover of the distant surroundings of the National Nature Reserve Velky and Maly 
Tisy on satellite images from 1988 and 1995, Legend: 1 - water, 2 - wetlands, 3 - forest, 4 
- settlements, 5 - fields, 6 - meadows and pastures, 7 - others; lower part: Post
classification assessment of land cover changes between 1988-1995, A - coding of stable 
object categories, B - coding of the change gradient. 

changes affected also the vicinity ofthe NNR ofVelky and Maly Tisy. This can 
be documented by analysing available satellite images from 1998 and 1995 in 
all the catchment area of interest (Fig. 5). 

The analysis of time changes ofthe model area's structure (landscape cover 
and land use) encompassed a two-stage process of detection and post-
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Table 1 - Landscape cover categories in the vicinity of the Velky and Maly Tisy National 
Nature Reserve for both compared years (all entries are in hectares) 

Year Water Forest Settlements Wetlands Meadows, Fields Other 
pastures 

1998 439 242 74 49 385 548 173 
1995 487 227 74 52 250 692 128 

classification comparison of selected object categories' condition and their 
spatial differentiation in the reserve's vicinity. 

Through transforming optimized colour syntheses of satellite images into 
pseudocolour tables and through their thresholding we at first partially 
separated individual interest categories of objects (water, wetlands, forest, 
settlements, agricultural cultures, meadows and pastures) for both 
photograph terms of 1988 and 1995 (Fig. 8 - upper part). 

Raster masks (modified with filters) for individual categories of landscape 
cover were then used to carry out a post-classification assessment oflandscape 
structure changes in the model catchment area in the period 1988-1995. 
Stable and changeable categories of landscape cover were then highlighted 
through colour synthesis of the created images of thematic masks (88-95-88) 
and corresponding pseudo-coloured table for 33 identified content classes 
(Fig. 8 - lower part). Purpose-coded cartograms highlight stable categories of 
non-changing areas (changes are subdued in tonal terms) and also gradients 
of object changes (all change classes are highlighted). Together with this an 
elementary matrix analysis was carried out with the objective to assess the 
character and extent of studied object classes in the model catchment area. 

Results of the carried out bi-temporal analysis of landscape changes 
between 1988-1995 and their quantification (determination of location and 
extent of individual change classes in the area) are summarized in table 1 
which contains extent ratio of individual landscape cover categories in the 
vicinity of the Velky and Maly Tisy National Nature Reserve for both 
compared years. 

General assessment of the character and area representation of landscape 
changes reveals that the most marked spatial and functional changes in the 
monitored period 1988-1995 occurred in the category of meadows and 
agricultural cultures in the northern half of the model catchment area 
(decrease by approximately 35 per cent of the original area of meadows and 
pastures). This significant drop in the extent of grassy meadows and 
consequently higher proportion of arable land in 1995 is connected mainly 
with the changes in economic utilization of larger plots of land outside the 
area of NNR (frequent changing of agricultural cultures). Apart from the 
"settlements" category, also wetland zones remained virtually unchanged 
(despite their drying-up and overgrowing with shrubs). Small local changes 
can also be detected in object categories "forest" and "scattered vegetation" 
(slight decrease in trees in favour of other objects) and also in "water objects" 
where overall areal increase was detected while the original layout of water 
planes remained the same (the difference can be accounted for water 
discharge or higher water level in reservoirs, rather than real changes in 
hydrographic conditions). The remaining identified changes in the model area 
do not bear great importance in terms of the overall differentiation of 
landscape cover nor in relation to the studied pond ecosystems. Moreover, 
part of the changes is directly related to partial interpretation interferences 
(e.g. to the problem of transitional mixels on the edges of homogenous areas). 
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The applied methods of processing and analyzing digital satellite images 
facilitated not only the correct location and exact analysis of the most 
significant changes in the model area of NNR Velky and Maly Tisy in terms 
of area and importance. The methods also enabled us to quantify, 
appropriately cartographically represent and archive them in a special 
database for prospective comparative studies or further use. The 
demonstrated method of digital image analysis and territorial changes 
documentation is practically irreplaceable with the traditional terrestrial 
inventory methods. 

It transpired that marked spatial changes of landscape elements and 
components cannot be avoided even in strictly protected areas. The 
aforementioned NNR displays both spontaneous evolutionary changes of 
nature and changes connected directly or indirectly with human activities in 
landscape (changing intensity and ways offarmland use, nutrients brought in 
from the catchment area, water pollution, fish management and others). 
Taking into consideration the significant changes taking place in the vicinity 
of the NNR, we can presume certain connection between them and the area 
of the NNR itself. 

6. 3 Old and contemporary maps in GIS - Changes 
of the floodplain landscape in the impact zones of 

nearby towns and villages 

An experimental method was employed for mutual spatial and 
chronological comparison of the eco-stabilization effect of land use in the 
floodplain of the Svratka river south of Brno up to the confluence with the 
Dyje. The total of 39 conventional territorial units in three categories was 
defined in the floodplain with the objective to statistically localize identified 
changes. The first category encompasses the "closer surroundings" of 
a settlement represented by a circle with 500 m radius. In this space everyday 
and intensive human activities are expected. Centres of settlements localized 
on the floodplain's perimeter were taken for the centres of individual circles, 
resp. bridges across the river in the settlements' immediate surrounding 
which overcome the river's barrier effect. "Distant surroundings" of 
a settlement with their commonplace yet not everyday economic utilization 
make up a circle in the floodplain with 1 000 m radius. The remaining area 
between the circles was termed "free floodplain" with anticipated lower 
intensity of utilization owing to its distance frs>m settlements. In places of two 
main historical fords across the river near Zidlochovice and Vranovice the 
floodplain was divided into three sections. 

In the four studied periods of 1824-46 (stable cadastre), 1876-80 (Third 
Military Mapping), 1953-60 (topographic mapping in the S-JTSK system) and 
1992 (aerial surveying) we determined area representation of individual 
forms of land use in component study sites within the listed categories. Each 
form of land use was numerically evaluated by the so-called ecological 
stability level (ESL) based on its eco-stabilization effect. Generally speaking, 
it is expected that the closer a given form of land use is to the natural form, 
Le. forest (reading 7), the deeper its eco-stabilization effect in the 
environment will be (built-up area has reading 1). For each study site in each 
period a so-called coefficient of ecological stability (CES) was calculated as an 
integrated manifestation of all the represented forms of land use on its 
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Fig. 6 - Development trends of 
ecological stability of landscape 
between the years 1825- 1992 in 
relation to the changes in land use in 
the Svratka r iver floodplain near 
Brno (in closer and distant 
surroundings of settlements and in 
free floodplain) 
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ecological stability (ES). This resulted in 
a survey of the Svratka floodplain's spatial 
diversification which reflected the growing 
ES levels south of Brno in every studied 
period. 

The next stage involved calculating the 
differences in CES values between 
individual periods in every study site. From 
the time series of these differences 
a development ES trend for each site was 
inferred (Jurneckova, Kolejka 1999). Based 
on the degree and character of the changing 
CES levels a number of types of 
development ES trends were distinguished 
(Fig. 6). While sites closer to Brno were 
characterized by their constant gradual ES 
decline, southern edges of the Svratka 
floodplain show an opposite trend even 
though they are situated in the same 
natural environment. The growing polarity 
of the floodplain can be attributed to Brno's 
limited economic impact on the Svratka 
floodplain. This relatively inconspicuous 
phenomenon has not so far met any 
response in terms of remedial measures in 
the area and remains outside the focus of 
conservationist activities. 

6. 4 Old maps and 
orthophotos in GIS 
- Ide n t i fi cat ion 0 f 

development trends of land 
use in given natural 

conditions 

The Czech-Bavarian border running 
through the Sumava mountains is one ofthe 
oldest and most stable borders between 
European states. Yet its vast forests have 
never presented an insurmountable obstacle 
and innovation always travelled in both 
directions. More accurate and detailed data 
on the real appearance of its cultural 
landscape date back to the 18th and in 
particular to the 19th century when 
landscape survey along either side of the 
border was carried out. First mutually 
comparable data come from the first half of 
the 19th century. Since then a number of 
quite detailed and reliable cartographic 
data have been collected on both sides of the 



border. These data document land use in the course of the past two centuries 
and the landscape's natural conditions. 

The comparison focused on the cadastre of Strazny on the Czech side with 
attached cadastre of the former settlement Silnice (the area's conventional 
designation being "StraznY'). German side is represented by the settlement 
Philipsreuth with attached villages ofVorder-, Mittel- and Hinterfirmiansreuth 
(the area's conventional designation being "Philipsreuth"). Both monitored 
areas are immediate neighbours on the Czech-German frontier. The basic 
principle of our choice was their location on the Sumava planes and their 
similar natural conditions which were at the basis of their human utilizing. The 
total area of Strazny is 13.1 sq km and Philipsreuth covers 10.2 sq km. 
Comprehensive and varied information on both areas of interest was collected 
and it facilitated the creation of a digital landscape model (a multi-laterally 
integrated database) of entirely analogous content for both monitored areas. 
This model included a digital map of natural background (with homogenous 
typological natural landscape units described by their climatic, geological, 
humidity, soil and other characteristics) and maps of land use from the first 
half of the 19th century, the time before WW2 with predominantly German 
inhabitants settled on either side of the border and from 2002, shortly after the 
fall of the iron curtain. Homogenous natural landscape units were used as 
reference sites for geographical localization of identified changes in the 
landscape. A related sociological localization focusing on a number of aspects of 
population structure and local economy is in the process of completion. 

The identification of development trends of land use draws on the analysis 
of area representation of individual forms of land use in individual types of 
natural landscape units. Basic spatial analyses were conducted with the help 
of ArcView GIS software and its extension Spatial Analyst. The acquired data 
were statistically processed in Microsoft Excel and classification procedures 
drew on Excel's programme Unistat 5.5. 

The geo-statistic data analysis yielded a great number of comparative 
tables, graphs and development curves. A glimpse at the histogram of 
changes in area distribution of forests, meadows, arable land and built-up 
area in analysed periods based on individual types of natural environment in 
Strazny and Philipsreuth (Fig. 7, see groups 13 - humid units and 14 
-podsolic units which are both abundant on either side ofthe border) suggests 
that despite similar natural properties the point of departure in terms of land 
use in the first half of the 19th century was different for each area, owing to 
the different economic orientation and different economic specialization of the 
border settlement population. Twists of fate of pre-war years did not facilitate 
any approximation of land use in the different national parts, in spite of the 
fact that there were few ethnic differences in their respective populations (the 
percentage of Czechs among the inhabitants of Strazny and Silnice was 
negligible). It transpires that the main reason was a different economic 
climate on either side of the border. Majority of population on the Czech side 
found work in forests, which was not sufficient to support families and as 
a result other (predominantly farming) activities were a bare necessity. On 
the German side field farming probably played only a minor role and its 
importance continued to diminish. Following the Munich Treaty both areas 
on either side of the border were united in a higher administrative unit but 
the areas remained different in economic terms. This difference was 
manifested in a different structure of land use which was conditioned by 
differentiated pressure on land reflecting different standards of living. In 
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Fig, 7 - An example of convergent land u se between 1825 and 2002 in natural landscape 
units ch aracteristic for both border areas 

post-war years it was predominantly the Czech side which saw a radical 
change of politico-economic situation. After majority of the German 
population had been resettled a border zone was established which 
considerably limited the area's economic use and consequently its settlement, 
The municipality Silnice practically disappeared. Old farmhouses scattered 
along the border were deserted and only customs office buildings and the 
border crossing remained from the original village. Even these buildings were 
used occasionally when needed for the guarding of state border. Similarly, in 
Stnlzny a number of farmhouses were deserted. Population decrease and 
political obstacles resulted in a drop in land pressure, which in turn 
facilitated gradual natural succession and eventual forests planting on the 
deserted farmland (both arable land and meadows). The German side 
experienced a less obvious population reflux into inland and also the decrease 
in land pressure was less pronounced, among other things owing to a formerly 
weaker orientation towards farming production. Restructuralization of 
employment highlighted the recreational function of all the settlements, 
Mittelfirmiansreuth in particular, which developed into a winter sports resort 
with relevant facilities and infrastructure. A similar development, in 
particular after 1989, can be detected in Strazny where a network of tourist 
and entertainment services has been built, including extensive "stall trade" 
activities, The area of arable land in the interest area is negligible on both 
sides of the border today. Apart from the intrayilan of Strazny the entire area 
on the Czech side is protected as a part of the Sumava National Park and the 
area ea§t of the international road connecting Passau and Vimperk as a part 
of the Sumava Protected Landscape Area. The German side does not have 
a similar status of land protection. 

Remarkably, the development on one side was distinctly different from and 
virtually independent ofthe development in its counterpart across the border. 
The area has seen a physiognomic (visual) land convergence, particularly in 
terms of the distribution of forest units, meadows and pastures on either side 
of the border within the analogical types of natural environment and location, 
It has also seen the development of a similar structure of land use in 
a number of natural landscape unit types represented in both national areas. 
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Should then large parts of both areas show identical or similar natural 
conditions, their structure of use concurs as well. On the other hand, specific 
types of natural environment without a corresponding equivalent abroad tend 
to have different structures of use. A hypothesis presents itself to explain 
these facts: along both sides of the border a "generally rational" structure of 
land use is formed which respects (today and in the recent past) the 
marginalization of the area, its gradual depopulation, extensification of 
agriculture, and also strengthens its recreational role regardless the 
prevalent socio-economic system and standard of living. 

ArcView GIS software tools enable us to create applicable statistical 
background documentation for more detailed analyses and data syntheses. 
Each type of a natural landscape unit, separately for the Czech and the 
German parts of the area, was described by an appropriate percentage of the 
represented forms of land use in all three analyzed periods. Owing to the fact 
that a decisive share of all the units was always constituted by forests, 
meadows and possibly by arable land, these dominant physiognomic units 
(defining the character) of cultural landscape were selected for further 
assessment. Each group of types of natural landscape units both in the Czech 
and German parts was described by a nine-digit vector whose co-ordinates 
represented the percentage of forests, meadows and arable land in the years 
1829-1840, 1935-1938 and 2002. These vectors representing every 
homogenous natural landscape unit in both border areas were classified with 
the help of cluster analysis implementing the method of "Furthest 
Neighbour". The resulting outcome represents development trends ofland use 
in different types of natural environment. (Marek 2004). 

Five groups oflandscape units with similar development were identified: A, 
B, C, D and E. The fifth one, group E, exists in Germany but does not have 
analogy on the Czech side. However, its size is negligible and as such was not 
subject to further analyses. For pairs of natural landscape unit groups subject 
to similar development representative histograms and maps of land use 
changes were drawn, as they are indispensable for interpreting the classified 
development (Fig. 8 - parts a, b). 

It became apparent that in order to achieve a similar target effect, i.e. 
highly similar present use, individual groups of natural landscape units 
separately in the Czech and German parts "chose" either entirely different or 
on the contrary identical strategies. 

The group of natural landscape units of type A, which includes 
predominantly areas of valley bottoms and stony hillsides on both sides of the 
border, is characterized by an antithetic development connected with 
a dramatic loss of arable land and increase of forest on the Czech side, while 
on the German side the changes of land use are negligible. Despite this the 
structures of land use on both sides of the border converge. Group B with 
similar representation of units which considerably differ in humidity 
conditions is characterized by a gradual development on the German side and 
a similar but faster development on the Czech side. However, the structure of 
land use in these units remains radically different. The German side is 
predominantly forested, the Czech side shows a balance between forests and 
meadows. Units of type C include extreme stony (or wet) units and 
demonstrate an identical development over the entire period of time on both 
sides of the border, showing a slight fluctuation in the percentage of 
monitored forms of land use. Dramatic and entirely different changes 
characterize the group of units D on both sides of the border. However, these 
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lead to an almost perfect convergence of the present land use with forests 
slightly prevailing over meadows. Group E exists only on the German side 
and shows a loss of forests which remain scarce, while dominant meadows 
gain dominance and arable land is eliminated. 
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Generally speaking, both the entire area and its individual types of natural 
landscape units (except group B) are characterized by land use convergence 
(Fig. 8a). However, strategies for achieving this convergence differ: from 
highly chaotic changes in the past (D) to a more extreme concept of trends on 
the German side (A) or a completely analogical development (C). The data 
obtained from the interest area prove that the tendency towards a "rational" 
organization of a functional landscape mosaic is generally consistent 
regardless the ruling political or economic systems. It also proves that 
population density and partially people's standard of living, or "economic 
climate", playa dominant role. Relating to the general trend of European 
Union to secure the same standard of living for all population communities, 
the creation of a homogenous economic climate could prove counterproductive 
to the efforts to maintain a high diversity of cultures and cultural landscapes. 

7. Conclusion 

The objective of this paper is not to provide a comprehensive survey of 
methods used in Czech geography to identify landscape changes. It can be 
viewed as an effort to document the principal groups of methods in individual 
case studies. The study of this phenomenon in Czech geography encompasses 
a wide range of projects of varying localization specifications - ranging from 
a simple time line of recorded changes, to statistic localization in the interest 
area as a whole (cadastre areas or another type of defined space, e.g. a map sheet 
or its sector), geometric localization in a given place with given topological 
coordinates, geographic localization in an area with given natural or 
environmental characteristics to relating the obtained results to the area's given 
social and economic parameters. The more demanding and complicated the need 
for a temporary-spatial coincidence of reality, the more important modem geo
information technologies become, should it be in terms of collecting, processing 
and analyzing data or in the presentation of one's results. Needless to say that 
these technologies have substantially helped us progress in the study of 
landscape changes and that they have facilitated the acquisition of data which 
are new both quantitatively and qualitatively and which have moved our 
knowledge substantially forward. Experts studying landscape changes in 
Czechia closely follow technological development and are already considering 
employing new, more advanced technologies to detect and localize landscape 
changes (e.g. laser imaging), this time in 3D geographical space. Furthermore, 
new geo-information technologies facilitate animations of detected changes and 
optimize the ways of sharing research results with specialists and general public 
(Svatonova 2005). A better understanding of landscape changes, their causes 
and impact form a suitable basis for optimizing landscape management. 
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Shrnuti 

MONITORovANI vYvOJE CESKE KRAJINY S UZITIM GIS A DPZ 

Ruzne studie venovane vyuziti pudy jsou pro cesky geograficky vyzkum krajiny typicke. 
Digitalni geoinformacni technologie, ktere se objevily Jla pocatku 80. let 20. stoleti, ryraz
ne zmenily moznosti dlouhodobeho sledovani krajiny. Cesko disponuje znacnym mnozstvim 
ruznych kartografickych udaju 0 minulosti uzemi, ktere sahaji az do 18. stoleti. Po digitali
zaci techto analogorych udaju mohl uspesne zacit historicky ryzkum krajiny. Dvacate sto
leti vylepsilo kartograficke databaze leteckYmi snimky (od 30. let 20. stoletO a satelitnimi 
snilJlky (od 70. let 20. stoletO. 

Clanek ukazuje ruzne aplikace GIS a dalkoveho pruzkumu Zeme ve ryzkumu zmen kra
jiny. Vyuziti leteckych snimku pfi monitorovani a analyze zmen zemedelske krajiny se ty
ka pO!llerne kratkeho casoveho useku od roku 1952 do dneska a je ukazano na pfiklade jiz
nich Cech. Metody digitalniho zpracovani snimku umoznily identifikovat zmeny zemedel
skych pozemku, rozmanitosti krajiny a pristupnosti. Satelitni obrazky byly pouzity pro 
sledovani zmen v chranenych pfirodnich oblastech v krajine jihoceskych rybniku. Za pou
ziti metod tfideni snimku a maskovacich operaci byly zjisteny a utfideny zmeny rozlohy 
vodnich ploch a brehove vegetace. 

Byla vypracovana sada historickych map 0 vyuziti pudy na zaklade starych map udolf 
reky Svratky jizne od Brna ve vychodni casti zeme. V povodi bylo vymezeno celkem 39 ob
vyklych uzemnich jednotek ve trech kategoriich (blfzke okolf sidla, vzdalene okolf sidla 
a volna ficni niva podle intensity lidske cinnosti). Ekologicke vyhodnoceni tfid vyuziti pu
dy a statisticke metody umoznily stanovit rozvojove trendy ekologicke stability ve vsech 
usecich nivy reky Svratky. Digitalni model krajiny spIne Oogicky) integrovanou databazi 
sestavajici ze souboru vice parametrorych vrstev udaju (pfirodni pozadi, lidsky vliv a roz
vojove limity) s digitalnim elevacnim modelem byl pouzit v oblasti cesko-nemeckeho pohra
nici pro stanoveni trendu ryvoje krajiny v jednotlirych tfidach prirodnich krajinnych jed
notek. Byla zjistena obecna tendence ke konvergenci vyuziti pudy v podobnych pfirodnich 
podminkach (ale v odlisnych politickych a socialnich podminkach). Takory jev muze v bu
doucnu ohrozit stavajici vysokou rozmanitost kulturni krajiny v Evrope, pokud globalizac
ni a evropeizacni proces bude pokracovat bez ohledu na krajinne bohatstvi. 

Obr. 1 - Nejstarsi podrobna mapa vyuziti pudy v Cesku - Miillerova mapa (A), priklad ge
oreferencni mapy z druheho vojenskeho mapovani (B), reambulovana mapa s po
drobnYm vyznacenim vyuziti pudy ve 20. letech 20. stoleti (C), cernobila ortoma
pa zpracovana GIS CD). 

Obr. 2 - Vztahy mezi souhrnnYmi studiemi 0 vyuziti pudy ajeho zmenami, presnosti loka
lizace zmen a vlastnostmi dane zmeny. Vlevo odshora dolu: umisteni LUCC, chro
nologicke, statisticke, geometricke, geograficke, sociologicke, presnost:minimalni 
- maximalni. Vpravo sestupne zleva doprava: cas, zkoumane uzemi, lokalita, oko
If, lidske duvody, lokalizacni promenna. 

Obr. 3 - Lokali~ace jednotlirych studii 0 ryvoji krajiny v Cesku. Modelova uzemi: Horo
sedly, Sumava, Velky a Maly Tisy, udolf reky Svratky 

Obr. 4 - Stavajici velkoplosne rozlozeni parcel modeloveho uzemi (bile cary oznacuji hra
nice hlavnich parcelnich jednotek z roku 1988) na pozadi historicke fotografie 
(s puvodnim rozlozenim zemedelskych uzemi v roce 1952). 

Obr. 5 - Podminky a zmeny povrchu v chranene oblasti a v blfzkosti narodni pfirodni re
zervace Velky a Maly Tisy na satelitnich snimcich z let 1988 a 1995. Nahore: roz-
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lisem povrchu v sirsim okoli mirodni pfirodni rezervace Velky a Maly Tisy na sa
telitmch smmcich z let 1988 a 1995. Legenda: 1 - voda, 2 - mokfiny, 3 - les, 4 
- sidla, 5 - pole, 6 -louky a pastviny, 7 - ostatni; dole - poklasifikacm vyhodno
ceni zmen povrchu mezi lety 1988 a 1995, A - k6d kategorii stabilnich objektu, 
B - k6d gradientu zmeny. 

Obr. 6 - Vjvojove trendy ekologicke stability krajiny mezi lety 1825 a 1992 ve vztahu ke 
zmemim ve vyuziti pudy v povodi Svratky u Brna (v blizkem a vzdalenejsim sou
sedstvi sidel a ve volne nive). 

Obr. 7 - Ph1dad konvergentniho vyuziti pudy mezi lety 1825 a 2002 v pfirodnich krajin
nych jednotkach charakteristickych pro obe pohranicni oblasti. Vlevo odshora do
lu: tfida 13, pastviny CZ, pastviny DE, lesy DE, orna puda CZ, lesy CZ, orna pu
da DE, rok. Vpravo odshora dolu: tfida 14, lesy DE, lesy CZ, pastviny CZ, pastvi
ny DE, orna puda CZ, orna puda DE, rok. 

Obr. 8 - Skupiny pfirodnich krajinnychjednotek na zaklade zjistenych rozvojovjch trendu 
vyuziti pudy (a) a jejich projekce v mape (b - rozvojove trendy vyuziti pudy v pfi
rodnich krajinnych jednotkach 1829-2002) 
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Geography, Pof'iel 7, 703 00 Brno, Czechia, e-mail; J. Zaloudlk is with Institute of 
Systems Biology and Ecology, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, 
Ceske Budejovice, Czechia.) 
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CHANGES OF LAND USE IN PRAGUE URBAN REGION 

I . B i C i k , L . J( u p k 0 va: Changes of land use in Prague urban region. 
- Geografie-Sbornik CGS, 111, 1, pp. 92-114 (2006). - Land use changes in Prague urban 
region (the capitol- Prague, the Prague-East and the Prague-West districts) are evaluated 
in the article in the time period of 1845-2000 and that is done on the data basis of the land 
use structure in the years 1845, 1948, 1990 and 2000. The evaluated time horizons are 
historical milestones in social development of Czechia, the stress is put on the last ten-year 
period of transformation. The LUCC Prague methodology was used for the evaluation of 
land use development. The intensity of occurred changes is analysed through the index of 
change, the typology of main landscape processes in individu.al partial phases of the 
evaluated period is analysed further. The cadastral territory of Cestlice was selected as a 
case study, in which the comparison ofland use structure in the years 1845 (reconstruction 
from cadastral maps) and 2003 (field mapping itself) was carried out in details. 
KEY WORDS: land use - landscape processes - interaction nature and society - Prague 
urban region - Czechia. 

The article is the output of the grant project GACR No. 205/05/0475 "Driving forces of 
changes and regional differentiation in land use in Czechia and neighbouring countries. 
Prospects after joining the European Union". 

1. Introduction 

Geography studies landscape as a complex of mutual relations between 
nature and human activities on different levels - from the local to the global 
one. These relations and their consequences are changing with time and 
therefore also the landscape changes in its character, structures and its space 
arrangement. 

For a long time, geographic research into landscape developed especially in its 
individual components, i.e. according to the division of geography into 
disciplines studying individual components of the landscape. Only little 
attention was paid to studying of mutual relations of these components and of 
their impact on the whole, i.e. the landscape in a particular place and at 
a particular time, as far as it was ever done, it was with little scientific erudition 
and strong pragmatically (ex. territorial planning) or it had a strongly 
descriptive character and mainly instructive and informative goals. Haggett 
(1975) states that geography is situated at the boundary of natural and social 
sciences, that it is the only science interested to the same extent in natural 
sphere and living conditions of man, regional contrasts and unequal distribution 
of living assets and values among people. Geography therefore deals with the 
structure and interaction of two main systems: ecological connecting man with 
the environment and spatial connecting one area with other ones through 
a complicated exchange of flows. At the be?inning of the 1970s when new 
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themes of the state of living/nature environment and of its protection were 
opened in the scientific and decision-making spheres, geography had a unique 
opportunity to respond to the newly forming "social order" and to substantially 
help to its solution. But as in geography at that time a narrow specialization 
according to individual disciplines clearly prevailed over studying of the whole 
complex, i.e. landscape, geography remained aside of this new research sphere 
characteristic for the last quarter of the 20th century. This was the case not only 
in our country but also in the world and, beside the belated development of 
geography as a science due to the complexity of its research object (i.e. landscape 
as a complex and not in its individual components), a significant role was played 
also by feeble managing background (in Czechia also political one) necessary to 
go through in this new direction of scientific research. 

Johnston (1998, p. 141) divides geographical studies according to four main 
approaches, the first of which we consider as principal for our research: 
according to the interest specified by the orientation of individual disciplines 
studying components in two main semi-complexes - physical and human. 
Their mutual interconnection is feeble and there are only few themes in which 
they meet - one of them being environmental problems in a large context of 
the interaction nature - society. This can be studied on different order levels. 
Because of very heterogeneous detailed information necessary for such 
studying, studies in local and microregional character prevail and studies 
dealing with mezzo- or macroregional levels or even global studies dealing 
with a large complex of relations nature - society are less frequent (Johnston 
et al. 2001 ; Haberl et al. 2001, 2002a, 2002b; Douglas, Huggett, Robinson 
1999 etc.). More frequent are mainly those aimed at individual components or 
elements of the landscape system. 

During the last 30 years, the interest in studying development and 
territorial differentiation of the interaction nature - society has increased. It 
is undoubtedly due to a substantial increase of negative impacts of social
economic sphere development on the landscape not only on local and 
microregionallevel, but also on higher order ones. Therefore we consider the 
evaluation of the interaction nature - society as one of present key problems 
to which science must respond. 

Studying of the above-mentioned interactions must include looking for 
driving forces involved in individual period of the last two centuries in 
changes of landscape functions and influencing land use. Land use as 
reflection of the interaction nature - society is in individual parts of the world 
in different development stages and a corresponding reaction in "delayed" 
regions can help to understand processes of interaction development in more 
advanced regions. 

During the last 50 years, land use has been more and more influenced by 
progressive differentiation off unctions of the core and the periphery. Transfer 
of many activities to centres of higher order level and emergence of new 
functions of these cores cause greater differences in area structure between 
cores, their background and other territories. The largest centres, as for 
instance Prague, have been progressively increasing their territorial 
framework, in which they influence emergence of new functions. The 
consequence is a different development of area structure of large cities and of 
their background in comparison with the other territories of the state. Specific 
conditions of land use structure development of Prague urban region enable 
to analyse trends which are progressively emerging or which will emerge in 
future in other agglomerations. They are mainly a significant increase of 
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built-up and the other areas in the suburban zone, a decrease of arable and 
agricultural land both in evidence and sensibly higher in field, formation of 
specific functions (service areas, suburban family housing, recreation forests, 
waste sites, etc.) significantly differentiating the land use structure 
development of core regions from the peripheral ones. Because of the 
development capacities of Prague the obtained results can be used also as 
a basis for reflections on land use development in other post-totalitarian 
countries. 

2. Theoretical issues for evaluation the interaction nature - society 
in the territory of Czechia 

Similar land use structures of pre-industrial period (dependent above all on 
natural conditions) have been changing since the beginning of 
industrialization under the influence of the modernization of the society. 
Territorial differentiation has been progressing due to the growing impact of 
economic, social, political and location factors in industrial and post
industrial society. We presume that the present land use in Czechia 
corresponds to location in core or peripheral territorial position and to natural 
conditions of the analysed locality. 

Land use has been developing to a deeper territorial differentiation of area 
structure state and development both in individual localities and in greater 
territorial units in dependence of functions given to them by the society in 
a certain period of its development. Self-supplier economy of the pre
industrial society is characterized by a larger extent of agricultural land 
resources (the maximum was reached in the 1880s, see Jelecek 1985), by the 
intensity and use of its individual categories, by a strong pressure on forest 
areas as a source of a further increase of agricultural land resources, by 
a small extend of built-up and the other areas. The production-market 
function of landscape in industrial society causes regional differentiation of 
agricultural effectiveness and therefore also regional differences in 
specialization and intensity of land use structure development. 
Multifunctionality and steadily increasing conflicts of functions in the 
landscape of the post-industrial society with an increasing importance of non
productive functions (water management, ecological, protective, recreation, 
residential, etc.) are accompanied by an extraordinary increase of built-up 
and the other areas, but also of areas with different degree of protection with 
limited possibilities of economic use, or with specific functions with impact on 
land use structure. 

In the case of post-socialist European countries, the effort to reach a high 
intensity of farming and a maximal self-sufficiency on the state level lead to 
undesirable impacts on the quality of environment. After the turn of political 
situation there occurred rapid changes in volume, structure and intensity 
mainly of farming and naturally also substantial and relatively quick changes 
in area structure as well as a progressive slowing down of landscape 
degradation (Bicik, Gotz 1998; Bicik, Jancak 2001; Bicik, Jancak 2005). 
Together with progressive globalization influencing more and more also 
Czechia, an imbalanced space land use development will be influenced by 
importations of agricultural products, by promotion of subsidized, i.e. 
cheaper, EU products at the Czech market with impact on inland producers, 
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but also by more general processes of urbanization and suburbanization, by 
restructuring of town agglomerations, etc. which influence, directly or 
indirectly, also the area structure. Land use development can largely depend 
on these processes both on global and continental level, but also on the level 
of state or region. This is due mainly to the fact that in more developed 
countries rural areas are conceived as "space dimension of collective 
consumption" (Cater, Jones 1989, p. 219), where the production function is 
one of many and in many fields it is today a quite insignificant one. It is due 
to the fact that the prevailing urban population requires in this stage of 
society development from rural areas many functions needed mainly by urban 
population (recreation areas, water resources protection, nature protection, 
military areas and training grounds, dumping grounds, etc.). For the two last 
centuries, land use in Czechia has been significantly changing both vertically, 
i.e. with altitude, where especially nature factors prevail in land use 
structure, and horizontally, where position, i.e. mainly social economical, 
factors prevail. There occurs a deep regional differentiation of territorial 
functions and thus land use structure changes. These changes were 
characterized in many publications as well as in Czech and foreign scientific 
journals (Bicik et al. 2001; Bicik, Jelecek 2005; Bicik, Kupkova 2001 and 
others); therefore we will concentrate in this paper on trends in land use 
changes and on their causes in Prague urban region. 

3. Aims and methods 

Land use represents one of the ways of studying landscape and landscape 
changes. With regard to the structure of the observed categories of use, land 
use is a more suitable term. Under our conditions, individual categories of 
land use represent a different degree of transformation of the original natural 
environment. On the one hand we differentiate categories (classes) of rather 
natural character (forest or water areas, permanent grassland), although 
used to a certain intensity, then categories with a more pronounced degree of 
transformation of the original natural environment (arable land, permanent 
cultures: gardens, orchards, vineyards, hop fields) and categories of areas, 
where the original environment has been totally changed and where it is an 
artificial or devastated landscape (built-up, the other areas). Certain 
inaccuracy and generalization are evident. Evident is also a shift of 
classification of individual areas during the more then 160 years of keeping 
evidence in Czechia. Other possible imprecise evaluations may be due to the 
fact that this evidence is based on balance evaluation of decrease and increase 
of individual categories per partial territory (cadastral territory, 
municipality, district, region, state) and it does not record a possible change 
of location within the given territory without a change of its extent. 
Territorial units are from this perspective a black box and data on land use 
structure in our evidence do not allow observing this aspect. 

Essential is also the fact that we deal with the extent of individual plots 
according to the evidence kept by geodetical service per cadastral territory 
and not with the real state in field which is always rather "ahead" the records. 
While in the past this difference used to be quite small, in the transformation 
period (after 1990 land was restituted to 3.5 million of owners) differences 
between records and the real state in field reach, in arable land, about 10 %, 
differences in other categories are sensibly smaller. 
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In spite of certain limitations and inaccuracies given by the used statistical 
evidence of area structure, the similarly aimed research based on area structure 
database in comparable territorial units is well founded because of three facts: 

Data of land use structure represent a certain generalized image of the 
interaction nature - society on the level of cadastral territory. 

The possibility to compose data of individual cadastre, or of comparable 
territorial units formed out of them, to greater territorial units enables, in 
a necessary degree of generalization, to evaluate the state and development 
of the landscape and the driving forces existing on individual regional levels. 

This possibility to compose data enables to interconnect the knowledge of 
the interaction nature - society on all levels from the local to the state or the 
above-state one, although in a certain generalized form. So oriented research 
is a link of the research into long-term development of the interaction nature 
- society from the local to the state and higher regional level. 

It follows that research into the dynamics of the interaction nature 
- society based above all on data on land structure offers the possibility of 
evaluation applied mostly in regional and above-regional comparisons. It is 
not suitable for observation of the dynamism of the interaction nature 
- society on the lowest (Le. local) level, here is better to use methods using 
mostly geoecological approaches and detailed map data from different time 
horizons. They enable to study territorial details and represent an important 
feedback for our research based on statistical evidence of land use. 

In research into land use development we use database established by 
mapping of the Franciscan cadastre in the years 1826-1843 (dated 1845 when 
data on the former districts were published) and on land use evidence from 
the years 1948, 1990 and 2000. It was being compiled in the years 1994-1998 
and its concrete output is the database at the Faculty of SCience, Charles 
University (LUCC UK Prague) and several dozens of publish~d articles. The 
methods are described in detail in many publications (Bicik, Stepanek 1994; 
Bicik et al. 1996; Bicik, Jelecek 2005) and it is not the aim ofthis paper to list 
them here in detail. We would only like to stress that out of about 13 000 data 
for cadastral territory some 9 000 basic territorial units (BTUs) were formed, 
the total area of which is comparable in all four time horizons (the differences 
do not exceed 1 % of the BTU's area), which enables to compare both changes 
in area of individual categories and changes in structure of eight basic and 
three summary comparable categories. Arable land, permanent cultures, 
meadows and pastures form together agricultural land; forest areas; built-up, 
water and the remaining areas form together other areas. 

Among the most important published papers resulting from these projects 
are those which closed a certain stage of work and enabled to evaluate the 
obtained results (Bicik et al. 1996, 2001), or those of methodical character 
(Bicik 1994, 2005), or contributing to knowledge of certain relationships 
between area use development in Czechia and selected indices (as altitude, 
official price of agricultural land, positioJt, etc. - Bicik, Stepanek 1995; Bicik 
2001; Bicik, Kupkova 2003; Mares, Stych 2005 and others). In our 
geographical literature these methods are based on similar studies on land 
use structure development of the former North Bohemia region (Pokorny 
1970, 1972; Bicik 1988), on historical-geographical analyses of dynamism of 
agricultural land use by Jelecek (ex. 1985, 1987) and on two papers by 
Haufler (1955, 1960). It is interesting that a greater attention was paid in 
Czechia to using of the original database under the form of land use evidence 
than to classical land use prepared by field mapping (Stamp 1945, 1950; 
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Kostrowicki 1962, 1965 and others), which was influencing geographical 
studies in Europe for at least twenty years (also in neighbouring Poland and 
Slovakia, see Biegajlo, Paulov 1966; Biegajlo 1972). As the land use structure 
concerns, we paid attention to Prague and to its background by using 
statistical data of land use (Bicik 1993, 1994) and data from Earth remote 
sensing according to the distance and individual segments from the 
agglomeration core (Kupkova 2003). Recently a study combining analyses of 
area structure development in Prague urban region both based on statistical 
data and by comparison of detailed land use structure development in three 
model territories in Prague background (Bicik, Kupkova 2006) was published. 

The aim of this paper is to show, with the help of GIS instruments, land use 
structure development according to comparable BTUs in Prague urban region 
(for simplification we use administrative delimitation: Prague and districts 
Prague-East and Prague-West) in the years 1845-1948-1990-2000 and to try 
to explain principal trends and microregional differentiation of landscape 
changes which occurred in this period. 

4. Land use structure development according to BTUs 

Situation in land use structure development is documented with the help 
of the LUCC UK database Prague compiled from data on cadastral territories 
partly linked to basic territorial units (BTUs) comparable, by their territory, 
in all observed time horizons. It is evident that in the territory of Prague as 
well as in other regions of a significant concentration of social-economic 
activities, it was necessary, to ensure comparability, to link together original 
cadastres, because territories of an unknown land use structure used to be 
exchanged among them. Therefore we analyse in Prague urban region on the 
territory of Prague only 30 BTUs and on the territory of Prague-East and 
Prague-West districts in total 174 BTU s representing territorially 

Table 1 - Land use changes in Prague 

1845 1948 1990 2000 

Area category ha % ha % ha % ha % 

Arable land 47251.7 72.4 42798.7 65.6 26795.2 41.1 26360.1 40.4 
Pennanent cultures 1802.4 2.8 5878.9 9.0 5873.7 9.0 5867.7 9.0 
Meadows 2787.1 4.3 1787.7 2.7 716.8 1.1 683.7 1.0 
Pastures 4774.8 7.3 1646.4 2.5 426.9 0.7 404.1 0.6 
Agricultural land 56616.0 86.8 52111.7 79.8 33812.6 51.8 33315.6 51.1 
Forest areas 4554.1 7.0 4919.2 7.5 5889.8 9.0 5856.3 9.0 
Water areas 1104.9 1.7 889.0 1.4 1316.6 2.0 1313.3 2.0 
Built-up areas 731.5 1.1 2924.0 4.5 4666.1 7.1 5265.0 8.1 
Remaining areas 2232.2 3.4 4426.1 6.8 19576.2 30.0 19476.6 29.9 
Other areas 4068.6 6.2 8239.1 12.6 25558.9 39.2 26054.9 39.9 

Total 65238.7 100.0 65 270.0 100.0 65 261.3 100.0 65226.8 100.0 

Source: LUCC UK Prague 
Note: Delimitation of Prague as in 2000 is based on data from cadastral territories 
transformed, to ensure comparability, into BTUs. Therefore our database does not always 
follow frontiers between districts and regions. There is thus a certain difference between 
the database delimited according to LUCC UK Prague and the evidence of cadastral 
bureaus. 
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comparable units, the total area of which differentiated in time by less than 
1 %. Because of methods of the database compilation, it was necessary in 
some cases to link together, when forming BTUs, sometimes even cadastres 
belonging to different districts. These differences from the course of external 
limits of Prague-East and Prague West districts and of Prague itself, by which 
we delimit the territory of Prague urban region, are visible on cartograms. In 
our analysis also the limits of Prague and both rural districts slightly differ 
from official limits of these three territories (as in 2000). Therefore our data 
rather differ from those given by the Cadastral Office, be it in the total area 
or in the area of individual categories. Table shows the area structure 
development in so delimited territory in the years 1845-2000 (bold data 
represent summary data of summary categories: agricultural land resources, 
forest, other and total areas), Tab. 1, Fig. 1. 

Our database enables to analyse eight basic categories and for all of them 
it is possible to compile cartograms of the part of the category on the area of 
the territorial unit or cartograms of development of the category between two 
of the four observed time horizons. For the whole Czechia, samples of these 
outputs are given in publications Bicik et al. 2001; Bicik, Kupkova 2003 and 
elsewhere. Here we want to use more complex indices we have already used 
previously to evaluate land use structure changes. 

Index of change is evaluating by one figure the share of areas, on which 
a change of area of 8 basic categories within the given BTU occurred between 
two time horizons. Formula for calculation of the index of change is 

n 
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The next three cartograms (Fig. 2, 3, 4) evaluate the set of BTUs in the 
territory of urban region in the periods 1845-1948, 1948-1990 and 
1990-2000, which enables to compare the area dynamics of the 
transformation period with the previous stages of social economic 
development. 

Index of change is in the first more than one hundred year period the 
highest in the proper core of agglomeration (Fig. 2). In the other part of 
Prague urban region, the index of change oscillates in the majority of BTUs 
up to 5, i.e. the level in which the category of use was changed in 5 % (and 
less) of the area of the given territory. Exceptionally there are BTUs with 
index of change up to 15. The most important changes in area use are 
registered in those parts of Prague which used to be freely linked to the 
historical core and which have undergone a significant transformation 
because of building of new industrial and storage structures and new 
residential houses mainly for lower social layers concentrating, in the period 
1870-1930, tn several waves new immigrants to Prague (Vysocany, Libeii, 
Holesovice, Zizkov, Vinohrady and others). The maximal index of change, i.e. 
55.4, was registered during the more than one hundred year period in the 
cadastral territory of Bubenec, where mainly building of more-storied houses 
in combination of villas with fenced gardens for higher social layers 
concentrated. These parts of urban region were manifesting a rapid 
population growth and progressively became administrative parts of Great 
Prague. A quickly developing transport infrastructure network was 
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Fig. 2 - Development of index of change in the years 1845-1948 in the territory of Prague 
urban area (PUA; Prague + districts Prague East, Prague West). Source: LUee UK Prague. 

contributing to intensive changes in area structure. All this was occurring on 
the detriment of the up to then intensively used agricultural areas which 
remained in many places of "Great Prague" at least to the World War II. 

In the period 1948-1990 (Fig. 3), there is an evident high level of index of 
change exceeding 22 in the majority of Prague BTUs (maximum: Veleslavin 
62 .1; minimum: Stranka near Brandys nad Labem in Prague-East district: 
0.94). Because of the length of the period (42 years), which is about 2.5 times 
shorter than the more than centenary previous period, we can say that the 
intensity of land use changes in this period (calculated for ten-year period) is 
about four times higher. It is characteristic that in this period the highest 
levels of index of change are concentrated in Prague itself. It is undoubtedly 
due also to the fact that we consider the town limit as in 2000 and therefore 
such delimited Prague include all territories administratively annexed to the 
town since 1948. The main reason of high values of index of change in this 
period is an intensive housing development mainly on greenfield sites, 
building of new industrial areas and transport infrastructure (D1 highway, 
addition of a double track on main railways, interconnection of newly built 
housing estates with town centre, etc.). A significant decrease in area is 
characteristic for agricultural land resources and mainly for arable land. It 
can be said that in this period structural changes in land use corresponding 
to departure from traditional forms of land use to new metropolitan functions 
of Prague urban region were going on or completed. 

In Prague background there are evident significantly higher values of 
index of change in comparison with the previous period, which is clearly 
visible in the cartogram. This state results from a more intensive economic 
use of the background, mainly from a decrease of agriculture land resources 
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Fig. 3 - Development of index of change in PUA in the years 1948-1990. Source: LUCC UK 
Prague. 

in favour of built-up and remaining areas (development of communication 
networks, development of industrial, storage and residential functions of 
some from the transport viewpoint well located settlements). In some BTUs 
southwards from Prague, there was a rapid increase of second residences 
which resulted in changes in land use connected with an increase of built-up 
areas and permanent cultures areas (gardens) on the detriment of forest 
areas or little fertile and mostly worse accessible agricultural land areas. 

The last period 1990-2000 (Fig. 4) is only ten years long and its cartogram 
manifests the lowest level of changes. The table documents registered levels 
of index of change in unequally long periods and their standardization for 
a ten-year period. According to data from selected territorial units, in BTUs 
localized closer to the centre a high intensity of change was registered mainly 
in the years 1948-1990, somewhere even in the previous period. On the 
contrary, "rural" BTUs manifest the highest standardized index of change in 
the last dec~de of transformation 1990-2000 (max.: Krnany: 32.0, min.: 0.12: 
Holubice v Cech:ich), or in the totalitarian period (1948-1990). The total move 
in land resources structure in Prague background is higher during the last 
fifty or ten years. In spite of an increasing difference of evidence and real state 
of individual categories of land use in the field (mainly in the last period), it 
is a more general trend of an increasing index of change in Prague urban 
region. 

More significant changes in land use in the years 1990-2000 are 
characteristic mainly for Prague background. It is undoubtedly both 
a consequence of suburbanization tendencies with an important building of 
residential houses of family type (Jesenice, Dolni Bfezany, Kolovraty and 
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Fig. 4 - Development of index of change in the years 1990-2000 in PUA. Source: LUCC UK 
Prague. 

elsewhere) and a result of construction of servicevand storage structures in the 
near proximity of Prague along highways (ex. Cestlice, Nupaky, Rudna and 
elsewhere). It is also an impact of some other phenomena caused by 
a significant lowering of the intensity of agricultural use of landscape due to 
cutting off of subsidies and to bad natural conditions of some BTUs in the 
southern background of Prague. In the territory of Prague, the move in the 
total structure of areas is very low. It is probably a consequence of a limitation 
of larger housing development but also of the fact that in this period the 
quality of evidence was not maintained and some changes in categories were 
not reported (mainly arable land transformed into meadows, pastures or 
laying fallow for more than four years), partly because of higher expectations 
of owners concerning compensations for confiscated arable land for non
agricultural purposes. There are mapy similar lands in the territory of Prague 
(ex. Radotin, Lahovice, Slivenec, Reporyje or some areas in the northern 
margin of Prague). 

The index of change in the three observed periods is further evaluated with 
the help of typology of these changes. Figure 5 depicts whether the given 
territorial unit was, by the size of its index, below (0) or above (1) the average 
value of Prague urban region. Position in the group of three digits 
characterizes in the first position the oldest period, in the second position the 
totalitarian period (1948-1990) and in the third position the transformation 
period (1990-2000). The picture documents the southeastern sector of Prague 
as the territory with most significant changes from the viewpoint of land use 
structure (intensity of landscape change) in the whole monitored period of 
about 155 years. Besides this territory, there are other three lines in which 
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Fig. 6 - Standardized index of change on 10 years in PUA (1845-1948). Source: LUee UK 
Prague. 

there are always several BTUs with a high intensity of landscape changes. 
The first ones could be characterized as territories bound to the Vltava course 
southwards from Prague, the second as areas immediately without Prague 
border on the north-west along the Vltava course, the third line is south
~astwards from Prague and follows the D1 highway and the road Prague
Ricany. On the contrary, nearly a half of BTUs in rural districts manifest 
a state where in none period the intensity of area structure changes was 
above the average of Prague urban region. From this viewpoint, they are 
territories where urbanization, or suburbanization pressures were not so 
strong and had not a more significant impact on area structure changes. 

Because of different lengths of individual analysed periods, index of 
change was standardized for ten-year period (although such simplification 
may be imprecise, especially for the period 1845-1948 (as it withholds 
various trends) depicted by the following series of cartograms (Fig. 6, 7, 8) 
with the same scale classification. These cartograms clearly depict the first 
period as that where only a small part of historical Prague itself clearly 
linked to the Vltava course reaches the three highest value of land use 
structure change. The second, totalitarian period manifests substantially 
higher standardized values of index of change for a ten-year period, when the 
proper territory of "Great Prague" reaches in the majority of BTUs two 
highest values of index of change of the unified scale. Also Prague 
background manifests substantially higher changes in land use structure 
than in the previous period, although they are territorially differentiated. 
A similar image, i.e. more intensive changes in the period 1948-1990, is 
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Fig. 7 - Standardized index of change on 10 years in PUA (1948-1990). Source: LUee UK 
Prague. 
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Fig. 8 - Standardized index of change on 10 years in PUA (1990-2000). Source: LUee UK 
Prague. 
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registered in the majority of Czechia's territory, where in about 95 % of 
BTUs a decrease of agricultural land resources and an increase of built-up 
and the remaining areas were registered. 

On the contrary, the last period largely differs from the previous one both 
by intensity of changes and by their territorial distribution in Prague urban 
region. The territory of Prague has not registered during this transformation 
period any more pronounced intensity of changes in standardized form. On 
the contrary, in the background, both along the Vltava course up- and 
downstream Prague and along D1 highway and the road Prague-Ricany, 
substantial changes have occurred. There have concentrated large service 
storage areas and adjacent parking areas and intensive processes of new 
housing development for middle and higher class, as in the totalitarian period 
this type of houses was expensive and scarce in Prague. Nevertheless this 
period is influenced by lagging behind of evidence of changes in use of some 
areas in comparison with the real state in field (mainly untilled arable land) 
and by "waiting" of many restituents (land owners) for development of prices 
of agricultural land after Czechia' s entry to the EU. It can be thus expected 
that in the near future not reported changes in land use and new projects of 
use of restituted lands will cause a more pronounced move in the whole area 
structure. In Czechia, a decrease of the high part of arable land in the total 
area of the state (now 39.8 %) is expected, at least by 10 %, and it can be thus 
expected that just the metropolitan territory will be one of the areas where 
these tendencies will manifest. As already stated elsewhere (Bicik, Jancak 
2004), a certain stabilization in area structure development can be expected 
only after foreigners will be allowed to purchase land in Czechia which should 
be in 2012. 

The second way how to summarily analyse changes in land use structure is 
to use the method of principal landscape processes. This method oflandscape 
evaluation was brought by the Slovinian geographer Medved and applied by 
Gabrovec et al. (2001), Gabrovec and Petek (2002) in research in Slovenia 
which, as one of few countries, has similar data as Czechia availablel • We 
have applied this method and verified possibilities of ascertaining of four 
principal landscape changes in Czechia in the three monitored periods and 
a publication with principal results is being prepared (Atlas of the landscape 
of the Czech Republic). We will try here to explain by this method landscape 
processes on the territory of Prague and of its background. The oldest period 
(1845-1948) includes in Czechia the period of ongoing increase of the area of 
agricultural land, mainly of arable land, which went on till the late 1880s. 
Then the extent of both key categories began to stagnate and slowly decrease 
to reach the maximal decrease after World War II. It can be said in general 
that these trends are similar also in other regions of Europe (Kraussmann et 
al. 2005). But Prague urban region does not correspond to this trend, land use 
intensification both in Prague and in the two rural districts began some 20-30 
years earlier. From the viewpoint of Hager strand's time-space geography, we 

1 The method is based on a simplification of area structure to five principal categories: 
arable land and permanent cultures, meadows and pastures, forest areas, built-up and 
the remaining areas, water areas. In this structure, positive and negative values of 
structure changes of such unified categories are determined between two time horizons. 
The part of the highest positive value on the sum of all positive changes in calculated 
(increase of the area of unified categories) and if it is higher than 75 % it a strong, 
50-74.9 % a mean and 25-49.9 % feeble process of intensification of farming, grassing 
down, forestation or urbanization. 
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Fig. 1 - State and development of land use structure in Prague and in Prague-East and Prague-West 
districts in the years 1845 - 1948 - 1990 - 2000. Source: LUCC UK Prague. 
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Figure 5: Typology of index of change in Prague urban area. Source: LUee UK Prague. 
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Fig. 9 - Typology of main landscape processes in the years 1845-1948. Source: LUee UK 
Prague. 
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Fig. 10 - Typology of main landscape processes in the years 1948-1990. Source: LUCC UK 
Prague. 
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Fig. 11- Typology of main landscape processes in the years 1990-2000. Source: LUCC UK 
Prague. 
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should evaluate the analysed territory as a core, from which the given 
innovation (intensification of land use and changes) spread to other regions. 

The figure 9 documents this period and shows quite clearly that it is 
a period of a significant intensification of agricultural land use. In fact, out of 
the 204 BTUs of Prague urban area only a small part (44) manifests other 
dominating processes than a strong and mean intensification off arming. This 
defines the role of background of the proper core of the town in this period as 
strong production-supply functions of a large consumer centre, Prague. It is 
interesting that even in this period, there are, within Prague urban region, 
several BTUs with a mean and feeble development of forested areas. 

The second, totalitarian period (1948-1990, see fig. 10) is characterized by 
a generally clear trend corresponding to what has been ascertained for the 
territory of the Czech Republic, i.e. dominance of urbanization processes. It is 
only logical that in the territory of Prague urban region these processes of 
increase of built-up and the other areas are probably the most intensive; in 
various intensity, they characterize the move in area structure in more than 
85 % of BTUs of Prague agglomeration. We could probably generalize the 
thesis that in that period the increase of built-up and remaining areas is as 
dominating as in the first period of intensification of agricultural use of the 
landscape of Prague agglomeration. 

The transformation period (1990-2000, see fig. 11), contrary to both 
precedent ones, is characterized rather by a variety of main processes of 
different intensity. Because this period is sensibly shorter, it is not surprising 
that the general dissimilarity of principal landscape changes is much smaller 
than in both previous periods. The town core itself manifests rather an 
urbanization process, i.e. a prevailing increase of built-up and remaining 
areas. In the background of both rural districts in the NW and SE axes, 
cartograms display even some rather unexpected trends, undoubtedly 
influenced by different ideas on restituted land use by their owners in 
comparison with land users in the totalitarian period. We have in mind rather 
surprisingly dominant processes of grassing, forestation or intensification of 
farming in some BTU s. As the process of restitution of land resulted in 
a substantial fragmentation ofland tenants and landowners, use of restituted 
lands in this period is quite diversified. We suppose that general pressures of 
development requirements of the town and of its agglomeration will manifest, 
in the following period, rather by a weakening of surprising tendencies in 
land use in Prague background from the years 1990-2000. 

5. Conclusions 

GIS application enabled in this paper to analyse, with the help of the LUCC 
UK Prague database, long-term trends in land use in Prague and its 
background. It is a pity we cannot form further time horizons to study still 
more in detail the trends connected with increasing development and loss of 
traditional agricultural functions in this exposed areas of Czechia. But still 
the existing data from these four time horizons can very well document the 
trend of area changes parting from the core of an agglomeration to its 
margins. This trend was documented also by analyses of detailed maps of 
selected model territories (Bicfk, Kupkova 2006). In general, there is on the 
one hand an increase of built-up and the other areas in the direction from the 
centre to progressively more distant margins of agglomeration and on the 
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other hand other changes in land use structure corresponding to new 
functions of an agglomeration at the end of the 20th century. It is rather 
surprising to ascertain that even in the proper core of agglomeration the 
forest areas have increased by more than one fourth (up to 9 % in Prague 
today). The same is true for remaing areas which are now more than nine 
times larger than in 1845. A similar increase area of permanent cultures is 
connected above all with a more than triple increase of the area of gardens, 
which however have substantially changed their function during the observed 
period from productive to recreational and representative one. It is thus 
logical that spreading of land use structure changes on the outer margin of 
Prague agglomeration is more than significant. Originally clearly agricultural 
functions of this area have during 160 years changed to numerous other 
functions (living mostly in family houses, recreation, storage, productive, 
ecological and protective functions, etc.) which, together with growing 
requirements on living, change the original rural landscape and the structure 
of its areas. 

Land use structure development in the observed territory differs, because 
of its functions, from the majority of the territory of Czechia. This is 
characterized by a substantial differentiation of area structure development 
up to the middle of the 20th century. Under worse natural conditions of 
Czechia, the area of agricultural, and mainly arable land has decreased, 
under better natural conditions agricultural land resources have stagnated 
or even increased. In the totalitarian period (1948-1990), there was 
practically everywhere in Czechia a decrease in agricultural land resources 
and mainly in arable land and a sensible increase of built-up and remainig 
areas. This corresponded also to the development in Prague territory. The 
recent period of transformation is characterized in Czechia mainly by 
a substantial increase of permanent grassland on the detriment of arable 
land, to which the area structure development in Prague background 
corresponded only partially. The development in Prague urban region only in 
older periods partly corresponded to the area structure development in other 
parts ofCzechia, recently, mainly after 1980, not only the core itselfbut also 
the outer territory of the PUA have becoming more and more different. 
There, especially during the last ten years, a very strong suburbanization 
process has been going on with an exceptional impact on area structure. 
Although it is dominated mainly by building of family houses (very reduced 
during the totalitarian period), impacts on landscape and area structure are 
extraordinary especially in places of concentrated §ervice/storage 
development. An example of such territory is for instance Cestlice on the 
southeastern margin of Prague, where the present state is the result of the 
development of last ca 12 years (fig. 12). 

General trends in area structure indicate that during the monitored 160 
years, there occurred in Prague agglomeration a differentiation of the core 
area of Czechia from the area structure development in other territories as 
well as territorially differentiated changes within the PUA. Main transport 
axes of railway and road transports influence intensive changes in land use 
structure by stronger impacts of suburbanization. This manifests also by 
a different land use structure development in northern and southern 
background of Prague. The southern background has better natural 
conditions both for building of new family houses and for recreation and its 
changes in area structure are influenced also by changes in agricultural 
policy. In the past, agricultural enterprises under worse natural conditions 
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were largely subsidized. This maintained a higher part of arable land in 
territories, where it is now substituted by permanent grassland and that both 
officially (with change of category in area evidence) and unofficially (arable 
land laying fallow for more than four years). Especially the southern margin 
of Prague agglomeration manifests recently rather surprising changes in area 
structure as forestation or grassing as dominant landscape processes. Exactly 
in this territory the possible problems are connected with transformation of 
many recreation houses to permanent residences, especially in localities near 
main communications to Prague (as a rule up to 40-50 minutes to the centre). 
This causes and in future will cause problems in these localities with regard 
to territorial planning and new residential functions influencing traditional 
recreation localities (noise, dust, increased traffic, problems with water, 
wastes, etc.). 
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Shrnuti 

ZMENY VYUZITI PLOCH V PRAZSKE AGLOMERACI 

Aplikace GIS umoznila v tomto pfispevku hodnotit pomoci databaze LUCC UK Prague 
dlouhodobe trendy vyuziti zeme v Praze a zazemi. Je skoda, ze neni mozne vytvofit dalsi 
casove horizonty jimiz by mohly byt studovany jeste podrobneji trendy spojene s narustaji
ci zastavbou a ztratou tradicnich zemedelskych funkci v tomto exponovanem prostoru Ces
ka. Pfesto i na uvedenych datech z techto ctyf casovych horizontu je velmi dobfe doku
mentovan trend pfemeny ploch z jadra aglomerace smerem k jejim okrajum. Tento trend 
jsme dokumentovali i analyzami podrobnych map vybranych modelovYch uzemi (Bicik, 
Kupkova 2006, v tisku) a jde v podstate jednak 0 narust zastavenych a ostatnich ploch sme
rem od centra ke stale vzdalenejsim okrajum aglomerace a jednak 0 dalsi zmeny struktury 
ploch odpovidajici noyYm funkcim aglomerace na v konci 20. stoleti. Ponekud pfekvapive je 
zjisteni, ze i ve vlastnim jadru aglomerace vzrostl rozsah lesnich ploch 0 vice nez ctvrtinu 
(na dnesnich 9 % yYmery Prahy), stejne jako narust ostatnich ploch na vice nez devitinaso
bek proti roku 1845. Podobne zvetseni ploch trvalych kultur je spojen pfedevSim s vice nez 
trojnasobnYm narustem ploch zahrad, ktere ovsem za sledovane obdobi podstatnYm zpuso
bern zmenily svoji nekdejsi funkci produkcni na dnesni funkce rekreacne reprezentacni. Je 
proto do znacne miry logicke, ze sifeni zmeny struktury ploch se na vnejsim okraji prazske 
aglomerace jevi jako velmi vYrazne. Z nekdejSi jednoznacne zemedelske funkce se totiz to
muto uzemi po 160 letech pfisuzuji cetne dalsi funkce (bydleni pfevazne v rodinnych do
mech, rekreacni, skladove a vYrobni, ekologicko- ochranne atd.), ktere spolu s rostoucimi 
naroky na bydleni meni puvodni venkovskou krajinu a jeji strukturu ploch. 

VYvQ.i struktury ploch se ve zkoumanem uzemi vzhledem k funkcim odlisuje od vetSiny 
uzemi Ceska. To je charakterizovano znacnou difere~ciaci vyYoje struktury ploch az do po
loviny 20. stoleti. V horsich pfirodnich podminkach Ceska ubylo zemedelske a zvlaste orne 
pudy, v lepsich pfirodnich oblastech zemedelskeho pudnfhs> fondu stagnuje ci se dokonce 
rozsifoval. V obdobi totality (1948-1990) prakticky vsude v Cesku ubylo zemedelskeho pud
niho fondu a zvlaste orne pudy, a vYrazne narostly plochy zastavene a ostatni.o'Tomu odpo
vidal i vyYoj na uzemi Prahy. Posledni obdobi transformace charakterizuje v Cesku pfede
vsim vYrazny narust trvalych travnich porostu na ukor orne pudy, cemuz jen zcasti odpo
vidal vyYoj struktury ploch v zazemi Prahy. VYvoj v prazskem mestskem regiopu tedy jen 
ve starSich obdobich zcasti odpovida vyYoji struktury ploch na ostatnim uzemi Ceska, v no
vejsi doM, pfedevsim po roce 1980 se stale vYrazneji odlisuje nejen vlastnijadro, ale i vnej
si uzemi aglomerace. V nem se pfedevSim v poslednim desetileti realizuje silny suburbani
zacni proces s mimofadnYmi dopady na strukturu ploch. I kdyz mu dominuje pfedevsim vY
stavba rodinnych domu (za totality silne potlacena) dopady na krajinu a strukturu ploch 
jsou mimofadne pfedevsim v mistech koncenJrovane obsluzne skladove zastavby. TakovYm 
uzemim jsou napf. na jihovYchodnim okraji Cestlice, kde soucasny stay je vYsledkem vYvo
je poslednich 10-12 let. 

Celkove trendy ve struktufe ploch naznacuji, ze v prub~hu sledovanych 160 let v praz
ske aglomeraci dochazi jak k odliSeni jadroveho prostoru Ceska od vyYoje struktury ploch 
v ostatnim uzemi, tak k uzemne diferencovanym zmenam v ramci aglomerace. Hlavni do
pravni osy zeleznicni ci silnicni dopravy ovliviluji intenzivnejsi zmeny vyuziti zeme silnej
simi procesy dopadu suburbanizace. To se projevuje i v odlisnem vYvoji struktury ploch v se
vernim a jiznim zazemi Prahy. Jizni zazemi rna lepsi pfirodni podminky jak pro vYstavbu 
nOvYch rodinnych domku, tak i tradice rekreacnich funkci a jeho zmeny ve struktufe ploch 
jsou ovlivneny i zmenami zemedelske politiky. V minulosti byly zemedelske podniky v hor
sich pfirodnich podminkach vYrazne dotovany. To udrzovalo vyssi podil orne pudy v uzemi, 
ktera je dnes nahrazovana trvalYmi travnimi porosty, a to jak oficialne (se zmenou katego
rie v evidenci ploch), tak neoficialne (orna puda lezici ladem dele nez Ctyfi roky). Prave jiz-
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ni okraj aglomerace Prahy vykazuje v poslednim obdobi zmeny ve strukture ploch ponekud 
prekvapive, jako je zalesnovani ci zatravilovani jako dominantni krajinne procesy. Prave 
v tomto uzemi jsou i potencialni problemy spojene s premenou cetnych rekreacnich chat na 
objekty trvaleho bydleni a to zvlaste v lokalitach s dobrou dostupnosti hlavnich komuni
kacnich tahu na Prahu (zpravidla do 40-50 minut do centra). To vyvolava a v budoucnu spi
se jeste vice vyvola problemy v techto lokalitach jak z hlediska pozadavku uzemnlho planu, 
tak z hlediska novjch obytnych funkci rusicich tradicni rekreacni lokality (hluk, prasnost, 
zvjsena doprava, problemy s vodou a odpady atd.). 

Obr. 1 - Stav a vYvoj struktury ploch v Praze a okresech Praha-vjchod a Praha-zapad 
v letech 1845-1948-1990-2000. Pramen: LUee UK Prague. 

Obr. 2 - Vjvoj indexu zmeny v letech 1845-1948 na lizemi prazskeho mestskeho regionu 
(PMR). Pramen: LUee UK Prague. 

Obr. 3 - Vjvoj indexu zmeny v PMR mezi lety 1948-1990. Pramen: LUee UK Prague. 
Obr. 4 - Vjvoj indexu zmeny v PMR mezi lety 1990-2000. Pramen: LUee UK Prague. 
Obr. 5 - Typologie indexu zmeny v PMR. Pramen: LUee UK Prague. 
Obr. 6 - Standardizovany index zmeny na 10 let v PMR mezi lety 1845-1948. Pramen: 

LUee UK Prague. 
Obr. 7 - Standardizovany index zmeny na 10 let v PMR mezi lety 1948-1990. Pramen: 

LUee UK Prague. 
Obr. 8 - Standardizovany index zmeny na 10 let v PMR mezi lety 1990-2000. Pramen: 

LUee UK Prague. 
Obr. 9 - Typologie hlavnich krajinnych procesu v letech 1845-1948. Pramen: LUee UK 

Prague. 
Obr. 10 - Typologie hlavnich krajinnych procesu v letech 1948-1990. Pramen: Luee UK 

Prague. 
Obr. 11 - Typologie hlavnich krajinnych procesu v letech 1990-2000. Pramen: LUee UK 

Prague. v 

Obr. 12 - Struktura ploch v eestlicich v roce 1845 a 2005. Pramen: LUee UK Prague. 
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TRANSPORT ACCESSIBILITY EVALUATION 

J. H 0 r a k: Transport accessibility evaluation. - Geografie--Sborm'k eGS, 111, 1, pp. 
115-132 (2006). - Theoretical means of accessibility measures are applied mainly for 
transport accessibility evaluation. Analyses of transport accessibility are usually based on 
data collected during census. Nevertheless its results for commuting are published with 
remarkable delays. Monitoring campaigns organised by specialised companies represents 
another possibility, but the cost of such a statistical campaign is relatively high. The other 
possibility is the application of network analysis in the environment of geographic 
information systems for the evaluation of non-public individual transport. For evaluation of 
transport accessibility using public transport means, the analysis of time schedules can be 
applied. It is possible to evaluate existing public transport connections, analyse selected 
conditions, evaluate real costs of commuting, conditions of commuting like number and 
waiting time for changing and apply a Monte Carlo simulation approach to evaluate not 
only average conditions but also the range of commuting conditions (which can be next 
utilized with a probabilistic approach). The selected presented methods were applied and 
tested for Brunt8.l district in Czechia. The transport accessibility was studied from the point 
of view of commuting to work and a comparison with the situation in the labour market was 
undertaken. 
KEY WORDS: transport accessibility - GIS - network analyses - public transport -
commuting. 

1. Introduction 

The description and analysis of transport accessibility have both a 
significant impact in decision making for new investments where the 
placement of a new facility depends on the relative advantageousness of the 
location as well as in the personal choices of migrating people. The transport 
accessibility of basic services (job, education, health, culture, administration) 
has to be assured to a satisfactory level and the local/central governments 
should support public transport in an appropriate way that is connected with 
non-neglected requests to their budgets. An insufficient level of transport 
accessibility of employers could be accompanied by a higher level of 
unemployment, notably in certain professions with low incomes. Special 
attention has been paid to the analysis of transport accessibility for the 
location of emergency services. 

2. Measures of accessibility 

The concept of accessibility of geographical objects has been studied since 
the 1950's. The accessibility is measured by specific indicators, which describe 
the position of a relevant object in the frame of spatial structure on the basis 
of connectivity and distance of this object to other objects. Thus, the 
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accessibility is a geographical feature of the object. Its evaluation utilises 
distance measures inside a point or line pattern. 

Measures of accessibility can be divided according applied metrics to: 
distance-based, time-based, topological, cost, others. The accessibility can be 
evaluated in relation to other criteria, e.g. proposed travel means. From this 
point of view the most significant variants to be studied are non-public 
individual transport and public collective transport. 

The most frequent indicator of accessibility utilises the length calculation 
of the path in the graph (indicator of travel accessibility). The graph 
represents a model of a transport network; where accuracy depends on the 
scale and the level of generalisation. Thus, the result is certainly highly 
influenced by the model abstraction level and its quality. Usually network 
analyses for searching shortest path in GIS environment are applied. 

The best travel accessibility has the location with the smallest value of 
indicator: 

DC 
l 

~/J 
l 

j 

indicator of travel accessibility in location i 
length of the shortest path from the location i to j 
index of the source 
index of the target 

Other variants of accessibility indicators can be obtained by substitution of 
usual metric distance by time evaluation of the path or by application of 
topological measures (number of connections etc.). Number of connections was 
used e.g. by Rolc (2001) for an evaluation of transport accessibility of regional 
centers. Some accessibility measures can also include human well-being 
indicators which trend to incorporate human properties and behaviour into 
the model (e.g. physiological index of weariness with respect to commuting 
described by Hursky 1969). 

Simple measures of accessibility (presented above) suppose all 
geographical objects (sources and targets) are equal and evaluated with the 
same weight in the model. The more advanced models applied different 
weights to targets (especially different attractiveness of the targets). Typical 
measures of attractiveness are based on population (resp. segment of 
population). The application of the attractiveness represents the first step in 
the change to apply a general gravitation model (models which maximise the 
entropy). The gravitation model is used for various purposes. The description 
of theoretical relationships amopg urban centres in Czechoslovakia based on 
such a model was provided by Rehak (1992). An adjusted gravity model was 
applied to test an influence of urban spatial structures to commuting patterns 
in Seoul Metropolitan Region (Sohn 2005). 

3. The transport accessibility analyses 

One of the many references to the practical application of accessibility 
analysis shows Bracken (1994), who describes the results of studying of 
general practitioners accessibility. Burrough et al. (1998) similarly 
documented the analysis of car ambulance accessibility (applied limit is 9 
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minutes), but also the working positions accessibility in the western part of 
the Netherlands expressed in transport time by means of individual 
automobile and also by public transport. 

The comparison of public and individual transport accessibility associated 
with the critical assessment of the gravity model and the exploitation of a GIS 
environment was shown by Hansen (1996). The continuous need for 
theoretical and empirical research on relationships between accessibility, 
option values and non-user benefits, and the measurement of different 
components of accessibility was emphasised by Geurs and Wee (2004). 

The role of public services in the transport model differs between countries. 
The relatively high level of bus transport density in countries of previous 
communist block was documented by Jordan (1995). Czechia can be 
characterised as one of the countries where the extent of public transport is 
still relatively high in spite of continuous increases in the use of individual 
transport. Thus, the evaluation of public transport accessibility cannot be 
neglected. Additionally, these analyses allow for the possibility to evaluate 
the geographical conditions of the territory. 

The following main methods appropriate for transport accessibility studies 
can be applied: 

analysis of census results 
survey, territorial monitoring 
analysis of data collected by transport providers 
network analysis 
analysis of time schedule of public transport 
socio-economic models (e.g. gravity model, regression model). 
Selected methods as well as their advantages and disadvantages are 

described in more detailed. 

3. 1. Analysis of census results 

The census represents an important source of information essential for 
various analyses and evaluations. Also analyses of transport accessibility 
usually benefit from the census results. The statistics are organised according 
gender, age, main economical sectors, frequency of commuting and time spent 
by commuting (in categories). 

Nevertheless, censuses are organised with 10 year intervals and the results 
for commuting are published with substantial delays - e.g. in Czechia usually 
more than 2 years. If the evaluation of the current situation represents the 
objective, such postponing of data supply is evidently unsatisfactory. The data 
cannot reflect the changes of employment structure and commuting 
destinations in connection with the change of employers, whether it concerns 
their location change or orientation or even their existence. Such changes 
have been recorded quite often in the last decade and the constantly changing 
situation in the labour market typical for all market economies will always be 
responsible for a disparity between historical data from census and the actual 
situation. 

The second issue of census utilisation is connected with the aggregation 
level of the published results. The results are processed usually to quite a 
rough form, the documented time of commuting are classified by 15-30 
minutes steps and, in particular, this time does not distinguish between the 
walk time and transport time, commuting to work and commuting to 
education etc. Even more, persons with alternative accommodation fill in the 
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questionnaire with the time of commuting from the alternative location 
instead of their residence (Horak et al. 2004). This fact complicates the 
evaluation of data processing. We cannot be sure that the stated time 
corresponds to the commuting from the present residence location (that is 
known) or from the alternative accommodation the location of which is 
unknown. 

3. 2. Surveys and analysis of data collected by 
transport providers 

Another possibility is represented by surveys organised by specialised 
companies, which can provide detailed results in one time slice. Generally, 
the frequency of customers in the personal public transport has been 
monitored (the number of transported persons, the number of persons getting 
on board at the individual pickup points etc.). Unfortunately, the cost of such 
a statistical campaign is relatively high and cannot cover large areas with full 
details. It is not possible to infer the share of commuting to work. 
Organizationally less demanding would be the theoretical possibility of ticket
sale data exploitation but the personal public transport companies do not 
want to provide such a data because of their competitors. There also remains 
the disadvantage of impossibility to distinguish the reason of travelling. 

Also, it is possible to insert into this group of instruments, the experts' 
opinion on the situation in a certain location or alternatively to exploit the 
database of transport providers, generally available by non-private subjects 
providing the emergency services, e.g. fire brigade and ambulance. This 
information can be exploited not only for evaluation and improvement of a 
special transportation but also wider for evaluation of the local transport 
situation. 

3. 3. Network analysis 

The transport situation can be transformed into a topologically correct 
network (graph). It represents a model where every segment can be evaluated 
in an appropriate way (time, velocity, conditions, etc.) and utilised in network 
algorithms based on graph theory. Network analysis can be applied to find 
the best route between two nodes, to solve the "salesman problem", for 
location and allocation of facilities etc. Due to automation of processes in GIS 
it is able to calculate all transport combinations for commuting between nodes 
which cover all settlement and all destination locations in the area 
(application e.g. in Cometti et al. 1996). The resolution of node locations 
should be satisfactory in respect to acceptable walking distance. Then the 
evaluation of all routes and analysis of the transport accessibility for any 
location by individual transport means follows. 

Usually, the algorithm for searching the shortest path (e.g. Dijkstr 
algorithm) is applied. The algorithm finds the shortest connection between 2 
locations in the network (nodes), records the path and calculates the time 
needed to travel along this path. It is assumed that a person, who regularly 
commutes, selects the shortest path from all possible ones. 

It is evident that the results of the analysis are not influenced by the 
algorithm type selection but above all by the adequacy of prepared network 
model. All of the significant transport flow lines have to be included in the 
model. It is not simple to designate which flow lines may have significant 
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influence on the model above all in the case of towns and agglomerations. 
There it is necessary to define the connection restrictions (e.g. one way 
streets) and to set up the impedance of individual network segments properly 
(generally the time needed to go through the segment). The impedance is 
usually determined on the basis of time allocation according to the speed, 
assigned to the whole class of given type of communication. More advanced 
models also enable one to apply impedance of nodes, which can represent an 
average delaying at the crossing. The greatest deviation from reality happens 
here. It is possible to achieve better results by individual segments calibration 
according to the real travel time between 2 places. For calibration the 
analysis of time schedule or census results can be used. Of course there also 
remain certain model limits, given by the applied assumptions such as the 
constant speed of the given road segment, convenient meteorological 
conditions and stable traffic density. 

4. Analysis of time schedule of public transport 

For evaluation of transport accessibility using public transport means the 
analysis of time schedules can be applied. Due to the required extent of 
processing it is needed to find out an appropriate way to process and evaluate 
thousands of requests for commuting. Clearly, a digital form of time schedules 
and a special programme application have to be used here. 

We utilised a DOK programme, which is tailored for searching in time 
schedule IDOS (application for travel connection searching). The programme 
operates in two time-separated steps. In the first step it opens the database, 
where the user inserts the input parameters of the searched connections. 
DOK reads the database and as soon as it reaches the demand that has not 
been searched yet it reads its input parameters that than inserts into users' 
interface of the IDOS application and starts the connection searching. As soon 
as the IDOS finds the connection, DOK lets the found connection to be saved 
into the text file. In the second step the DOK searches through the text file 
and identifies the parameters of found connection. It saves the results of this 
processing into the database. Results stored in the database can then be 
easily processed and evaluated. 

The main advantages of automated processing can be seen in: 
evaluation of existing (or planned) public transport connections 
extended processing of thousands of commuting requests with automation 
of result evaluation 
analysis for selected conditions (e.g. commuting in the specific time) 
evaluation of real costs of commuting 
evaluation of conditions of commuting like number and waiting time for 
changing 
possibility to apply a Monte Carlo simulation approach to evaluate not only 
average conditions but also the range of commuting conditions (which can 
be next utilised with probabilistic approach or bulk service approach) 

- low cost of analysis 
- reiteration in any time. 

The weakness of this method can be found in the need for an appropriate 
parameters setting (parameters for commuting like requested time of 
departure or arrival which can, however, be overcome by the mentioned 
simulation approach), appropriate evaluation of results (evaluation of 
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different parameters of found connections), selection of probable commuting 
destinations (decreasing uncertainty connected with decision taking about 
commuting from a studied residential area). 

4. Case study 

The main objective was to evaluate transport accessibility in the pilot area 
with application of different methods, verify these methods, document their 
advantages and disadvantages, and compare results from different processing 
procedures. The second objective was the comparison of the level of 
accessibility with indicators of the unemployment situation. The initial 
assumption was the level of unemployment depends in an indirect way upon 
transport accessibility, thus the locations with good transport accessibility 
should show significantly lower levels of unemployment. 

Also the motivation to commute was studied on the basis of calculation of 
real labour costs including travel costs. 

The transport accessibility was evaluated for each part of the 
municipalities. The transport destinations were selected according to the 
main application, which is the evaluation of transport accessibility for 
commuting. In our case study, the assumption of the strongest influence of 
important employers was accepted. Thus, the locations of important 
employers represent the possible targets. This selection was verified by 
census results. 

The transport accessibility was evaluated using network analysis and 
analysis of time schedule. The first method evaluates the situation for 
individual means of transport, while the second one provides the evaluation 
of public transport situation. 

Germany 
Poland 

Czech Republic 

Slovak Republic 

Austria 

Fig. 1 - Location of the pilot area 
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Fig. 2 - Distribution of important employers in Bruntal 
district (according to the Labour office) 
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Fig. 3 - Density of work positions in Bruntal district 
(kernel estimation with a 1000 m wide band) 

The study was applied to 
the territory of Bruntal 
district in Czechia (fig. 1). 
This area can be 
characterised as a problem 
region with tough 
geographical conditions 
(mountainous relief, larger 
distances and excentricity of 
transport network, more 
severe weather conditions, a 
peripheral position in the 
country, etc.). The 
geographical conditions are 
accompanied. with the high 
level of unemployment. The 
seriousness of the labour 
market situation, indicated 
relations to the transport 
accessibility and high 
interest oflocallabour offices 
were the main reasons for 
the selection. 

Important employers were 
identified in collaboration 
with the local labour office. 
There the employers 
employing of 50 and more 
employees were chosen. The 
employers ofthe neighbouring 
regions were not included into 
the processing in this stage 
according to a recommen
dation of experts from the 
local labour office. The 
peripheral and mountainous 
character of the studied area 
are likely to decrease a 
possible bias. 

The location of important 
employers can be seen in 
figure 2. A better image of 
distribution of work positions 
is obtained after kernel 
processing of employer's 
capacity (fig. 3). The resulting 
pattern indicates probable 
destinations of commuting 
and their attractiveness. 
Other parameters used for 
analysis can be found e.g. in 
Horak et al. (2005). The time 
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Fig. 4 - Number of persons commuting to work inside 
the Bruntal district (according to the Census 2001) 
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Fig. 5 - Commuting to work in Rjrnarov town 
(according to the Census 2001) 
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interval suitable for 
commuting was set to 45 
minutes according to 
recommendations of Hursky 
(1969), Havlik (1981) and 
Licenik (1985). 

4. 1. Census 
processing 

First of all the selection of 
destinations was validated 
by comparison with results 
of Census 2001. The location 
and attractiveness of 
commuting destinations 
(derived from census results) 
can be seen in figure 4. Two 
main cities in the district 
have a dominant position, 
while smaller towns show 
more distinct regional 
character. The extent and 
local character of the 
commuting catchment can 
be demonstrated on the 
example of Rymarov town 
(fig. 5). 

The location of important 
employers provided by the 
labour office were ordered by 
the number of staff and 
compared with the 
destinations obtained from 
the census results. It was 
proved that the order of 
destinations according 
census results highly 
correlates with the order of 
employers according the 
number of staff. The 
Spearman coefficient of 
correlation reached 0.7. 
Considering the existing 
limitations, it is possible to 
consider the results to be 
satisfactory . 

It is possible to positively 
evaluate the reality that 
besides the municipalities 
scheduled in the last and 
next to last place, all of the 



municipalities with the significant destination ofthe commuting to work from 
the evidences of the labour offices were identified. 

We can conclude that the comparison of destinations approves the 
satisfactory utilisation of important employer's locations (from 50 and more 
employee) from the monitoring of labour offices. The determination of order 
for destination appears to be less valid. 

4 . 2. Network analysis 

To evaluate the individual transport accessibility, network analysis of the 
studied territory was provided. The transport serviceability of the significant 
employers has been evaluated by means of number of municipalities from 
which it is possible to commute to the employers. This indicator controls the 
catchment area of the individual employers and documents their advantage 
in view of their accessibility for potential employees. 

The road network model was constructed from the digital topographical 
map (based on a map with scale 1 : 25 000). Each line segment of the model 
was classified according to the communication category and then evaluated 
on the basis of recommended travel velocity for a common car. Next year, a 
more detailed subdivision of the last categories was undertaken (connected 
with appropriate travel velocity) and it resulted in improved behaviour of the 
model. 

Next, the analysis of the shortest path between start and destination goal 
of the commuting, has to be processed as an automatic subroutine due to the 
extent of processing. The program searched the path between each part of the 

Number of accessible 
workmg positrons 
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• 8500· 10499 

• 10500· 15999 
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Fig. 6 - The number of working positions provided by 
the significant employers accessible by individual 
transport to 45 minutes 

municipalities in the 
Bruntal district (165 
locations). Together, 13 530 
shortest paths were 
determined. The locations 
were read from the database 
and parameters of found 
paths (from, to, time, length) 
were also recorded to the 
database. Finally, results 
were summarised, 
visualised and evaluated 
(Penliz 2005). 

The analysis of available 
working positions did not 
bring us some new and 
unexpected results, due to 
relatively good connectivity 
(fig. 6). 

The analyses were 
undertaken with the support 
of ArcGIS 8.2 Workstation, 
modules ARC, ARC PLOT, 
ARCEDIT a NETWORK, 
and partially ArcView GIS 
3.2 for operative control and 
processing (tab. 1). 
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Table 1 - Average velocity for drive on these segments 

Category of communication use Parameters in 2003 Parameters in 2004 

Average velocity Average velocity 
(km.hourI) (km.hourI) 

Highway 85 85 
Road 1st category 75 75 
Road 2nd category 55 55 
Main passage 40 40 
Street 35 35 
Purpose-built communication 
(including road 3rd category) 40 
Consolidated path 30 20 
Bridging of railways 30 
Others 20 

4. 3. Analysis of time schedule 

The public transport in this region uses both the train and bus traffic. Both 
ofthe types of transport including the eventuality oftransport means changes 
have been considered while searching the connections. 

The analyses of time schedules were provided for various parameter 
settings and results were compared. Commuting for 3 work shifts were tested 
(1st work shift with 3 possible starting times). In all cases 15 minutes before 
the beginning of working time was the latest time of arrival. A similar 
appropriate time interval after finishing working time was set. Any transport 

• 50(1 . 1999 

• 2000- 4999 

• 5000· 12200 
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Fig. 7. - The number of work positions accessible the 
suitable way by public transport to the working hours 
beginning at 8:00 a.m. 
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to work was linked with 
probable transport from 
work - only these coupled 
connections were evaluated. 
This condition assures the 
transport of employee from 
hislher residence to a 
workplace and back home 
after work time. 

It controlled the 
commuting from 153 
municipalities' parts to 35 
parts of the municipalities, 
where the significant 
employers reside. As a 
suitable territorial entity, it 
was the chosen part of 
municipality which 
corresponds to pedestrian 
mobility within this 
territory in local conditions. 
This is question of small 
territorial entities, whose 
distance is approximately 2 
kilometres from each other. 
This decision appears as a 
suitable compromise among 



the municipality level and individual transport pick-up points. By each part 
of the municipality there has been chosen the representative public transport 
pick-up point from which is the public transport brought into effect. 

The commuting has been controlled at two levels - as suitable commuting 
and theoretical commuting. In the case of theoretical commuting, there it is 
possible to apply a longer travel time and a sooner departure than in the case 
of suitable commuting. The result for suitable commuting at 8 a .m. is 
demonstrated in figure 7. 

The following measures of accessibility were tested - the number of 
accessible municipal parts, the number of accessible important employers and 
the number of accessible work positions. Also the situations in different years 
were investigated to verify changes in the model between years. 
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Fig. 8 - The simulated transport demands 

Rusin 

Different random 
variants 

.. Built-up area 

Fig. 9 - Average time of travelling to nearest 
significant employers calculated in 2 variants 

4. 4. Simulation 
approach to 

improve analysis 
of time schedule 

By the analysis of time 
schedules, there appears to 
be a problem with 
appropriate parameter 
settings, e.g. time of 
departure, arrival, and 
selected connection 
limitations. Such issues can 
be overcome by the 
simulation access applied for 
the connection selection. 

The main goal of this 
evaluation was to evaluate 
the transport service of 
given municipal parts by 
means of public transport. 
The simulation of departure 
times from 5 selected 
municipal parts to the 5 
nearest parts of 
municipalities, where the 
significant employers reside, 
was undertaken. 

The transport demands 
distribution has been 
simulated according to the 
expert assessment of 
transport demands 
frequency. The histogram 
clearly shows the main 
morning rush hour and a 
secondary rush hour in the 
afternoon. The distribution 
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Table 2 - The selected municipal parts and corresponding number of successful links to 
given alternatives 

Municipality name No. of Count of 
variant successful 

connection 

Cakova 11 98 
Cakova 12 99 
Jifikov 9 93 
Jifikov 10 95 
Mesto Albrechtice 1 100 
Mesto Albrechtice 2 100 
Mesto Albrechtice 3 100 
Mesto Albrechtice 4 100 
Milotice nad Opavou 7 100 
Milotice nad Opavou 8 100 
Rusin 5 87 
Rusin 6 86 

Average waiting time for link 

,,,~,, ~ 

Different random 
variants 

Average Average waiting 
travelling time for 

time the link 

0:48:07 0:54:39 
0:47:22 0:55:59 
0:57:06 3:50:50 
0:57:56 4:06:01 
0:24:50 0:21:44 
0:24:40 0:22:13 
0:20:41 0:19:55 
0:21 :16 0:17:09 
0:10:47 0:27:02 
0:10:06 0:31:21 
0:34:12 1:35:14 
0:33 :36 1:42:03 

has been modelled by means of 
six normal and one uniform 
distribution. The SPSS 
program has been used for the 
random generation of 1 000 
numbers in series. In the 
database environment the 
composition of individual 
distribution into the final one 
has been assured (fig. 8), the 
transformation of random 
numbers into the time interval 
between 4:00 a.m. and 11:00 
p.m. and lastly the random 
selection of the departure time 
according to this distribution 
has been realised. 

The drive destination has 
not been chosen randomly, but 
according to nearest 
significant employers. There 
has also been alternatively 
tested the arrival according to 
results of census. The 

Fig. 10 - Average waiting time for link to nearest departure demands are 
significant employers calculated in 2 variants divided in proportion to the 

number of workers of 
significant employers in the destination or according to dimension of the 
arrival flow in case of census. Each municipality has been processed by two 
alternatives. 

Nearby train or bus departures have been realised from the selected 
municipality to the final destination to the simulated times. In the case when 
two traffic channels depart at the same time, the one that arrives at the 
employer part of the municipality sooner will be preferred. In the following 
there were preferred links with minimum price. 
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The results have been simply evaluated. The number of successful found 
links, average travelling time (fig. 9) and average waiting time for the proper 
link (tab. 2, fig. 10) are the most interesting indicators. 

5. Comparison to the labour market situation 

The analyses of transport accessibility play an important role in the 
evaluation of social conditions. One of the main application areas of transport 
accessibility is the evaluation of the labour market situation. 

An important question for the study of the labour market represents its 
spatial demarcation, especially for the regional labour market. According to 
Schubert et al. (1987) the regional labour market can be distinguished on the 
basis of administrative or functional limits. The administrative 
determination appears to be more advantageous from the point of view of 
available data sources. On the contrary, the main disadvantage is artificial 
way of regional subdivision. 

The functional determination of the regional labour market mainly uses 
the level of commuting into the region core. E.g. according to Fischer and 
Nijkamp (1987) is the regional labour market defined as spatially delimited 
area whose borders fulfil the following demands: 
- The daily commute to work across this border is inconsiderable 

The cost of commuting and the cost of migration within the region is 
strongly lower, than between this and another region 

- The companies are situated so, that they gain more workforce within the 
region 

- The price of searching a job within the region is much lower than searching 
in another region. 
The concept of horizontal labour market segmentation leads to an 

assesment of accessibility impact to the employment structure and level. 
Recently, the study of relationships between accessibility and employment in 
developing countries was undertaken (Srinivasana S. and Rogersb P. ), where 
the results indicate that differences in accessibility strongly affect travel 
behaviour. 

The importance of commuting to the labour market situation was also 
emphasized in Czechia (e.g. Hursky 1969 or with impact to land use planning 
e.g. Havlik 1981). It has been traditionally asserted that a dependency exists 
between unemployment situation and transport accessibility. That is why 
this relationship evaluation in the studied territory was done. 

Spearman's correlation coefficient was used to test the relationship 
between the unemployment indicators and the number of work positions 
accessible by a suitable connection. 5 indicators of unemployment were used 
on the basis of previous factor and multiple criteria analysis to the labour 
market situation characteristics (Horak et al. 2004): 

The unemployment rate 
The proportion of long-term applicants (registered more than 12 months) 
from the total number of applicants 
The proportion of applicants with the primary education degree from the 
total number of applicants 
The proportion of applicants primarily demanding the less qualified job 
The proportion of 50 year olds and older- age group from the total number 
of applicants. 
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Fig. 11 - Relationship between unemployment rate (31.12.2002-30.9.2003) and number of 
suitable accessible work positions (important employers, work shift starts at 8 a.m.) 
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Fig. 12 - The accessibility of the Krnov town to the 
selected low-income professions. Explanation of 
professions' codes: 7 136 means fitters, locksmiths, 
plumbers; 7 124 means carpenters and joiners; 7 231 
mechanists and car r epair servicemen; 8 324 lorry 
and power unit drivers; 7 122 bricklayers, 
stonemasons, plasterers. 
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The value of correlation 
coefficient varies from 0.01 to 
-0.18 according to the 
indicator and time of 
commuting. Also the scatter 
plots did not show any 
dependency (fig. 11). All 
results of transport 
accessibility comparison of 
both the individual transport 
and public transport with the 
unemployment level show 
that there are no significant 
relationships to the situation 
on labour market in the 
existing transport situation 
of this area. 

The analysis of wage levels 
provided by Trexima and 
information about job 
applicants from the labour 
office allow us to apply real 
labour costs in our analysis. 
Real possibilities of commuting 
to work in relation to labour 
cost including the costs 
connected with commuting 
were also evaluated. The 
connections searched from the 
analysis of timetables have 
been converted by using the 



discount information of each transport provider into the real prices of 
commuting per month. 

Average levels of monthly wages were assigned to the individual 
professions, the gross wage has been by means of 2 alternatives (self
providers and the member of three-member family with the partner with 
average earnings and the six-year old child) converted into corresponding 
monthly disposable income. These professions have been further classified 
from the view of motivation to commute to work into selected locations 
(fig. 12). The results show the costs of commuting (using public transport) 
should have no significant effect to the behaviour of workers. It appeared, 
that limiting is above all the level of remuneration for work and conditions of 
commuting (in particular the existence of proper connection) (Horak and 
Sedenkova 2005). 

6. Conclusion 

The results show that it is possible to use the mentioned variants of 
employers' transport accessibility evaluation. Over the course of processing a 
whole range of recommendations to perform such analyses has been proposed. 

After evaluation of many variants (various indicators, time schedules for 2 
years, conditions for individual lower income professions etc.) following 
recommendations for parameters setting were proposed: 
1. We do not recommend evaluating the theoretical commuting (that with the 

free conditions of arrival), but the suitable commuting, limited by certain 
settings (recommended parameters, see the tab. 3). 

2. It is not needed to repeat the analysis for any possible starting time. It is 
enough to use only 1 or 2 times. As suitable we consider the testing of 
commuting to 6:00 a.m. and to 8:00 a.m. in our conditions, in relevant cases 
(shift operations demand) also to 2:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. (see the tab. 3) 

3. We recommend as the most suitable indicator of controlling the 
accessibility of municipality from the view of commuting to work "the 
number of accessible work positions at significant employers by commuting 
to 6:00 a.m.". The important employers can be delimited as employers with 
average numbers of 50 employees or more. When the details of employee 
numbers are not available, we advise using "the number of significant 
employers by commuting to 6:00 a.m." 

4. It is not advised to control the commuting price in individual locations and 
professions in detail, it is sufficient to divide the professions according to 
their incomes to the groups with no motivation, average and high 
motivation to commute. Probably, the commuting prices only influence 
persons' behaviour by choosing locations of their occupation slightly. 

5. The inter-annual changes in public transport (PT) do not influence created 
model in principal that is why it is not evidently important to do the 

Table 3 - Recommended parameters of suitable commuting between 2003 and 2004 

Work shift 
starts at 6:00 a.m. 8:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m. 

Arrival 5:15 - 5:45a.m. 7:15 -7:45a.m. 1:15 - 1:45p.m. 9:15 - 9:45p.m. 
Departure 2:45 - 3:15p.m 4:45 - 5:15p.m. 10:15 - 10:45p.m 6:15 - 6:45a.m. 
Travelling time max. 60 minutes 
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Fig. 13 - The change of travel time in selected departure time 

analysis of accessibility of significant employers by means of PT repeatedly 
in case of slight changes of timetables (fig. 13). 
We advise calibrating the models of individual connections (personal 

transport) by exploitation of relationships of available data from the census 
(if it is not too obsolete and the situation has not changed obviously) and data 
of public transport and connections. 

The accessibility in the pilot area derived from the public transport differs 
from those obtained from the individual transport analysis. According to the 
public transport accessibility results, the part of the central region appears as 
inaccessible, serious difficulties can be distinguished also in the SW part of 
the district (differs to individual transport) and N part (similar to individual 
transport analysis, but strongly expressed). It appeared that the territory 
accessible by individual transport is larger - as it has been expected. If we 
would not count in the vehicle amortisation, the individual transport would 
be more suitable from the view of shorter distances travelling cost (app. 
10 km). Of course the travelling time is in most of cases shorter (the 
exemption is e.g. train transport on a more suitable corridor). 

The simulation approach to the link selection (on the basis of transport 
demands distribution) can be used to remove the problems with setting the 
parameters of searched connections (time of arrival/departure, limitation of 
selected connection by abnormal length or price). 

The testing of transport accessibility with the unemployment level 
(described by 5 indicators) did not approve any Significant relationship. The 
results may be used at labour offices by the assessment of commuting 
conditions and decision making of financial support of commuting to the 
employer, than by evaluating the level of transport service prOVIsIOn in 
individual municipalities with the consequences on decision making of 
support and transport service provision. 
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Shrnuti 

VYHODNOCENI DOPRAVNI DOSTUPNOSTI 

Teoreticka opaUeni tykajici se dostupnosti se pouzivaji zejmena k vyhodnoceni doprav
ni dostupnosti. Analyzy dopravni dostupnosti jsou obvykle zalozeny na udajich shromazde
nych pfi scitani lidu. Ovsem vYsledky tykaji se dojiZdeni za pracijsou zverejnovany se znac
nym zpozdi:mim. Monitorovaci kampane poradane specializovanymi spolecnostmi jsou dal
sim moznym resenim, ale naklady na takovou statistickou kampan jsou relativne vysoke. 
Dalsi moznostije pouziti sifove analyzy v prostredi geografickych informacnich systemu pro 
vyhodnoceni neverejne individualni dopravy. Pro vyhodnoceni dopravni dostupnosti pomo-
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ci verejnych dopravnich prostredku lze pouzit analyzu jizdnich radu. Je mozne vyhodnotit 
stavajici spoje verejne dopravy, analyzovat vybrane podminky, vyhodnotit skutecne n8.kla
dy na dojiZdeni do prace, vyhodnotit podminky dojizdeni do prace jako pocet a cekaci dobu 
pH presedani a vyuzit simulacni pfistup Monte Carlo k vyhodnoceni nejen prumemych pod
minek, ale take skaly podminek dojiZdeni do prace (coz muze bYt dale vyuzito s pravdepo-
dobnostnim pfistupem ci hromadnYm pfistupem). • 

Vybrane uvadene metody byly pouzity a vyzkouseny v okrese Bruntal v Cesku. Doprav
ni dostupnost byla studovana z pohledu dojizdeni do prace a bylo provedeno srovnani se si
tuaci na pracovnim trhu. 

Doporucujeme kalibrovani modelu spojeni v individualni doprave vyuzitim vztahu do
stupnych lidaju ze scitani lidu (pokud nejsou pfilis zastarale a pokud se stay viditelne ne
zmenil) a lidaju 0 verejne doprave a spojich. 

V pfipade porovnani skutecnych nakladu na dopravu a n8.kladu na pracovni silu jsme 
dospeli k zaveru, ze dojiZdeni do prace je predevsim limitovano lirovni rydelku, dale caso
yYmi ztratami a problemy, ktere dojizdeni do prace pusobi (doba cestovani, cekani na spo
je), daleko vice nez naklady na dojizdeni do prace. 

Simulacni pfistup k ryberu spojeni (na zaklade rozlozeni pozadavku na dopravu) muze 
bYt pouzit k odstraneni potizi se stanovenim parametru vyhledavanych spoju (cas pfijez
duJodjezdu, omezeni vybraneho spojeni vzhledem k nadmeme deIce ci cene). 

Vysledky mohou bYt vyuzity lirady prace pH vyhodnocovani podminek dojiZdeni do pra
ce a pH rozhodovani 0 financni podpore zamestnavatelum zajisiujicim takovou dopravu, da
le pH vyhodnocovani lirovne poskytovani dopravnich sluzeb v jednotlirych obcich s dopady 
na rozhodovani 0 pod pore a poskytovani dopravnich sluzeb. 

Obr. 1 - Lokalizace modeloveho lizemi 
Obr. 2 - Rozmisteni dulezitych zamestnavatelu v okrese Bruntal (podle liradu prace) 
Obr. 3 - Hustota pracovnich mist v okrese Bruntal (jadrory odhad s sirkou pasma 1 000 m) 
Obr. 4 - Pocty osob dojiZdejicich do zamestnani v okrese Bruntal (podle Scitani lidu z ro-

ku 2001) 
Obr. 5 - Dojizd'k.a do zamestnani v RYmarove (podle Scitani lidu z roku 2001). Pocet osob 

dojiZdejicich do zamestnani. Doba dOjizdeni v minutach: 60 a vice; neni znamo; 
vesnice, z nichZ zamestnanci dojizdeji do RYmarova. 

Obr. 6 - Pocet pracovnich mist poskytovanych dulezitYmi zamestnavateli dostupnych in
dividualni dopravou v doM kratsi nez 45 minut. V legende: pocet dostupnych pra
covnich mist, zastavena oblast. 

Obr. 7 - Pocet pracovnich mist vhodne dostupnych verejnou dopravou v pfipade pracovni 
doby zacinajici v 8,00 hod. V legende: pocet dostupnych pracovnich mist, nedo
stupne casti obci, zastavena oblast. 

Obr. 8 - Simulovana poptavka po doprave. Osa x - hodina, osy y - poptavka po doprave 
Obr. 9 - Prumema doba cesty k nejblizsim dulezitYm zamestnavatelu.m kalkulovana ve 

dvou variantach. V legende: prumema doba cestovani, cas, ruzne mihodne va
rianty, zastavena plocha. 

Obr. 10 - pru.mema cekaci doba na spoj k nejblizSim dulezitYm zamestnavatelum kalkulo
vana ve dvou variantach. V legende: pru.mema cekaci doba na spoj, ruzne na
hodne varianty, zastavena plocha. 

Obr. 11 - Vztah mezi mirou nezamestnanosti (31.12.2002 -30.9.2003, osa y) a poctem vhod
ne dostupnych pracovnich mist (duleziti zamestnavatele, pracovni doba zaCinaji
ci v 8,00 hod; osa x) 

Obr. 12 - Dostupnost mesta Krnova pro vybrane profese s nizkYmi pffjmy (casti obci, ve 
kterych jsou lide motivovani k dojiZdeni do zamestnani). V legende: nedostupne 
casti obci, zastavene plochy. 

Obr. 13 - Zmena cestovni doby ve vybranych dohach odjezdu. Osa x - podil zmeny doby ce
stovani. Vpravo seshora dolu: 0 6 -13 minut dele, 0 1-5 minut dele, nezmeneno, 
o 1-5 minut mene, 0 6-25 minut mene, spojeni existovalo pouze v roce 2004, spo
jeni existovalo pouze v roce 2003. 

(Author is with VSB - Technical University of Ostrava, Institute of Geoinformatics, 17. 
listopadu 15, 70833 Ostrava-Poruba, Czechia, e-mail: jiri.horak@vsb.cz.) 
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RECENT PUBLICATION 

Drbohlav, D., Kalvoda, J., Vozenilek, V. (eds.) (2004): 
Czech Geography at the Dawn of the Millenium. Palacky 
University, Olomouc, 428 s. ISBN 80-244-0858-9 

The former Czechoslovakia was divided in 1993 into two 
independent states - the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic. 
After a long period of common development and co-operation with 
Slovak geographers, a new history of Czech geography started to be 
written. Compared to the previous period, Czech Geography could 
develop in the new democratic society of the Czech Republic and be 
open to the new world research trends and international co
operation. 

The Czech National Geographic Committee, representing Czech 
geographers in the International Geographical Union, in a memorandum to Czech 
geographers, decided from 2000 to strengthen the position of Czech geography on the 
international scale. It was decided to prepare an overview of Czech geography for the 
international community and to show its state at the beginning of the 21st century. The 
result of this activity is the recent book which was prepared for the occasion of the 24th 
International Geographical Congress in Glasgow, 2004. The book not only gives information 
about the history of Czech geography but presents mainly recent research results from 
different fields of physical geography, human geography, cartography and geoinformatics. 
It should reflect its recent state and show the direction of Czech geography between 1993 
and 2003 - where we are and where we should go. There is a hope for further promotion of 
international contacts of Czech geographers as well as their inclusion in international 
projects and broader international co-operation. 

The Mirror of Physical Geography 
BOURLES, D., BRAUCHER, R. , ENGEL, Z., KALVODA, J. , MERCIER, J. L.: Deglaciation 

of the Gi~nt MOl!ntains indicated by lOBe dating. 
HRADECKY, J., PANEK, T.: Geomorphology of the Flysh Carpathians: Morphostructural 

Polygenesis and Dynamic Development of the Georelief(on the Example of the Western 
Beskydy Mts., Czech Republic) 

DEMEK, J .: Etchplain, Rock Pediments and Morphostructural Analysis of the Bohemian 
lI4assif (Czech Republic) v v , 

VILIMEK, V., STEMBERK, J ., KOSTAL, B.: Monitoring Net for Present Tectonic 
Movements in the Gulf of Corinth 

BRAzDlL, R., VALASEK, H., KOTYZA, 0 .: Meteorological Records of Michel Stueler of 
Krupka and Their Contribution to the Knowledge of the Climate of the Czech Lands in 
1629-1649 

KALVODA, J., KOSTELECKY, A.: Pilot Morphotectonic Interpretation of Position Changes 
of the Permanent GPS Stations in Central Europe 

LANGHAMMER, J. : Nonpoint Pollution Sources Modelling Using GIS 
HRADEK, M.: Floods and Human Impacts to Braided River Patterns in the Western 

Carpathians Foothill 
TREML, V.: Recent Tendencies of Alpine Timberline Shifts in the Krkonose (Giant) Mts., 

High ,Sudetes 
JANSKY, B. , ENGEL, Z.: Hydrography of the Amazon Source Area in the Cordillera Chilla, 

Peru 
STEHLIK, J. , BARDOSSY, A.: Automated Fuzzy Rule Based Classification of Circulation 

Patterns: Basis for Multivariate Stochastic Generating of Precipitation Series 
KIRCHNER, K., LACINA, J .: Slope Movements and Floods as the Disturbance Agents 

Increasing Heterogenity and Biodiversity of Landscape: An Example from Central and 
Eastern Moravia 

PROSEK, P ., LASKA, K. , BUDIKOV A, M. , MILINEVSKY, G.: The Regime of Total and 
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Biological Effective Ultraviolet Radiation at Vernadsky Station (Argentine Islands, 
Antarctica) and the Impact of Ozone and Cloudiness in 2002 and 2003 

The Mirror of ~uman Geography 
KOSTELECKY, T.: An Alternative Approach for Electoral Districts 
DOSTAL, P. , HAMPJ.., M.: Formation of Regional Government in the Czech Republic 
BLAZEK, J ., VOZAB, J .: The Institutional and Programming Context of Regional 

De.'(;elopment in Czech Republic: A Critique 
UHLIR, D. : Regional versus National Development: What Sort of Policy for the New Czech 

!lfgions v , 

BIQI!(, I. , JANCAK, V.: The Transformation of the Czech Agriculture after 1990 
JERABEK, M.: Contemporary Czech Borderland - Geographic Theories versus Sociological 

Consideration 
HYNEK A. , KOVARIKOvA, L. , SEDLAcEK, P. , HYNEK, N.: Environmental perception: 

The Case Study of the Greater Brno Area 
CERMAK, Z.: Migration Aspects of the Suburbanization in the Czech Republic 
YING, K., DRBOHLAV, D. : Gender Differences in Migration Experience of Elderly, Post

Soviet Immigrant Couples in West Hollywood, California 

The Mirror of Geoinformatics 
DOBROVOLNY, P .: Change Detection of Uranium Ore Mining Areas Using Remote 

Sensing and Image Processing Techniques 
KOLEJKA, J.: Multidimensional Digital Modelling in Present Czech Geography 
VOZE,NILEK, V.: -:r:oward,s to Djgital Geomorphological Mapping 
HORAK, J ., HORAKOVA, B. SIMEK, M. : Using Geoinformation Technology in Labour 

Market Analyses 

J. Andel, M. Balej: Methodical Procedure of Social and 
Ecological Links Assessment with Economic 
Transformation: Theory and Application. MINO, Usti nad 
Labem 2005, 116 p. ISBN 80-239-3893-2 

The book presents input information from the Ministry of 
Labour and Social Affairs' project (MLSA) research project 
entitled "Methodical Procedure of Social and Ecological Links 
Assessment with Economic Transformation: Theory and 
Application". The framework of the research programme is quite 
broad with regard to the integral character of economic (or - if 
understood as a broader concept socio-economic) 
transformation, and the interconnectedness and interdependency 
of social, environmental or economic changes. When being 
monitored, especially when it is necessary to collect data, dynamic 
changes in the post-totalitarian system transformation process 

and their historically unique character create pressure at the empirical studies level. From 
the point of view of the needs of the land user, decision makers and stakeholders, this task 
was important. The primary task was the process itself, used to evaluate the social and 
environmental context, search for space differentiation and development, identify conflict 
areas and determine the limits to socio-economic development. The structure of this 
introductory book to the conceptual objectives of the project. It is oriented partly from 
general to specific, partly towards goal setting, from measures to their implementation, and 
ends with the characteristics of model areas of the research. The first two chapters cover 
theoretical issues and focus on the methodology used for evaluation of the environmental 
context in which the economic transformation developed as well as on the basic solution 
trends. An important part of the introduction is the bibliography and the outline of a 
geographical approach towards evaluation of the landscape. The following two chapters 
describe the capacity (the research team and its structure) and the institutional 
background to the resolution of the project. The model areas are differentiated 
hierarchically by levels pf the following order of magnitude: the macro-regional level 
represents the Region ofUsti nad Labem (where the transformational changes are probably 
most sweeping within Czechia), the meso-regional level represents the so-called Eastern 
Ore Mountains Region (very problematic mountain area in the districts of Most, Teplice 
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and Usti n . L.). The micro-regional level is represented by four specific landscapes, which 
are significant representatives of very differentiated types characteristic of the meso
regional and macro-regional level. 

R. Brazdil, P. Dobrovolny, J. Stekl, O. Kotyza, H. 
Valasek, J. Jez: History of Weather and Climate in the 
Czech Lands VI: Strong winds. Masaryk University, Brno 
2004,378 p. 

Strong winds related to convective storms and to windstorms 
caused by large horizontal pressure gradients in the Czech 
Republic for the last millennium are studied based on 
instrumental data and documentary evidence (chronicles, 
diaries, newspapers etc.). Higher frequency of strong winds is 
typical for the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries and mainly 
between the years 1770-1830. An increasing number of strong 
winds with a various kind of damage to nature and society can be 
seen from compiled series. The most severe "windstorms of the 
century" are described based on documentary evidence. 
Catalogue of tornadoes is created with analysis of their spatial 

distribution, annual variation and intensity. Instrumental data about strong winds are 
Significantly and positively correlated with winter values of NAOI and CEZI and with 
winter mean temperatures in Prague. 

R. Brazdil et al.: Historical and recent floods in the 
Czech Republic. Masarykova univerzita, Cesky 
hydrometeorologicky ustav v Praze. Brno a Praha 2005, 369 p. (in 
Czech with extended English summary) 

Floods of the past millennium in the Czech Republic are 
analysed for five main rivers - the Vltava, Ohi-e, Elbe, Odra and 
Morava. An analysis of synoptic causes of floods and their 
climatological evaluation is given along with impacts to nature 
and society. A noticeable decline in the number of floods as well 
as their intensity (expressed by peak discharges with return 
period of N years) is detectable in the instrumental period from 
the second half of the 19th century to the end of the 20th century. 
This is due to significant reduction of winter flooding due to the 
overall warming of Central European winters. The relatively 
flood-free period of the 20th century came to an abrupt end with 

the two recent catastrophic floods of July 1997 and of August 2002. Chronology of the most 
disastrous flood events for the past millennium is developed showing important change in 
seasonality from floods related to snow melt / ice jam (up to 1862) to heavy rains (since 
1872). Documentary evidence of floods for the pre-instrumental period is important for flood 
risk analysis. 

E. Kallabova, A. Vaishar, J. Zapletalova: Geography in Europe of 
Regions. Institute of Geonics, Czech Academy of Sciences, Brno 2005, 
151 p. 

Proceedings of the 6th Moravian Geographical Conference CONGEO 
'05, held in August 2005 in Luhacovice Spa (Eastern Moravia). The book 
contains 23 papers. Next CONGEO '07 Conference is to be organized in the 
town of Telc (Bohemian-Moravian Highland) in August 2007. 

K. Kirchner, J. Wojtanowicz (eds.): Cultural Landscapes. 
Regiograph, Brno 2004, 122 p. 

Miscellany published in co-operation with Maria-Curie Sklodowska 
University in Lublin and the Silesian University (Faculty of Earth 
Sciences) Sosnowiec 
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MOlAv IAtI 
G(OQ)\I>HICA1. 
RlPOkTS 

Moravian Geographical Reports, published since 1993. 
Journal publishes articles contributed by geographers and by 

other researchers who specialize in allied disciplines, including 
the geosciences and the geo-ecology, with a distinct regional 
orientation. One central question faced by all concerned scientists 
today can be posed as follows : "What are the roles of 'regions' and 
'localities' in a globalized society, given the geographic scale at 
which we evaluate them"? Our emphasis is concentrated on the 
regional and locality 'problematic' - on questions of regional 
economy and society, of society in an urban or rural context, on 
regional perspectives concerning the influence of human 
activities on landscapes and environments, on the relationships 
between localities and macro-economic structures in these 
rapidly changing socio-political and environmental conditions on 
environmental impacts of technical progress on the landscape, on 

physical-geographical processes in the landscape including evaluation of hazards. The 
geographic aspects of a holistic interpretation of regions would be stressed. Theoretical 
questions in geography, in all of their regional dimensions, are also addressed. We seek to 
publish original scientific papers, reports on recent scientific projects, as well as critical 
evaluations of these contributions to current knowledge, academic announcements, and 
reviews. Scientific papers and selected academic announcements are reviewed. The journal 
format is A4, and individual issues contain approximately 60 pages. Contributions may 
include colored pictures, graphs and maps. The journal was published twice a year till 2005. 
The volume 2006 contains 3 issues, the volume 2007 should contain 4 issues. 

Tolasz, R., Valerianova, A., Mikova, T., Vozenilek, V. (eds.) (2006): Climate Atlas 
of Czechia. Czech Hydrometeorological Institute, Prague, 256 p. 

The Climate Atlas of Czechia is the result of many years of effort to achieve a better 
understanding of climate conditions in a country at the heart of Europe. Its creation was 
enabled by several decades of systematic, conscientious work by thousands of voluntary and 
professional observers, data reviewers, technicians as well as database, computer 
technology, and telecommunications administrators. When compiling this extensive 
collection of maps and accompanying texts, the group of authors comprising specialists from 
the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute and other experts, was able to build reliably on the 
results of their effort. 

The Atlas consists of 11 chapters: Air temperature; Precipitation; Snow; Humidity and 
evapotranspiration; Solar radiation, sunshine and cloudiness; Air pressure; Hazardous 
phenomena; Phenological characteristics; Soil temperature; Dynamics of climate; Climatic 
classification. 

As all the data have been handled in the geoinformation project, the Atlas may be 
presented in various forms (printed book, CD presentation, web application). The Atlas and 
the geoinformation project may thus be used in the professional, administrative, 
educational and practical fields, even after project completion. A major contribution of the 
Atlas of Climate in the Czech Republic consists of numerous thematic maps, charts, tables, 
diagrams and photographs. The publication presents elements that have not been included 
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in previous Czech thematic maps. These elements render the 
whole work more vivid as well as more attractive and relevant for 
a wide public. This new edition of the Atlas should contribute to 
raising interest in learning about our country, of which the 
climate is an integral and natural part. 

V. Tousek, I. Smolova, M. Fiiukal, M. Jurek, P. Klapka: 
The Czech Republic - Portraits of Regions. Ministry of 
Regional Development of the Czech Republic., Praha 2005,136 p. 
ISBN 80-239-6346-5 

A team of geographers from Brno and Olomouc prepared a 
publication about Czechia aiming to provide foreign readers with 
a concise and contemporary portrait of the country and its 
regions. The first part of the book describes Czechia Republic 



from the geographer's point of view, including characterization of the natural environment, 
population structure and economy and its development trends during 1993-2004. The 
second part of the book provides a more detailed look at the current fourteen self
administrative regions of the Czech Republic. For the ease of comparison, chapters about 
the regions follow a uniform template and further specify particulars of natural 
environment, population, economy, and tourist attractions. Besides full-color photographs 
and maps, a set of plots and tables accompanies the text in order to portray recent 
statistical data and their development trends. The book was published both in English and 
Czech and was awarded by the Czech Association of Journalists and Publicists in Tourist 
Trade (ATchJET) as the best regional publication in 2005. 

A. Vaishar, J. Zapletalova, J. Munzar: Regional Geography 
and its Applications. Regiograph, Brno 2003, 193 p. 

Proceedings of the 5th Moravian Geographical Conference CONGEO 
'03, held in September 2003 in Frenstat pod Radhostem (Moravian -
Silesian Region). The book contains 27 papers. 

Vozenilek, V. (2005): Cartography for GIS - geovisualization 
and map communication. Vydavatelstvi UP, Olomouc, 140 s. ISBN 
80-244-1047-8 

The reader is presented with a publication devoted to cartography and geographic 
information systems focused on geovisualization and map communication. It is one of the 
first books of this type in Central Europe; adequate publications have so far been published 
in the Western Europe and outside Europe, especially in the USA. 

I welcome this publication as a significant contribution not only to the development of 
the scientific field of cartography but also of other disciplines dealing with geographic 
information. It is an important enrichment of discussions on current status of cartography, 
its position in the system of scientific disciplines and changes that take place in cartography 

and modify it or - on the contrary - changes that cartography, a 
science that has existed for several millennia, inspires and 
influences with its requirements. There are two views of current 
status of cartography in the global cartographic community. One 
is represented by the opinion that we now experience a period of 
modification of the cartographic paradigm. However, it is only 
seldom mentioned what is understood as this paradigm. The 
second stream argues, that the paradigm of cartography is not 
changing, and - thanks to new communication and information 
technologies - cartography fulfills concepts, attempts and 
sometimes even dreams, which could not have been reached with 
technologies used formerly. It is for certain that new trends we 
witness in cartography are significantly influenced by the 
development of information and communication technologies. 
Application of ICTs helps cartography and geoinformatics to 
engage in wider trends related to advancement of information 

technologies and to facilitate use of cartographic results in practice. These technologies 
allow better reaction to public demand and utilization of our results in solving everyday 
problems and tasks as well as in emergency events such as risk situations related to 
natural disasters. 

The society - at least in the developed countries - has shifted from industrial 
development to and information- and knowledge-based society. This has created completely 
new conditions for work with geographic data and information. Now we create Spatial Data 
Infrastructures that improve access to high-quality, reliable and up-to-date data and 
information with certain legislative regulations and rules. The role of users has also 
changed. Current cartography tends to be user-friendly and customized. Thus, at last it 
fulfills long-time ambitions of cartographers - it is able to react to individual needs of users, 
who are no longer dependent on mass production of maps from national mapping agencies. 

Many describe the era in which we live as the age of SDls, which are created not only on 
national, but also on regional and global levels. In this process, cartography offers its 
methods, its experience gained from creation of old SDls (represented ever since the 16th 
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century by atlases and currently also by digital atlases) and it also offers new types of 
cartographic products often based on geovisualization. It is the objective of the author of 
this book to make the reader acquainted with all these new approaches. 

In the International Cartographic Association, geovisualization is traditionally 
developed and accompanied by scientific efforts in other areas also dealt with in the book, 
such as creation of Internet maps, transfer and visualization of geographic data on mobile 
devices (ubiquitous mapping), cooperation in creation of standards, and many other 
activities. 

I hope that the book ofVit Vozenllek - a graduate of the Masaryk University in Brno
will enrich creative discussion, which will in result lead to further development of the 
scientific field of cartography. 
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